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Abstract
Industry has often used a quality standard known as ISO 9000. No evidence
has been located demonstrating the applicability of an industrial quality model to a
singular academic department. The problem of this study was to determine if the
guidelines for ISO 9004-2 could have been considered appropriate for Industrial
Technology related programs and how they could have been used to indicate quality
within such programs.
The purpose of this study was to seek knowledge relating the importance of
ISO 9004-2 guidelines to audit and/or improve the quality management of Industrial
Technology related departments at 4-year state regional universities. This information
was sought by surveying the opinions of deans, chairs and faculties of Industrial
Technology related programs at 4-year post-secondary institutions.
Limited response questions were asked to assist in determining the
appropriateness of ISO 9004-2 guidelines to departments. Open questions were asked
of participants to determine whether departments currently had systems in place to
meet ISO 9004-2 guidelines, and if so, to determine what systems were in place.
Responses to the first 14 factors reflected strong agreement regarding the
appropriateness of those factors to the management of their Industrial Technology
Departments. However, the 15th factor identified by the researcher (the use of a
statistical method to predict student success) rated well below the norm, and thus has
been considered inappropriate for use in the management of Industrial Technology
Departments.
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Respondents also indicated reasons why they felt a factor was or was not
important to the management of their department. These reactions have been listed as
clearly as possible for the reader’s review. Based on the results of the survey, about
34% of the respondents have in use the top rated 14 factors of ISO 9004-2, while
about 28% of the respondents were developing these quality management systems,
and approximately 32 % noted a need for the factors but did not have them in place
yet. About 6% of the respondents felt no need for the guidelines of ISO 9004-2 in
the management o f their Industrial Technology Departments.
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CHAPTER 1
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Quality has become of primary importance to 4-year post-secondary
educational institutions, much as it has been the focus in the industrial environment of
the world’s economies. In the educational setting, this concern for quality has often
focused on placement, curriculum, laboratories, faculty qualifications, and research
capabilities.
In 1987, the International Organization for Standardization issued an official
document known as ISO 9000, a comprehensive treatise designed to substantiate
quality management programs in companies and organizations within the industrial
sector (Lamprecht, 1992; Rothery, 1991). In 1992, this same organization issued the
latest in a series of updates to the standard known as ISO 9004-2 guidelines, which
focused on quality in the service sector. A constituent of the service sector to which
the updated standard has been considered appropriate to apply quality management
was education (International Organization for Standardization, 1992; Rothery, 1991).
The concept of applying ISO 9004-2 guidelines to the education setting may be a
logical step for higher education, particularly Industrial Technology programs where
prior understanding of the importance of ISO 9000 to industry has been integrated
into the curriculum.
The International Organization of Standardization established ISO 9000 as a
global set of standards to assure a minimal system of quality management in industrial
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companies (Inglesby, 1992; Ingman, 199 le; Lofgren, 1991; Mullin, 1992b; Soslow,
1992). This set of standards was intended to verify that a quality management system
was planned by corporate executives and implemented throughout the levels of
management within a company (Inglesby, 1992).
It should be noted that ISO 9000 was not intended to certify the quality of a
product, but rather to establish that a minimum quality management system was in
place and documented throughout the organization, from production line employees to
top level management (Ferguson, 1992; Vermeer, 1992). The concept of certifying a
system or process tailored to the individualities of a company has created difficulty as
previous quality programs typically focused on the quality attributes of specific
products. The concept of a systemic approach to quality management rather than the
traditional quantifiable methods used for specific manufactured products has created
some difficulties and misunderstandings. However, certification under the ISO 9000
umbrella required that management accept this standard unreservedly with proof of
the company’s good faith by documentation of their system of quality management.
The rewards for adoption of ISO 9000 were vast, not the least of which was laying
out a framework of responsibility for quality measures that incorporated
empowerment to all members of the organization.
The concern for quality in the management of higher education institutions has
long been of interest to the customers of higher education- the students, taxpayers,
and organizations hiring graduates (Spanbauer, 1992). According to Parnell (1990)
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quality standards in administration, teaching, and research have been essential to
education and of importance in satisfying goals set by administration and faculty.
In 1987, Spanbauer pointed out that assessment of academic programs to
determine quality standards in public higher education were a rarity. As the themes
of product quality and quality management permeated industry, higher education
responded by incorporating quality topics into curriculum, conducting applied research
in Total Quality Management, and functioning as a knowledge/training resource for
industry. Noting the rewards of quality management within industry, higher
education sought to assimilate these techniques into academic administration.
In the early 1990s Seymour (1991a) documented the benefits and frustrations
o f 22 campuses who were implementing a Total Quality Management model into their
institutions. Also in 1991, Marchese discussed the results from eight colleges and
universities who had incorporated Total Quality Management and Malcolm Baldrige
Award criteria into the operations of their campuses. The concepts o f industrial
quality management practices have been adopted by a number of higher education
institutions.
Spanbauer (1992) documented the successful implementation and execution of
an industry-based quality management system for administration and faculty in the
accomplishment of objectives at a technical college. He utilized industrial standards
for organizing, critiquing, and improving the management of that institution. Results
indicated the standards were effective and substantial improvements were noted.
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Statement of the Problem
American industry has widely accepted, adopted, and utilized the ISO 9000
series of standards as they pertain to the quality of management systems. The
successful utilization of the ISO 9000 series of standards in a post-secondary
educational setting has yet to be documented. Since the ISO 9004-2 guidelines were
developed specifically for the service industry, the logical link from industry to postsecondary higher education would be through Industrial Technology programs, given
their previous exposure to industrial practices and prior ISO 9000 industrial standards.
The problem of this study was two-fold: (a) to determine if ISO 9004-2 quality
guidelines were appropriate for integration into Industrial Technology programs and
(b) how would these guidelines have been utilized to verify quality management
objectives within such programs. Since other industrial quality models such as Total
Quality Management (Comesky, McCool, Byrnes, & Weber, 1991; Kendrick, 1993b;
Marchese, 1991; Seymour, 1991a, 1991b, 1991c) and the Malcolm Baldrige Award
criteria (Kendrick, 1993a, 1993c; Lemons, 1992; Placek, 1992; U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1993) have been applied to the post-secondary educational setting, it was
considered appropriate to study the potential application of a newer quality model,
ISO 9004-2 guidelines, and their ability to assess and/or improve quality management
within Industrial Technology programs.
Although Total Quality Management practices, the Malcolm Baldrige criteria,
and ISO 9000 complement and occasionally overlap each other in terms of
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applicability, each has been developed as a unique standard to accomplish contrasting
results through distinctly different methods. These different methods of achieving
quality have been used consecutively to improve the quality of an organization.
Research Questions
The study sought information regarding ISO 9004-2 guidelines for use in
Industrial Technology programs and the utilization of these standards to verify quality
objectives. The researcher was expecting that the 3 groups would respond differently,
as will be explained in the results. The research will attempt to answer the following:
1. What are the differences in perceptions in measurements of quality between
the three population categories (dean, department chair, and faculty) based on 15
factors as defined by ISO 9004-2 guidelines?
2. To what extent have ISO 9004-2 guidelines been implemented in Industrial
Technology Departments as perceived and reported by the three population
categories?
3. What are the differences in perceptions of level of implementation of ISO
9004-2 guidelines in Industrial Technology Departments between the three population
categories?
4. How can the guidelines identified by ISO 9004-2 be used to indicate quality
management within Industrial Technology related programs at 4-year post-secondary
institutions?
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Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study was to seek knowledge regarding the relevance of an
industrial management model (ISO 9000) and its ability to audit and/or improve the
quality of management of Industrial Technology related departments at 4-year state
regional universities. The results warranted the consideration of ISO 9004-2
guidelines for improving the quality of management within Industrial Technology
related departments.
Significance of the Study
As with any service provider, quality in the management of education
institutions is not only expected, but leadership in the testing and application of new
quality management theory is anticipated. Universities, in particular, are being drawn
into the quality management platform by the same initiatives that have benefitted
American industry in the past 10 years.
Additionally, university management must show receptivity to potential
methods for productivity improvements given the current political climate that has
little tolerance for waste and mismanagement. To date, the favored methods for
improving quality in the post-secondary educational setting have focused on Total
Quality Management (TQM) and to a lesser extent, Malcolm Baldrige Award criteria.
Total Quality Management techniques and Malcolm Baldrige Award criteria
have been successfully integrated into the post-secondary higher education
environment and have been gaining broad acceptance as potential methods for quality
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improvement. ISO 9000 certification criteria are the next step on the path to the
quality of management in higher education. No evidence has been discovered
suggesting that ISO 9000 certification criteria, specifically ISO 9004-2 guidelines,
have been applied to a higher education institution or in direct relation to an
Industrial Technology related department.
Assumptions
Assumptions made in the accomplishment of this study were:
1. The pursuit of quality management is a goal of Industrial Technology
related departments.
2. Administrative and faculty personnel of Industrial Technology related
departments were able to perform a self-assessment concerning the appropriateness of
ISO 9000 to the operations and management of their departments.
Delimitations
This study was conducted based on the following delimitations, and the results
of this study applied only to these programs:
1. Participants in the survey were administrators (deans and chairs) and
faculty at 4-year post-secondary Industrial Technology related programs at state
regional institutions graduating students with Industrial Technology related degrees
(Dennis, 1993-94).
2. To prevent bias toward institutions that had multiple departments in the
area of Industrial Technology, only the department with the closest curricular area to
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Industrial Technology was surveyed or if there was more than one, only the largest
(determined by number of faculty members) was included in the study.
3. Interpretation of the responses was accomplished by the researcher.
4. Results were based on the responses received during the survey process
and applied only to the participants included in the study.
Terms
Several terms used in this study were identified for consistency:
Chair(s)--to include chairperson(s), chairwoman, chairman, head(s),
coordinator(s).
ISO-International Standards Organization, officially known as the International
Organization of Standardization.
ISO 9000 Standards—include ISO 9000, 9001, 9002, 9003, and 9004. The
series of standards is often known as the ISO 9000 standards, implying any standard
included in the series, as well as the whole series inclusive.
Participant-also known as respondent.
Q90 or Q91—the U.S. term for the international ISO 9000 standards.
Quality-the features and characteristics of a service that bear on its ability to
satisfy stated or implied needs.
Registered-refers to ISO 9000, can also be known as being certified,
accredited, or having met registration requirements without actually having applied for
registration, certification, or accreditation.
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Research Budget
Due to the recent release of the ISO 9004-2 guidelines, research has involved
extensive seminar attendance and purchases, rather than typical computer and library
searches. Additionally, much traveling from out-of-state has been included in the
total due to numerous committee meetings necessitated by the relative recentness of
ISO 9004-2 guidelines and the unexampled application of these guidelines to Industrial
Technology. The estimated expenditures for this study were detailed in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
A review of the literature provided information related to quality issues in
higher education, management quality trends in North American industries, historical
perspectives of ISO 9000 in industry, ISO 9000 methodology and similarities between
ISO and other quality models. Also reviewed were management policy and practice
in higher education, quality model applications in higher education and Industrial
Technology Departments as a vehicle for quality management implementation.
Management Quality Issues in Higher Education
Attempts in the early 20th century at post-secondary institutions to improve
quality by imitating industrial management practices were often a failure. Although
these practices led American industry to world leadership, the same practices offered
little benefit to higher education institutions. The attempts were generally
ill-conceived and not well executed, as will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Following World War II, a concern for efficiency and effective management
methods was voiced by institutions as they focused on rapid expansion to meet the
needs of returning servicemen. But in the rush to expand educational opportunities
for the newly expanded student population, little attempt was made in higher
education to improve the quality or management of educational institutions, but to
multiply the already existing system (Mood, Bell, Brownlee, Bogard, & McCloskey,
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1974). During this period, goals were rarely identified or followed by higher
education institutions because this was not considered necessary nor beneficial since
there were more students clamoring for a college education than there were
institutions to serve them (Kerr, 1991).
More recently, when taxpayers have balked at increasing their taxes, the
resultant budget cuts have been blamed for lowering the quality of education (H ill,
1991). This was in spite of tuition at public universities increasing 13% in 1991 and
10% in 1992, according to a study by the College Board, an association of 2800
higher education institutions (Public U ’s tuitions rise 10%, 1992).
Bimbaum (1989) explained that universities have not been rational in a
business-sense as they have attempted to adapt to a changing world. Rather they have
been made extremely complex and have become even more bureaucratic. Interactions
and decisions within the university environment have been intricate and loosely
coupled, with the outcomes frequently left to chance. The alternative courses of
action taken by administrators to improve quality or systems as well as their predicted
outcomes have been uncertain. This has caused administrators to forego efforts to
maximize results in favor of merely finding an acceptable solution. As a result, many
university systems have been suboptimized.
The need for assessing and improving quality in the educational setting has
been documented. Education has responded to this need by joining the quality
movement and implementing Total Quality Management, Malcolm Baldrige, and
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Deming philosophies into the operations of higher education institutions. As stressed
by Bogue in 1992, quality can be defined, can be measured, and can be used to
improve educational systems. The move by some institutions to adopt TQM strategies
to their universities has rapidly gained momentum in the 1990s and has established
guidelines for implementation (Comesky et al., 1991; Marchese, 1991; Seymour,
1991a, 1991b, 1991c; Spanbauer, 1987, 1992). This process has been further refined
to improve the curriculum in both industry and education (Kendrick, 1993b). The
researcher has observed that conferences, seminars, and training sessions have
become cottage industries by brokering services to train educators on implementation
methods for TQ M , Malcolm Baldrige, Deming, and other quality methodology
specifically geared for the educational setting.
History of ISO 9000 Standards
The ISO 9000 standards were the first international standards for quality in
management and were modeled on British National Standards 5750 used in Britain’s
defense equipment industry (Chynoweth & Roberts, 1992; Kuhn, 1991; Lamprecht,
1992; Rothery, 1991). The ISO 9000 set of standards were developed by a technical
committee composed of a worldwide delegation. In addition to having established the
standards, this committee has been meeting regularly to consider revisions.
The standards were designed as a document applicable to all industries of all
nations. One of the strengths of the ISO 9000 series was their design as a
self-assessment tool with the intent of later being used for third-party certification
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(Lamprecht, 1992). The standards were not to certify the quality of a product
(Ingman, 1991c, 1991d; Lamprecht, 1992), but rather to certify the quality of the
management system (Baldwin, 1993; Ferguson, 1992; Rabbitt, 1992; Vermeer, 1992).
As a quality system certification in management, the standards certified that a
system was in place, fully implemented, and inspected by an independent party to
meet minimal world requirements for maintaining management quality and
consistency (Gosch, 1992; Sprow, 1992). The ISO 9000 series were intended to be
complementary to statutory and customer requirements, but not as substitutes for them
(Harral, 1992b).
Kirchenstein (Ferguson, 1991) stressed that ISO 9000 standards were not
intended to standardize quality systems across industries or even company locations,
but rather were intended to be customized according to the quality and management
needs of each industry, organization and/or company. According to Burrows (1992),
this has created confusion about their use because the quality system was intended to
be individually tailored to a company’s or organization’s needs. Additionally, many
organizations were stymied in the pursuit of certification when they found that there
was no template to follow. ISO 9000 even allowed a company or organization to
develop language appropriate for its specific industry (Lamprecht, 1992; Rabbitt,
1992).
Quality and quality of management have become of concern to industries,
organizations and countries around the globe. The Baldrige Award in the U.S.
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(Kendrick, 1993a, 1993c), the Deming Prize in Japan, and a newly established award
for quality in the European Economic Community (Kochan, 1992) have demonstrated
how the quality of management has been recognized around the globe in the industrial
setting.
Management Quality and ISO 9000 in Industry
This emphasis on management in a quality manner has been precipitated by the
need for industry to move into the global marketplace. In order to succeed in the
global marketplace, changes and improvements in management methods were usually
necessary, including quality systems (Albin, 1991; Deutsch, 1993; Jasany, 1991;
Piciacchia, 1991; Placek, 1993).
This pursuit of management in a quality manner has gained global support with
the acceptance of ISO 9000 standards by over fifty countries (Baldwin, 1993; Byrnes,
1992). Acceptance of this set of standards has been rapid since 1987 with over
22,000 companies certified worldwide as of September, 1992. The number of
companies who have sought registration has been increasing since 1991 at an
exponential, rather than a linear rate (Chynoweth & Mullen, 1992; Schmidt, 1992)
indicating the need as well as the benefits of ISO 9000 certification.
Although the U.S. and Japan have been more advanced in the development of
formal quality standards than Europe, both have been resistant to utilizing the ISO
9000 standards (Berkman, 1990; Dambrot, 1992, Pirret, 1992). As recently as the
early 1990s, many U.S. companies were not convinced of the advantages o f the
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standards. In part, this reluctance in the U.S. was due to the difficulties of
incorporating the registrar system into national quality activities (Stratton, 1992).
The standards were also adopted as a national standard for quality by the
countries of eastern Europe (Gamer, 1991) and New Zealand (McFadyen & Walsh,
1992). Hong Kong has been pushing for 10% of its 50,000 factories to be certified
(Slovick, 1991). As of 1992, over 15,000 firms in the European Economic
Community had been ISO 9000 registered, while only a few hundred companies in the
U.S. had completed registration (Lamprecht, 1991; Pirret, 1992).
The need to pursue certification in the U.S. has been fueled by overseas
customer demands (Constance, 1991; Gosch, 1991; Greene, 1991; Ross, 1992). It
became common for contractual agreements to demand certification as a requisite to
doing business with a company (ISEA Communique, 1992). U.S. companies found
their business in the European Economic Community, Canada, Australia (Bodinson,
1991; Boznak, 1991), Taiwan, Hong Kong, mainland China, Israel, and elsewhere
(Gamer, 1991) to have been at risk due to a lack of certification.
With acceptance of ISO 9000 certifications in the European Economic
Community (EEC) , many U.S. companies were forced to implement the standards
against their will (Bodinson, 1991; Boehling, 1990; Burr, 1990; Jasany, 1991; Tattum
& Heller, 1991; Vasilash, 1991). With over 350 million consumers, the EEC was the
largest single market in the world and this has been a strong force behind acceptance
of the standards (Gamer, 1991; Moorman, 1992; Sprow, 1992). Hockman (1991)
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and Kirchenstein (Ferguson, 1991) reported that manufacturers failing to meet the
standards risked having their product(s) banned for impo^ to the EEC. This ban has
been considered extreme considering the standards were not mandatory.
ISO 9000 Implementation in the United States
Multinational companies based in the U.S. such as Dupont, Eastman Kodak
(Kemezis, 1992), and IC I Films (Benson, 1991) were introduced to ISO 9000
standards through their European operations, which facilitated a rapid certification of
their American divisions. Other U.S. companies achieved Q90 certification through
defining and implementing a uniquely American system of quality management.
Companies such as A T& T (Klock, 1990), GE Fanuc, Data General, Compaq
Computer (Dutton, 1992), and Hewlett-Packard (Graham, 1991) have been successful
at achieving Q90 certification with this uniquely American system.
Conglomerates in the chemical industry (Hunter, 1992; Roberts, 1992) and the
oil/gas industries (Schindler & Lamprecht, 1992) have taken the lead among U.S.
industries seeking accreditation. In 1992, the standards had a strong impact on the
automotive industry when a truck manufacturer required suppliers to conform to ISO
9001 or 9002 by 1994 (Arch Associates, 1992).
U.S. service industries have not embraced the guidelines as vigorously as
service industries in England despite the benefits (Mullin, Chynoweth, & Roberts,
1992). As of 1992, the U.S. service industry that has demonstrated the most activity
in seeking certification has been the hotel and resort industry (Mullin et al., 1992).
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U.S. government organizations who have adopted the standards have included
the Department of Defense (DOD) (Boehling, 1990), the Food and Drug
Administration (Saunders, 1992), the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(Lamprecht, 1992), the American National Standards Institute, as well as the
American Society for Quality Control (Marquardt, 1992). The DOD has replaced
specific military standards with ISO 9000 criteria (Greene, 1991; Lamprecht, 1991).
The pursuit of quality in management has transcended international boundaries
and ISO 9000 has been considered applicable regardless of political and economic
differences. Due to the benefits, ISO 9000 has continued to be adopted in countries
around the world (Lamprecht, 1992; Rothery, 1991) despite hesitation in the United
States.
ISO 9000 Certification Methodology
As one of the first prerequisites to certification, management was to have
committed to management quality through its mission statement (Ferguson, 1992;
International Organization for Standardization, 1992; Nuland, 1990a). Management
was then to have formulated a strategic plan that specified the scope of the business,
the current status of the quality system, a ranked order of tasks or benchmarks, and
cost projections for the program (Jackson, 1992). Management was then to have
defined the requirements for equipment, processes, and quality management tools
(Dzus, 1991; Rothery, 1991). In conclusion, the initiation of activity to achieve ISO
9000 certification was to have rested on the shoulders of management.
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For certification ISO stated it was necessary to have a policy which defined the
quality responsibilities and a documentation of systems and processes. It relied on a
company to have decided how to implement a standard and to interpreted the criteria
relative to their industry and company (Lamprecht, 1992; Rothery, 1991). According
to Lamprecht (1992), it was best for a company to have rephrased the requirements
into questions regarding compliance to apply the criteria to company operations.
Hartman (Ferguson, 1992) explained that ISO 9000 standards provided for a
system of five components: a team concept, employee involvement, use of recognized
quality improvement techniques, good communications, and a good training program.
Because of the team concept and the required employee involvement, implementation
of the standards usually required changes in management style (Chynoweth &
Roberts, 1992).
Upper management of a company was to have (a) set the quality direction, (b)
resolved quality issues, (c) set specific objectives and reviewed results, and (d)
provided resources for the accomplishment of the program. Middle management was
expected to have (a) provided procedures and work instructions, (b) provided
equipment and training, (c) measured quality performance and follow-up, and (d)
established corrective and preventive action.
All employees of the company were expected to have (a) known the company
quality policies, (b) understood customer requirements, (c) understood quality
requirements, (d) followed quality procedures, (e) utilized and maintained work
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instructions, (f) personally been responsible for their work, (g) identified and
corrected errors, and (h) improved products and work processes. Every employee or
workgroup was to have had responsibility for quality (Dutton, 1992). When a
company decided to accept the standards, every employee was to have known their
role (Rothery, 1991; Sprow, 1992). The criteria were for settling disputes by
creating an agreement on quality (Ingman, 1991b).
Implementation of the standards forced a company to record its management
system and ensured that specific actions or procedures were not overlooked
(Ferguson, 1992). It provided procedures and records which measured improvement
(Schmidt, 1992). In summation, ISO 9000 required a company to document what
they were doing and do what they said in writing they were doing (DiMaria, 1992;
Ramsay, 1992; Schmidt, 1992).
A quality manual was also a requirement of the system and was to be updated
on a regular basis. This manual was to contain sample documents and full
documentation of processes and decision-making procedures related to quality. The
manual was intended to specify procedures for documentation and documentation
control (Dzus, 1991; International Organization for Standardization, 1992; Lamprecht,
1992; Rothery, 1991; Soslow, 1992), and was to be updated at all times.
Inglesby (1992) believed that if a company had a documented quality
improvement program with process control procedures in place and viewed quality as
the number-one factor in its success, ISO 9000 certification was achievable. A
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quality audit procedure was used as a form of self-assessment (International
Organization for Standardization, 1992; Lamprecht, 1992; Rothery, 1991) similar to
that required for the Malcolm Baldrige Award (Carey, Neff, & Therrien, 1991;
Ingman, 1991a, 1991g; Lemons, 1992). An organization was not required to prove
compliance with all 20 clauses of the ISO standards. Rather, an organization had the
prerogative of ignoring or labeling "Not Applicable" any clause which did not
specifically apply to their operations (Lamprecht, 1992; Rothery, 1991).
A wide variety of applications have been created for ISO 9000 criteria during
its short history. Some companies have sought certification as a means of creating a
quality program where there wasn’t one (Timbers, 1992). Other industries have
adopted the standard as operating procedure for their quality program (Blumberg,
1991/92).
Advantages and Disadvantages of ISO 9000 Certification
One of the major advantages of the ISO 9000 standards was that they were
developed as a ready-made system that was generic and applicable to all types of
businesses and services (Baldwin, 1993; Kalinosky, 1990; Rothery, 1992; Soslow,
1992). As such, they were considered common-sense and understandable by the
common worker. The standards required everyone in the organization to continuously
strive to meet customer requirements by doing their tasks right the first time and
perpetually attempting to achieve higher levels of quality performance (Soslow, 1992;
Sprow, 1992).
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According to Dutton (1992) and Wolak (1993), preparing for ISO auditing and
accreditation was worthwhile for many companies because it caused the organization
to evaluate how it did things. By requiring system consistency and recording it to
assure it was consistent, problems were easier to solve (Greene, 1991; Ramsay,
1992). Adding traceability to the process enabled management to assign responsibility
and to track performance, thus assuring conformity (Rothery, 1991).
Another major advantage of certification was regular maintenance and updating
at 5-year intervals (Byrnes, 1992; Hagigh, 1992; Harrewjin, 1991; Marquardt
e ta l., 1991). Certification required continuous company assessment (Fletcher, 1991;
Soslow, 1992) and additional visits by the accreditation team if certification of the
facility was marginal (Chynoweth & Roberts, 1992).
Companies who sought registration found advantages such as market advantage
(Rothery, 1991) and increased market share (Ferguson, 1992). Also documented
were reduced maintenance costs, standardization of operations, and expedited
government agency inspections (Mullen, 1992a). A reduction of customer quality
audits saved costly time and resources (DeAngelis, 1991; Lofgren, 1991). As in the
case of the Malcolm Baldrige Award, these advantages were often accomplished
through the utilization of self-assessment without actual inspection by a third-party
(Lofgren, 1991; Ramsay, 1992; Woemer, 1991).
Companies that completed registration have documented higher satisfaction
ratings from customers and a better understanding of operations (Heller, 1992).
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Reduced operating costs have been achieved as well as increased on-time deliveries,
reduced cycle times, increased yields, increased competitiveness (Marquardt, 1992),
and reduced product costs (DeAngelis, 1991). From a financial point of view,
companies have reported a consistently high rate of return on their investment
(Sprow, 1992).
Less tangible advantages such as improved employee communication have
been noted (Ingman, 1991f). Improved training procedures have resulted in
employees that understand their jobs better, had a supportive attitude, and were more
motivated (DeAngelis, 1991). This created a reduction in mediocrity which in turn
resulted in an advantage over competitors (Burrows, 1992; Comick & Barre, 1991;
Inglesby, 1991; Nuland, 1990b).
The benefits of pursuing registration have been well documented in the
industrial sector (DiMaria, 1992). At the head of this list has been the opportunity to
gain an independent view of the company’s quality system as well as increased
customer satisfaction, and improved employee morale. By having a checklist to
detect and remedy quality system weaknesses, companies documented method
deficiencies and developed plans for removing deficiencies. The benefit of cost
containment has assisted in a competitive edge in the marketplace and created a
national/international reputation for quality and quality management as well as cost
effectiveness. Many companies in the U.S. have broadcasted the accomplishment of
registration by advertising in industrial-related publications and local newspapers.
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Recognition of certification has increased as the standards have become more
widely accepted (Fletcher, 1991). But as Deming (Lamprecht, 1991, p. 17) stated,
"You don’t have to do this - survival is not compulsory."
Similarities between ISO 9000 and Other Quality Models
Many have found ISO 9000 not much different than MIL-Q-9858 (a military
standard), TQ M , or the Deming approach (a 12-step quality improvement technique
developed by W . Edwards Deming). Since ISO 9000 has similar features to military
standards and the Deming approach when coupled with TQM , many companies have
adopted ISO 9000 as their standard quality program (DiMaria, 1992; Flott, 1992,
Rabbitt & Bergh, 1992).
ISO 9000 has been considered similar to TQM because it has often led to a
sharing and exchange o f information across previously impenetrable departmental
barriers. It has also been considered similar to Deming’s philosophies because a
company was required to plan what they did, do what they said, and record that they
had done it, as well as audit for compliance and effectiveness (Lamprecht, 1991).
Many companies have utilized ISO 9000 as a step on the ladder to the Malcolm
Baldrige Award (Gamer, 1991).
ISO 9004-2 for Service Industries
As a model for service industries (an example of which was education) ISO
9004-2 has both quantitative and qualitative characteristics (Rothery, 1991). The
quantitative characteristics were (a) waiting time, (b) delivery time, (c) accuracy of
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service, (d) completeness of service, and (e) accuracy of billing. The qualitative
characteristics were (a) credibility, (b) accessibility, (c) security, (d) responsiveness,
(e) courtesy, (f) comfort, (g) aesthetics, and (h) hygiene.
The following components were listed by Rothery (1991) as components of an
ISO 9004-2 system:
1. A responsibility and commitment to a quality policy from top
management. The characteristics included (a) identification of the customers’ needs
(stated or implied), (b) a system of preventive action, (c) minimization of quality
costs, and (e) the creation of a collective will for quality service review.
2. The operational elements of the system were specified as (a) a market
assessment, (b) obligations and brief synopsis, (c) service design specifications and
delivery criteria, (d) quality control specifications, and (e) service performance
analysis.
The market assessment was to identify the resources needed for
implementation. This limited an organization from offering a service if it did not
know what the market already offered and how well the service met the needs of the
customer. An organization was not expected to meet the guidelines if the standards
were too high or unrealistic. Service design was the conversion of the service brief
into specifications. This defined the process responsible for delivery of the service.
In the section on quality control, the organization was to have measured and
controlled the processes within its manufacturing environment. This was determined
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by (a) an analysis of the system, (b) identification of key activities, (c) a system of
measurement, and (d) the design of actions to make adjustments as necessary. The
service performance analysis was to provide a continuous system of appraisal,
feedback, and adjustment. This included (a) supplier assessment, (b) customer
reaction, (c) complaints, (d) feedback and (e) audits. This was to result in seeking
areas where improvements gave the most benefits. Changing market attributes which
affected service would have been identified, as well as missing controls, and
opportunities for future change.
3. The standard sought a work environment which fostered excellence,
stability, and security. The standard identified training, education, and employee
motivation as methods to achieve this.
4. As with all other aspects of ISO 9000, documentation was demanded at all
stages. This included a quality manual, plans, and records of activities which
required measurement.
Registration to any ISO 9000 standard was to be perpetual as long as the
requirements were satisfied. In addition, ISO 9000 was developed to be
complementary to TQM , Malcolm Baldrige, and other quality systems (Harral,
1992a).
Management Quality and Administrative Methods in Higher Education
A variety of opinions have emphasized that higher education has faltered in the
quality of its administration and service (Chapman & Carrier, 1990; Lamfers, 1991;
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Matthews & Norgaard, 1984; Purcell, 1992; Seymour, 1991b, 1991c). The belief is
common that the quality of 4-year post-secondary schools has drastically undermined
the ability of the U .S. to compete globally (Public Broadcasting Service, 1991;
Spanbauer, 1992). When defining quality, effective education has been considered to
be more than information delivered by a knowledgeable lecturer (Bourke, 1990).
Studies have shown that quality in education has varied widely in countries
throughout the world (Brett, 1992; UNESCO, 1985; U.S. ed. spending average,
1992) and that these differences have affected the global economy. Much as the
quality and effectiveness of technical education has been considered responsible for
the economic growth of Japan (Toyoda, 1987), the quality of American higher
education has been considered as negatively affecting the competitiveness of the U.S.
(Bowen, 1982; Lamfers, 1991; Purcell, 1992; Spanbauer, 1992).
Several means have been considered for overcoming budget cuts and their
effect on the quality o f education. Liaisons between manufacturing and education
have been established and have been mutually beneficial (Deutsch, 1993; Fairweather,
1988; Lynton, 1984; Matthews & Norgaard, 1984; Public Policy Center, 1986;
Purcell, 1992). Alliances have encouraged educational institutions to perform
research for industry through internships, coop programs, and having industrial
managers teach university courses while being paid by industry. These alliances have
often enhanced the recent economic competitiveness of the U.S. in the global
marketplace of the 1990s (Fairweather, 1988; Lynton, 1984; Spanbauer, 1992).
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Problems Identified as Quality-Related in Higher Education
Factors that have influenced the flexibility of academic leaders have been listed
as (a) federal and state controls, (b) greater involvement by courts, (c) additional
layers of governance (compared to industry), (d) fewer opportunities for growth, (e)
questions about the importance of various missions, and (f) less acceptance of
authority in general (Bimbaum, 1989). These factors have often constrained
opportunities to display leadership as traditionally understood.
The problem in singular academic departments was not that goals weren’t able
to be identified, but that there were simultaneously a large number of conflicting
goals. There was no obvious goal comparable to money or profit as in business. The
three often articulated missions of teaching, research, and service generally created
diversity, conflict, and a general loss of priority with no easily identifiable outcome.
This problem was exacerbated by unclear or conflicting mission statements for
departments, colleges, and the institution as a whole (Bimbaum, 1989).
Although the quality of higher education has come under attack by the
American population and the legislature, no specific quality standard has been
identified as tenable (Hendricks, 1992). In large part, this has been because of a lack
of understanding about what universities were and how their effectiveness was
measured. This has created an attitude of questioning and mistrust (Bimbaum, 1989;
Goheen, 1969). According to Meyer and Rowan (1983), the more the college has
been viewed as conforming to societal expectations about what it was doing and how
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it was doing it, the more likely the college was perceived by the public to be
successful.
Morgan (1986) observed that this lack of change was due to cybernetic
controls that affected the operation of higher education institutions. These cybernetic
controls were identified as self-correcting mechanisms that provided negative feedback
to participants when things were not going well. This allowed the institution to detect
and correct errors when something happened in an undesirable direction, so that
something else automatically happened to bring it back on course. The cybernetic
college was unlikely to have rationally calculated in advance the probable outcomes of
the new activities it selected.
Cybernetic institutions have operated without an identifiable leader and have
reacted to long term problems with short term solutions. Cybernetic systems have
worked in higher education, although no one seems to know how or why, and because
they have worked they have been difficult to change (Bimbaum, 1989).
Ashapa concluded in 1991 that the management atmosphere of education has
not been as good as the equipment, technology, or delivery systems. Specific
inadequacies in higher education have been pointed out, such as how rarely
academicians had training in the management of their institutions (Lazerson &
Wagener, 1992). This lack of training was not inclusive according to Tinsley, Secor
and Kaplan (1983), as women who sought roles in educational administration often
attended summer institutes for training in management skills and leadership.
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Specific constraints to leadership have been (a) the greater involvement by
faculty, (b) faculty collective bargaining, (c) greater goal ambiguity, (d) the
fractionation of the campus into special interest groups, (e) the involvement of
trustees, and (f) the bureaucracy and specialization of administrators (Bimbaum,
1989). These factors have had a serious impact on the initiation of a quality
management program at the 4-year post-secondary level.
Quality at higher education institutions has seldom focused on the quality of
management (Spanbauer, 1987). An exception to this was when Spanbauer (1987,
1992) stated that an institution should have demonstrated by example that it was a
model of quality before teaching quality in its classes.
Spanbauer stressed this at his institution, since classes were offered to local
industries relating to quality and quality management, that it was essential that the
college itself be a model of quality and quality management. His college
demonstrated by example that it was knowledgeable in quality and the quality of
management.
Lynton (1984) believed that higher education institutions have become
creatures of habit performing activities that have little value except convenience.
Keller (1983, p. 5) felt that "They constitute one of the largest industries in the nation
but are among the least businesslike and well managed of all organizations." In
contrast, many have believed that higher education institutions exhibited diversity,
accessibility, and quality that were without parallel (Bimbaum, 1989).
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Examples of Quality Models in Higher Education
The TQM model that was adopted by several universities in 1992 created an
attitude where faculty, staff, and administrators acknowledged customer satisfaction as
a useable index of quality (Seymour, 1991a, 1991c). Results indicated success with
this industrial quality model.
In an effort to improve the quality of higher education, accreditation was
established as a means of certifying institutions and programs in technology
(Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, 1990; National Association for
Industrial Technology, 1990). Even though the National Association for Industrial
Technology (NAIT) has been dedicated to the establishment and maintenance of
curricula of Industrial Technology in its accreditation process, it has not included the
quality of management as a part of its process (National Association of Industrial
Technology, 1990).
In Industrial Technology, quality has remained a consistent goal. From the
initiation of the National Association of Industrial and Technical Teacher Educators
(NAITTE) in 1937 and N A IT in 1965 to the current mission statement of both
organizations, the pursuit and need for quality has been clear and consistent (Evans,
1988).
As identified by Naisbitt (1982) in Megatrends, the post-secondary institutions
known for excellence during the 1980s were characterized by a bottom-up rather than
a trickle-down trend (Gilley, Fulmer, & Reithlingshoefer, 1986). This demonstrated
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the impact faculty had in causing a change in the quality of management. In those
programs implementing quality of management, what worked for one academic
department was likely to have been harmful to another. Sophisticated management
techniques have often made the situation worse (Bimbaum, 1989). Two structures
that existed in parallel (the dualism of an administrative hierarchy and a faculty
structure), with neither having a consistent pattern of organization, operation, or
delegation has been blamed for causing unclear missions.
The methods for changing educational administrations and instruction have
been ineffective in the 1990s (Levine et al., 1989; Matthews & Norgaard, 1984).
Maybe this was why academe created quality awards and processes similar to the
Baldrige Award criteria and Total Quality Management (TQM) (Marchese, 1991;
Placek, 1992; Spanbauer, 1992).
There were almost no examples of formal quality processes being used in
higher education in the 1980s (Spanbauer, 1987), despite the changes expected in the
1990s (American Production and Inventory Control Society, 1991; Parnell, 1990).
No group was strong enough to dominate within the institution, so upper
administration was usually not able to play an authoritative role (Bimbaum, 1989).
Attempts to improve the quality of management in higher education have
included the Resource Allocation and Management Program (RAMP). Initiated by
Exxon, it expected liberal arts colleges and universities to make changes in their
management practices. These included a redefinition of authority and responsibility, a
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definition of objectives, a system of continuous comparison of achievements to
objectives, and reviews of all options before a decision was made (Baldridge &
Tiemey, 1979).
Another effort, the "Total Quality Management University Challenge,"
offered top corporate leaders the opportunity to teach academicians what they knew
about building continuous quality improvement into their companies (Kendrick,
1993b). TQM was one method identified as a way to change management practice.
When a university adopted TQM , it was expected the culture would shift to a quality
driven, customer oriented, and a constantly improving team (Marchese, 1991). Early
in the process, this was not considered helpful in improving higher education due to
the uniqueness of educational institutions compared to industrial enterprises (Van,
1992).
In 1992 the TQM University Challenge involved eight universities (Carnegie
Mellon, Georgia Tech, M IT , North Carolina State, Purdue, Rochester Institute of
Technology, Tuskegee, and the University of Wisconsin-Madison) as well as
industrial representatives from IBM , Milliken, Motorola, Procter & Gamble, and
Xerox. Each institution dispatched up to 100 professors in business and engineering,
as well as top administrators and key support personnel for a learning session on
TQM. By the end of 1992, most of the eight universities had begun an internal
quality assessment based on the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award criteria
and were showing significant improvement in quality efforts (Meade, 1993).
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When participants of the TQM University Challenge were interviewed, they
agreed that it was easier to integrate total quality into the administrative functions of
their universities than to adapt the philosophy to their educational mission. Many
universities addressed the faculty concerns of TQM through cascading (teaching total
quality from the top down). This was considered necessary by administrators due to a
lack of incentive from faculty (Meade, 1993).
Another study undertaken by Seymour identified the effectiveness of TQM
strategies at 22 public and private colleges and universities. Results indicated that this
allowed for the empowerment of employees with positive effects. The change in
work climate resulted in excellent morale and an improvement in the quality of the
institution. In large part, this shift in attitude was created by decisions based on fact
rather than intuition, tradition, and notions of "this is how we do things around here"
(Seymour, 1991a, p. 11). Measuring effectiveness was the purpose of the study
performed by Seymour. According to him, despite minor setbacks, there was an
overall improvement that made the effort worthwhile.
Specific objectives were identified in the model by Spanbauer (1987, 1992)
based on the principles of Deming, Juran, and TQM. This model set a pattern for
measuring institutional effectiveness. An article by Bogue in 1992 stressed that
quality had been defined, measured, and used for improvement at some educational
institutions. Bogue’s opinion was reinforced in 1992 when Spanbauer documented
proof through surveys, audits, and evaluations of the Quality First program at Fox
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Valley Technical College that industrial-based measures were applicable to education.
This was accomplished in spite of faculty and administrators that had fought the
implementation of quality processes in the management of that institution (Spanbauer,
1987).
Although academics in Europe and Japan have been considered experts on
quality (McGovern, 1991), according to Spanbauer (1992) being an expert in quality
and utilizing its premises in higher education were separate issues. The Quality First
process used at Fox Valley Technical College and the TQM and Malcolm Baldrige
Award criteria used at 22 universities have been the few documented industrial quality
processes used in education (Marchese, 1991; Seymour, 1991a; Spanbauer, 1987).
Resistance to Change in Higher Education
According to Bcenberry (1992), accomplishing quality has required establishing
priorities, which was supported by Spanbauer in 1987 and 1992 when he stated that
implementing quality at higher education institutions involved a mission, philosophy,
and a strategic direction. A self-evaluation was recommended for critiquing a
department and has proven successful in this use. In fact, for accreditation purposes,
self-assessment has become a requirement (Accreditation Board for Engineering and
Technology, 1990; National Association of Industrial Technology, 1990).
Developing a mission, philosophy, and a strategic direction has been an
uncertain process for most colleges and universities. This was often because as long
as academic organizations kept their goals ambiguous and abstract, they were agreed
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on, but when they were specifically stated and attempted to be put into operation,
conflict occurred. Since colleges and universities have often not known what they
were trying to do in determining specific missions, philosophies, and strategic
directions (in other words, goals), they often did not know how to achieve these goals
either (Baldridge, Curtis, Ecker, & Riley, 1974).
Resistance has been common by faculty and administrators to any change in
the status quo and this has created an attitude of arrogance and protection which often
prevented new management practices from successfully being implemented (Argyris &
Schon, 1974; Mayhew, 1970; Spanbauer, 1987). Because the characteristics of
academic institutions were not similar to business institutions, an attempt to improve
or change the management of universities has been found to reduce rather than
increase the institution’s effectiveness (Bimbaum, 1989). As Bimbaum points out,
maybe universities were successful because they were poorly managed and attempts at
traditional management processes would have diminished their effectiveness. No
doubt incorporating quality methods involved a vision and the creation of a mission
statement with specific action steps to overcome the varying degrees of resistance and
pain (Chacon, 1985; Lynn, 1990). This resistance to change has been described well
by Spanbauer (1992) at his institution.
Resistance to Change
Resistance was often the result of (a) not understanding or agreeing with the
goals of the institution, (b) not having a commitment to removing the errors in the
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organization, (c) not performing strategic planning, or to (d) a lack of recognition for
doing a job well. Resistance to change has also been caused by a reluctance to use
private sector practices in public education and the fact that most administrators and
managers were former teachers who had excellent teaching credentials but lacked
leadership experience (Bimbaum, 1989).
Resistance to change has been blamed on a belief that traditional management
theories have not applied to educational institutions (Bimbaum, 1989). This has been
explained by considering the university as a system composed of smaller systems and
as part of a larger system. As such, an educational institution has received inputs
from its environment, transformed them, and returned them to the environment. As
an open system, it had boundaries that were relatively permeable, caused by
interactions between the environment and system elements which were dynamic and
nonlinear. This resulted in no direct relationship between inputs and outputs.
Overcoming Resistance to Change
Spanbauer (1992) cited reasons for overcoming this resistance, such as
satisfied customers, increased enrollments, falling attrition rates, and an improved
graduate placement rate as well as significant cost savings. These reasons were
verified through the use of audits, surveys, and reviews. The benefits of a quality
model have also been verified by Seymour (1991a) in a study of TQM implementation
in educational organizations. He reported one institution where quality principles in
student affairs had improved the matriculation rate to nearly 80%.
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Spanbauer’s (1992) analysis of service quality and the planning model he
helped initiate in 1985 have highlighted the need for a mission, a philosophy, strategic
directions, administrative guidelines, allocation plans, and evaluation of results.
These same components of a quality system have been identified by the use of ISO
9000 standards (International Organization for Standardization, 1990, 1992;
Lamprecht, 1991; Rothery, 1991).
The need to have had commitment from senior management, to have created
teams that communicated freely, and to have a means for management to meet goals
have been common to educational management as a service industry and industry as a
whole (International Organization for Standardization, 1992; Spanbauer, 1992). The
model developed by Spanbauer (1987, 1992) which incoiporated the philosophy of
industry leaders in quality (such as Crosby, Deming, Juran, Albrecht, Zemke, and
Hayes) has been ideally suited to adaptation o f ISO 9000 standards (International
Organization for Standardization, 1987, 1990, 1992).
Management in an Industrial Technology Department
The Dean of an academic department such as Industrial Technology has been
responsible for formulating policies and presenting them to the department chair,
department faculty and/or university president for consideration. It has traditionally
been the Dean’s responsibility to satisfy customer expectations (Spanbauer, 1992).
But usually these customer needs (of students, employers, and taxpayers) were not
easily identifiable (Goheen, 1969).
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It has usually been the Dean’s responsibility to change the educational focus
and practice of the faculty (Blackwell, 1966). This often made the Dean the buffer
between the institutional level: Board of trustees and presidents, and the technical
level: research, teaching and service by faculty (Bimbaum, 1989).
Department chairs have often been termed middle managers (Blau, 1973;
Tucker, 1981), although they were seldom selected for their management abilities or
expertise (Bennett, 1983; Cardozier, 1987; Tucker, 1981). At some institutions, prior
management experience was a liability (Green, 1988). The duties of the chair have
often been influenced by the political activities of a faculty union, which limited the
leadership that was demonstrated. This also tended to limit the accountability and
responsiveness to the customers that it served (Kemerer & Baldridge, 1975).
The faculty role in the governance and operation of a department has been
well documented. Faculty have had a prominent role in the policies, decisions, and
ongoing activities of determining and accomplishing the mission and duties of an
academic department (Schuster, Wheeler, & Associates, 1990). Faculty were
frequently considered members of management rather than mere employees of the
institution or department (Bowen & Schuster, 1986).
Summary
Contrary to those who have stated that industrial measures were not applicable
to higher education (Bimbaum, 1989; Tucker, 1981), the principles and processes of
industrial management have proven to be increasingly pertinent and relevant. This
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was because of the same need for efficiency and effectiveness, to have productively
and effectively utilized limited resources, and the concept of judgement on quality of
service (Freedman, 1987; Spanbauer, 1987, 1992; UNESCO, 1984; Westmeyer,
1990).
Good quality has been demonstrated by an increase in customer satisfaction
and cost containment after the application of industrial management concepts to the
educational setting (Spanbauer, 1992). These benefits have been documented as a
result of the Quality First program, TQM, and Malcolm Baldrige criteria.
Davis’ (1990) view that since one cannot stop the world, one should prepare
his/herself for the future has been especially appropriate for institutions of higher
education entering the 1990s. Large multi-campus state regional universities have
proven they were the innovators of change and have been recognized for the impact
they have had on improving quality in the educational setting (Kaplan, 1976).
Although ISO 9000 standards were originally adopted for manufacturing
industries, ISO 9004-2 guidelines (released in August, 1992) were intended for
service industries, an example of which was education (International Organization of
Standardization, 1992; Rothery, 1991). To date, no reference has demonstrated the
application of ISO 9000 standards to any area or institution of higher education.
Service industries in England have been certified to ISO standards, but no record of a
service industry certification has been recorded in the U.S. as of September, 1992
(Lamprecht, 1992).
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The fundamental differences concerning management between government
institutions and businesses has been blamed for preventing educational institutions
from being managed like businesses. While government institutions, including
educational entities, have been described and managed as bureaucracies and often
blamed for having had no accountability, businesses have often been forced to change
their management styles to stay competitive on a global scale and to make profit for
owners or stockholders. Recently, the similarities between government institutions
and businesses have allowed current quality methods and practices that originated in
industry to have been utilized in government as well as industry (Osborne & Gaebler,
1992).
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This chapter describes the methods and procedures utilized to conduct this
study. This study was descriptive in nature and focused on identifying instances in
Industrial Technology departments at post-secondary 4-year institutions where a
quality management standard had been applied.
Research Tradition
The integration of quality principles and techniques to existing systems has to
an extent been considered subjective in nature. In controlled settings, the process
may lend itself to traditional scientific inquiry. Theory tends to be value-laden
(Howe, 1985) and personal interest is difficult if not impossible to set aside,
particularly when broaching the topic of quality in education.
Most information gathered for this research was anecdotal, and as such, was of
immeasurable value when determining the level of quality in management present
within Industrial Technology Departments, as well as the applicability of ISO 9004-2
guidelines to a singular academic department.
The researcher identified all Industrial Technology related departments within
the boundaries of the United States which graduated students in the area of Industrial
Technology as the target population. This described and created a natural setting
without attempting to manipulate variables (Gloeckner & Gerst, 1994). Technology
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educators in particular have proven adept at utilizing research in responses and
analysis as a form of understanding the learning environment.
Definition of the Population
The population for this survey was limited to the deans, chairs, and one
faculty member of 130 Industrial Technology related departments at 4-year
post-secondary institutions (Dennis, 1993-94). These 130 institutions were identified
by being Industrial Technology related and having graduated students with Industrial
Technology related degrees. To prevent bias toward institutions with multiple
departments in the area of Industrial Technology, only the department with the closest
curricular area to Industrial Technology was surveyed, or if there was more than one,
only the largest (determined by the number of faculty) was included in the study.
Sample
The sample for this study included 390 persons grouped into three categories:
130 deans of colleges that included Industrial Technology Departments, 130 chairs of
Industrial Technology Departments, and 130 faculty members of Industrial
Technology Departments. Chairs identified in the Industrial Teacher Education
Directory as being associated with Industrial Technology related departments were
selected by stratified random sample.
Instrumentation
The instrument for this study (see Appendix C) was a survey consisting of
three parts and was developed by the researcher. The format of the survey paralleled
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a self-assessment audit created by Lamprecht (1992). As a pre-certification
instrument, it was intended to indicate the readiness of an organization to achieve
certification, but not to grant certification (Lamprecht, 1991). Although ISO 9004-2
guidelines were intended for service organizations such as education, the development
of the survey required formulating language appropriate for higher education
(Lamprecht, 1992).
The survey was used due to its familiarity in educational institutions and its
strength as an information-gathering tool (Balsley & Clover, 1988). A mailed survey
also offered the advantage of seeking responses from a much larger group than a
personal interview would have allowed (Brusaw, Aired, & Oliu, 1987). The only
generalizations that occurred were by finding similar opinions among participants.
The survey was intended to gather the perceptions of the deans, chairs, and
faculties of Industrial Technology Departments at 4-year post-secondary Industrial
Technology related programs. An analysis by the researcher of the 19 factors of the
ISO 9004-2 guidelines was prepared by cross-referencing information from the
International Organization for Standardization (1987, 1992) and Rothery (1991).
From these 19 factors, 15 were considered by the researcher to be appropriate for
educational institutions and were interpreted with language and illustrative comments
in a manner considered understandable by persons in institutions of higher education.
The interpretations made by the researcher with regard to the ISO-9000
standard as it applied to higher education should be noted. The "product" that was
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produced in the manufacturing setting was interpreted as a successful graduate of the
Industrial Technology program. The "manufacturing process" was interpreted as the
educational process designed to create a graduate. The "equipment" used in the
manufacturing process became the administrators and faculty used to deliver the
education to the student. "After-sales servicing" was interpreted as post-graduation
servicing. "Quality in procurement" was interpreted as the hiring of faculty and
administrators at the educational institutional setting.
The first part of the survey was the attitude assessment portion of the
instrument and integrated current perceptions of the ISO 9004-2 guidelines into 15
goal statements: (a) administrative leadership, (b) commitment to quality, (c) internal
feedback, (d) costs o f quality, (e) marketing strategy, (0 curriculum development, (g)
hiring decisions, (h) teaching quality, (i) student outcomes, (j) measurement, (k)
system failure, 0) placement and continuing education, (m) documentation, (n)
continuous improvement and (o) statistical measures for success. Participants were
requested to evaluate each interpreted factor of the ISO 9004-2 guidelines considered
appropriate for education with responses limited to a 5-degree Likert scale. The
respondent was requested to strongly agree (5), agree (4), remain neutral (3),
disagree (2), or strongly disagree (1) with the applicability of each goal to the
management of their Industrial Technology Department.
The goal statements were validated as being representative of ISO 9004-2
guidelines by mailing a copy of the 15 factors to 50 administrators and faculty asking
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them to interpret the standard for use in education. The responses from these persons
was analyzed to determine whether changes in the structure of the survey were
justified, while still conforming to ISO 9004-2 guidelines. Based on this feedback,
several questions were reworded to clarify meaning.
The second part of the survey assessed the degree to which the participants
perceived that their respective department had implemented the factor as stated. The
respondents were asked to evaluate implementation on a four level scale ranging from
"Already developed, Being developed, Needs to be developed" to "Not needed."
The third portion o f the instrument was provided for the respondent to add pertinent
comments in an open question format. Tne open response portion of each goal
statement was designed to offer the participant an opportunity to express his or her
opinion. This has shown to have a motivational effect on the participant, as well as
demonstrating the participant’s interpretation. Open questions have also allowed the
participant a wider range of responses according to Ary, Jacobs, and Razavieh (1990).
Although the responses were complex, the participant had the opportunity to
demonstrate knowledge about the issue or to expound on a formulated opinion
(McCallon & McCray, 1975; Richardson, Dohrenwald, & Klein, 1965). The open
question format has been considered appropriate where information was not available
from other sources (McCallon & McCray, 1975). This combination o f limited and
free response questions has been considered effective in exploratory instances (A iy et
al., 1990; McCallon & McCray, 1975).
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Data Collection
Approval was obtained from the University of Northern Iowa Human Subjects
Committee (see Appendix B). During April 1994, the survey was mailed to the 390
selected deans, department chairs, and randomly selected faculty members at 130
4-year post-secondary institutions located throughout the U.S. The mailing included
an introductory letter and the survey instrument. A pre-addressed return envelope
with a code number was also included. Using the coded envelope system, the initial
response and the follow-up reminder yielded a response rate of 24%.
Following the initial response, over 40 telephone calls were conducted by the
researcher to members of the survey population who had not returned their survey.
This did not yield additional responses, but indicated that these potential respondents
had no intent to return the survey. Reasons for this will be discussed later.
Data Analysis
The research question format was used as opposed to an hypotheses. This was
due to the lack of previous research or analysis of industrial quality management
practices to academic departments (i.e., Industrial Technology) at 4-year
post-secondary educational institutions.
The research questions for this study were identified as follows:
1.

What are the differences in perceptions in measurements of quality between

the three population categories (dean, department chair, and faculty) based on 15
factors as defined by ISO 9004-2 guidelines?
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2. To what extent have ISO 9004-2 guidelines been implemented in Industrial
Technology Departments as perceived and reported by the three population
categories?
3. What are the differences in perceptions o f level of implementation of ISO
9004-2 guidelines in Industrial Technology Departments between the three population
categories?
4. How can the factors identified by ISO 9004-2 guidelines be used to indicate
quality management within Industrial Technology related programs at 4-year postsecondary institutions?
The statistical techniques used to test the research questions included measures
of central tendency and variability calculations for the responses to ISO 9004-2
guidelines. The statistical procedure used for the variables was the analysis of
variance (ANO VA), with the level of significance established at alpha = 0.10 due to
the exploratory nature of the research and the lack of a justifiable hypothesis (Witte,
1989). This study was intended to be applied science with the results to have
practical usefulness and application, rather than pure or hard science (Balsley &
Clover, 1988). The Scheffe’ method was used for post-hoc testing for significant
differences. The statistical software package used was Statview II (Abacus, 1992).
Variables of the Study
For the quantitative analysis portion of the study, the dependent variables were
the perceptions of the respondents as measured on the 5-point Likert scale. For data
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analysis, the ANOVA design was used because the data could be treated as if it were
on an interval scale. The Scheffe’ procedure was used for post-hoc testing for
significant differences.
The independent variables of the study were: (a) job classification (categorical
variable): dean, department chair, faculty member, (b) Industrial Technology related
department implementation of quality (a categorical variable identified as already
developed, being developed, needs to be developed, or not needed), and (c) the 15
factors of ISO 9002-4 guidelines as defined by the researcher.
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CHAPTER 4
THE SURVEY
The survey was based on the 19 factors of ISO 9004-2 guidelines considered
appropriate for educational institutions (International Organization for Standardization,
1987, 1990, 1992; Rothery, 1991). O f the original 19 factors approved by the
International Organization of Standardization, 15 were considered appropriate for
post-secondary education based on a survey mailed randomly to 50 individuals
composed of deans, chairs, and faculty not included in the final survey. These 15
factors were interpreted by the researcher to use diction appropriate to the staff of
Industrial Technology Departments at post-secondary, state regional institutions.
The 20 factors identified for inclusion in the document were briefly outlined in
Appendix E. The first factor considered appropriate for education was the paragraph
of Q91 (4.1) that referred to management responsibility. This factor directed upper
management to identify the need for a management quality system within the company
or firm, and subsequently link this need with the goals and objectives of the company.
Management was to have spearheaded the quality activities and monitored their
progress. By including this factor, it was expected to have identified which
populations were able to recognize definite administrative responsibilities relative to a
management quality system. This factor related to Question 1 of the survey.
The second factor of ISO 9004-2 guidelines considered appropriate concerned
the understanding of quality system principles by all employees (4.2 of Q91). The
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ISO standards specified that to work together as a team, it was the responsibility of all
employees to have shared a common understanding of quality system principles. This
factor related to Question 2 of the survey, but was intentionally changed to specify
administrators and faculty.
The third factor of ISO 9004-2 guidelines considered appropriate was the need
for a method of internally auditing the quality system (4.17 of Q91). This internal
auditing was to have kept everyone discussing the system and utilizing the data
gathered to continuously improve the system. This factor related to Question 3 of the
survey.
The factor which considered cost considerations was also considered
applicable. The economics were considered realistic and the need to have understood
its impact on the system was important for all employees (the researcher identified
both administrators and faculty). This factor related to Question 4 of the survey.
The fifth factor involved factor 4.3 of Q91, which involved quality in
marketing efforts. As in all other factors of ISO 9000 standards, the specific aspects
o f marketing documented for accreditation were left for inteipretation by the
individual institution. In the survey, the researcher has listed two examples of
marketing efforts. This was done to assist the respondents in understanding the
meaning of the factor. This factor related to Question 5 of the survey.
The next factor involved the need for quality in specification, design of the
product and manufacturing processes in an industrial facility (4.4 of Q91). As
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interpreted for higher education, this became an identification of the major and/or
curriculum for the Industrial Technology major. This factor related to Question 6 of
the survey.
The seventh factor of ISO 9004-2 guidelines (4.6 of Q91) involved quality in
procurement. In the manufacturing setting, this typically would have involved
procurement of raw materials as well as procurement of processing machinery. In the
educational setting, the researcher interpreted this factor to involve the hiring of
faculty and administrators. This factor related to Question 7 of the survey.
The next factor identified quality in the production process in manufacturing
and industrial settings (4.9 of Q91). The researcher interpreted this to have meant
quality in the teaching process in higher education. This related to Question 8 of the
survey.
The ninth factor (4.8 of Q91) referred to the need for material control and
traceability in the industrial setting. The researcher interpreted this to include the
design and tracking of student progress throughout the learning process. This related
to Question 9 of the survey.
The 10th factor referred to the inspection and testing of the product in
manufacturing for purposes of verifying quality or conformance to specifications (4.10
of Q91). The researcher interpreted this to mean the measuring and testing process
necessary for verification of a quality education. This related to Question 10 of the
survey.
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The researcher interpreted the factor relating to the control of nonconforming
product in manufacturing (4.13 of Q91) to have equated to the need to identify
students not meeting the requirements for graduation in higher education. This
related to Question 11 of the survey.
The need for a quality system in after-sales servicing in the industrial setting
(4.19 in Q91) was interpreted by the researcher to have meant post-graduation
services for students. This related to Question 12 of the survey.
The section of Q91 which referred to document control in the industrial setting
(4.5) was interpreted as the need for a quality system in documentation and records in
the higher education setting, especially as it related to utilizing paperwork to infuse
information into the system. This related to Question 13 of the survey.
Section 4.18 of Q91 referred to the need for continuous personnel training in
the industrial setting. The researcher chose to limit this training in the higher
education setting to faculty and administrators, although to follow the spirit of ISO
9000 it would have included all employees of an institution of higher education. This
factor related to Question 14 of the survey.
The factor which related to the use of statistical methods in section 4.20 of
Q91 was intended for predicting the rate of nonconforming product and the failure
rate of the materials and other resources in the manufacturing process. This was
inteipreted to have applied to a statistical measurement for predicting the success rate
of students. This related to Question 15 of the survey.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
All results have been presented in tabular form for clarity and to shorten
textual explanations (Mancuso, 1990). A profile for each population was developed
and then compared between the three categories of respondents, as well as
determining a cumulative response and noting observable trends. Results were
represented to the nearest percentage. Appendix F illustrates the response rate.
Each returned survey was ranked according to the general attitude of the
respondent (whether or not the respondent tended to agree or disagree with the
appropriateness of ISO 9004-2 guidelines for the management of their department).
Observable trends were compared between the categories of respondents, as well as
by individual question between the respondents.
The summarization portion of the survey addressed instances where Industrial
Technology related departments were currently achieving a factor of ISO 9004-2
guidelines. It also sought to identify instances where departments were meeting the
guidelines and how they were accomplishing this.
The summarization highlighted agreement as well as differences between the
deans, chairs and faculty surveyed. This emphasized difficulties that would have
occurred if a department had pursued utilization of ISO 9004-2 guidelines at that time.
This methodology was intended to benchmark the applicability of ISO 9004-2
guidelines in Industrial Technology Departments at 4-year institutions.
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General Characteristics of the Results
Respondents indicated the appropriateness of ISO 9004-2 guidelines for the
management of their Industrial Technology Department, as well as measures of
quality of management that were currently being used within their department.
Respondents were also asked to describe the applicability of ISO 9004-2 guidelines to
their Industrial Technology Department on a 5-point Likert scale, where 5 indicated a
strong agreement with the applicability of that factor, 4 indicated agreement, 3
indicated neutrality, 2 demonstrated disagreement, and 1 indicated a strong
disagreement with that factor.
The response rate was 24% when the entire population was considered, but
this was significantly hampered by not performing a pre-screening to determine the
number of departments involved in a quality management program or interested in
becoming involved in a quality management program. When the researcher followed
up the survey with over 40 telephone calls to elicit additional responses, the most
common response was that their department or institution was not interested in quality
management, or another common response seemed to be a lack of interest in the
survey because quality of management was not understood at their institution.
The number of chairs responding was more than twice as high as either deans
or faculty. The number o f deans and the number of faculty who responded were
similiar. The effect of this was noted by the researcher and was compensated for in
the results.
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As shown in Appendix F, the most responses were received from chairs of
Industrial Technology related departments. Respondents tended to answer a majority
of the statements on the survey, with 0 to 8% of the respondents not answering any
individual question. This established a high item completion rate among respondents.
Research Question One
1. What are the differences in perceptions in measurements of quality between
the three population categories (dean, department chair, and faculty) based on 15
factors as defined by ISO 9004-2 guidelines? This research question was seeking
responses to the 15 identified factors of ISO 9004-2 guidelines considered appropriate
for an Industrial Technology Department.
Survey Question One
This statement addressed the need for administrators to have developed a
leadership role and have taken responsibility for a quality program in the department.
This factor was directly related to the original industrial version of the ISO 9000
document, which required that upper management take responsibility for and steer the
quality of management direction within their industrial organization. From the
original ISO 9000 document, management was expected to have translated the
primary goals into a set of quality objectives and activities.

Management was further

expected to have documented this with a written quality policy, which defined the
responsibility, authority, and interrelation of all personnel whose work affected
quality. Management was also to have determined timely audits to insure the
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suitability and effectiveness of the quality system and assured that records were
maintained of this activity.
This statement set the tone for the remainder of the survey and generally
received rather strong replies in the open response portion that supported the Likert
scale portion of the survey. The results of this statement are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Responses to Survey Statement 1—"It is necessary that administrators develop a
leadership role and take responsibility for the development of a quality program
within the Industrial Technology Department."
Position
(# replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Disagrd
(2)

Stmgly
disagrd M
(1)

Agreed
(4)

Dean(20)

13(65%)

3(15%)

2(10%)

2(10%)

0(0%)

4.35

1.04

2.33

Chair(49)

29(59%)

19(39%)

1(2%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.57

0.54

0.08

Fac(25)

15(60%)

9(36%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

1(4%)

4.48

0.87

0.17

Total (94)

57(61%)

31(33%)

3(3%)

2(2%)

1(1%)

4.46

Neutrl
(3)

SE

SD

To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results of the ANOVA test are shown in Table 2. The results
were not significant, indicating there were no significant differences between the 3
groups surveyed.
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Table 2
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 1
Source

df

Between groups

MS

F-ratio

2

0 .71

0 .36

0.61

Within groups

91

52.79

0 .58

P = 0.54

Total

93

53.50

Survey Question Two
%

This statement of the survey stated that all administrators and faculty needed to
have made a firm commitment to the quality program. The responses to this portion
of the survey demonstrated an especially strong belief by the respondents that a
commitment was needed to the quality system, with deans and faculty having the
highest percentages of neutral responses. From the original industrial version of the
ISO 9000 document, this commitment was expected by all workers in an industrial
environment, but for purposes of this survey only those personnel being surveyed
were asked about their commitment.
The high percentage of respondents to this statement, as well as the high mean
score demonstrated how strongly this factor was recognized for its importance. It
should be noted that not a single respondent disagreed and that a relatively high
percentage of respondents chose to respond to this factor. The results of this survey
statement have been shown in Table 3.
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Responses to Survey Statement 2—"All administrators and faculty need to make a firm
commitment to the quality program."

Disagrd
(2)

Stmgly
disagrd
(1)

M

£D

2(10%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.45

0.95 0.21

10(20%)

2(4%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.73

0.53 0.08

19(73%)

4(15%)

3(12%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.62

0.70 0.14

70(72%)

19(20%)

8(8%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.60

Position
replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Agreed
(4)

Neutrl
(3)

Dean(20)

13(65%)

5(25%)

Chair(51)

39(76%)

Fac(26)
Total(97)

SE

As evidenced by the results of the survey, this factor of the ISO 9004-2
guidelines was considered of importance by the respondents in the management of
their department. This factor had one of the higher response rates for the survey (see
Appendix F). It appears from Appendix H that this factor had one o f the higher
agreement rates of any factor in the survey. From Table 3, it can be seen that no
respondent chose to disagree with this factor, and only 8% chose to be neutral
regarding this statement.
To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. Shown in Table 4 are the results of the ANOVA test. The results
were not significant, indicating there were no significant differences between the 3
groups surveyed. This supports the data in Appendix H.
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Table 4
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 2
Source

df

££

MS

2

1.11

0 .5 6

1.21

Within groups

94

43.26

0 .46

p = 0.30

Total

96

44.37

Between groups

F-ratio

Survey Question Three
This question stated that internal scrutiny and feedback functions should have
been established within the department. The results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5
Responses to Survey Statement 3—"Internal scrutiny and feedback functions should be
established within the Industrial Technology Department."
Position
(# replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Agreed
(4)

Neutrl
(3)

Disagrd
(2)

Stmgly
disagrd

M

SD

SE

(1)

Dean(20)

9(45%)

7(35%)

4(20%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.25

0.79 0.18

Chair(49)

27(55%)

21(43%)

1(2%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.53

0.54 0.08

Fac(24)

14(58%)

9(38%)

1(4%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.54

0.59 0.12

Total(93)

50(54%)

37(40%)

6(6%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.44
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There was general homogeneity among responses, as shown by the ANOVA
test in Table 6. The ANOVA test was conducted to test the difference between the 3
groups of respondents. There were found to be no significant differences between the
3 groups surveyed.

Table 6
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 3
Source

df

Between groups

ss

MS

F-ratio

2

1.27

0.64

1.69

Within groups

90

33.91

0.38

p = 0.19

Total

92

35.18

Survey Question Four
This question stated that administrators and faculty should have been familiar
with the costs of the quality system. The results have been shown in Table 7.
Although the results appeared to demonstrate a strong agreement with this factor, the
data in Appendix H indicates that the costs of the quality system (statement 4) were
not as important as the commitment (statement 2) or the leadership demonstrated by
management (statement 1). No respondent chose to disagree with this factor of the
ISO 9004-2 guidelines, although a higher percentage than previously shown appeared
neutral.
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Table 7
Responses to Survey Statement 4--"Administrators and faculty should be familiar with
the costs of the quality system (i.e.. as related to budget restraints’).'1
Position
(# replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Agreed
(4)

Neutrl
(3)

Disagrd
(2)

Stmgly
disagrd
(1)

M

SD

SE

Dean (20)

6(30%)

7(35%)

7(35%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

3.95

0.83 0.19

Chair(47)

19(40%)

24(51%)

4(9%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.32

0.63 0.09

Fac(25)

12(48%)

10(40%)

3(12%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.36

0.70 0.14

Total(92)

37(40%)

41(45%)

14(15%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.21

To test the difference between groups of respondents, the ANOVA test was
conducted, with the results shown in Table 8. Significant differences were noted.

Table 8
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 4
Source

Between groups

df

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

2.33

1.16

2.41*

Within groups

89

42.92

0.48

p = 0.10

Total

91

45.25

* P < .10
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The Scheffe test was used and the results are displayed in Table 9. The test
was conducted because of the F value in the ANOVA test. It was found that deans
responses were significantly lower than chairs and faculty (if we are willing to accept
a relatively large Type I error). This was not unexpected due to the propensity for
administrators to consider themselves the managers of costs. This was not significant
at the 0.10 level, but was significant when 0.10 < p < 0.25. Statistical tables show
p at the 0.10 level (with 2; 80 degrees of freedom) to be 2.37 and p at the 0.25 level
(with 2; 80 degrees of freedom) to be 1.41.

Table 9
Survey Statement 4—Comparison Between Ranks Regarding Responses

Comparison

Mean
differ

Scheffe
F-ratio

p value

dean vs. chair

-0.37

1.98

.1 < p < .25

dean vs. faculty

-0.41

1.94

.1 < p < .25

chair vs. faculty

-0.04

0.03

Survey Question Five
This question related to the importance of having developed a marketing
strategy within the department. This related directly to the original industrial version
of ISO 9000 guidelines. The results have been indicated in Table 10.
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Almost 75 % of the respondents strongly agreed with this factor of the ISO
9004-2 guidelines and almost 95% of the respondents agreed, so it appeared that
marketing strategies were recognized as an important component of management for
departments.

This was reinforced when over half of the respondents felt that a good

marketing strategy was not currently in place in their department, but needed to be
developed (see Appendix I). It appeared that the marketing function was as important
to the management of an Industrial Technology Department as to an organization in
the industrial setting. The ISO 9004-2 stressed the importance of an overall strategy
for marketing, rather than just doing some marketing.

Table 10
Responses to Survey Statement 5—"It is important that marketing strategies (i.e..
student recruitment, public relations’! be established within the Industrial Technology
Department."
Position
(# replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Agreed
(4)

Stmgly
Disagrd disagrd
(2)
(1)

Dean(18)

11(61%)

4(22%)

2(11%)

0(0%)

Chair(51)

39(76%)

9(18%)

2(4%)

Fac(25)

19(76%)

5(20%)

Total(94)

69(74%)

18(19%)

M

SD

1(6%)

4.39

0.92 0.22

1(2%)

0(0%)

4.67

0.74 0.10

0(0%)

1(4%)

0(0%)

4.68

0.69 0.14

4(4%)

2(2%)

1(1%)

4.58

Neutrl
(3)
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A high percentage of respondents agreed with this statement, possibly because
most academic departments and institutions have established marketing functions
within the last 20 years. Many departments have not been forced to be an active
agent in the marketing strategies of their department within the institution and the
researcher has recognized that this may have accounted for the 5 % of respondents
who remained neutral and 2% who disagreed.
To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. Shown in Table 11 are the results of the ANOVA test. The results
were not significant, indicating there were no significant differences between the 3
groups surveyed.

Table 11
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 5
df

Source

Between groups

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

1.16

0.58

1.00

Within groups

91

53.05

0.58

p = 0.37

Total

93

54.21

Survey Question Six
This stated it was imperative that the aspects of a quality program should have
been considered when specifying and/or designing a major or curriculum. From the
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original industrial version of the guidelines, this related to the need to have considered
quality in production when designing a product or service. Fewer respondents agreed
with this statement than any previous factor, with deans tending to disagree with this
statement more strongly. The results have been shown in Table 12.

Table 12
Responses to Survey Statement 6--"It is imperative that the aspects of a quality
program be considered when specifying and/or designing a maior or curriculum."
Position
(ft replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Agreed
(4)

Neutrl
(3)

Disagrd
(2)

Stmgly
disagrd
(1)

M

SD

SB

Dean(17)

8(47%)

5(29%)

1(6%)

2(12%)

1(6%)

4.00

1.28 0.31

Chair(51)

35(69%)

13(25%)

2(4%)

1(2%)

0(0%)

4.61

0.67 0.09

Fac(25)

13(52%)

10(40%)

2(8%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.44

0.65 0.13

Total(93)

56(60%)

28(30%)

5(6%)

3(3%)

1(1%)

4.35

To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. Shown in Table 13 are the results of the ANOVA test. The results
were significant. Chairs and faculty appeared to be more involved with the
development of curriculum and majors than deans. This observation is partially
supported by the data in Table 14, which shows that chairs tended to be more
supportive than deans.
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Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 6
Source

df

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

4.72

2.36

3.64*

Within groups

90

58.32

0.65

p = 0.03

Total

92

63.03

Between groups

*p < .10

The Scheffe test was used to test for differences between pairs of groups.
The results are shown in Table 14. Deans were found to be lower than chairs and
faculty (at the indicated p value). This was not unexpected because deans are more
removed from the process when designing a curriculum or major.

Table 14
Survey Statement 6—Comparison Between Ranks Regarding Responses.

Comparison

Mean
differ

Scheffe
F-ratio

p value

dean vs. chair

-0.61

3.64

.1 < p < .25

dean vs. faculty

-0.44

1.51

,1 < p < .25

chair vs. faculty

0.17

0.37
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Survey Question Seven
This factor stressed that when hiring an administrator or faculty, it was
important to consider whether they could have worked within the parameters of the
quality system. The respondents tended to agree with this factor. The deans who
responded that they disagreed with this factor were not of high frequency.

The

responses are illustrated in Table 15.

Table 15
Responses to Survey Statement 7—"When hiring a new administrator or faculty
person, it is important to consider whether that person can operate within the bounds
of the established quality system."
Position
(ft replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Agreed
(4)

Neutrl
(3)

Disagrd
(2)

Stmgly
disagrd
(1)

M

£D

£E

Dean(19)

8(43%)

5(26%)

4(21%)

0(0%)

2(11%)

3.90

1.29 0.30

Chair(49)

24(49%)

19(39%)

4(8%)

2(4%)

0(0%)

4.33

0.80 0.11

Fac(23)

13(56%)

8(35%)

2(9%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.48

0.67 0.14

Total(91)

45(49%)

32(35%)

10(11%)

2(1 %)

2(4%)

4.24

To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. Shown in Table 16 are the results of the ANOVA test. The results
were significant, indicating there were significant differences between the 3 groups.
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Table 16
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 7
Source

Between groups

df

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

3.83

1.91

2.40*

Within groups

88

70.30

0.80

p = 0.10

Total

90

74.13

*p < .10

The Scheffe test was used to discover differences between pairs of groups.
The results are shown in Table 17. It was found that the deans were significantly
lower than chairs and faculty, if we are willing to accept 0.10 < p < 0.25. This
was expected because of the dissatisfaction higher ranks often have with those hired

Table 17
Survey Statement 7-Comparison Between Ranks Regarding Responses

Comparison

Mean
differ

Scheffe
F-ratio

pvalue

dean vs. chair

-0.43

1.60

.1 <

p < .25

dean vs. faculty

-0.58

2.22

.1 <

p < .25

chair vs. faculty

-0.15

0.23
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Survey Question Eight
This factor referred to the need for the concepts of quality to have been
incorporated into teaching. O f the respondents, 93 responded to this statement, with
an unusually high number being neutral. Faculty tended to respond more frequently
in agreement than either chairs or deans, while deans and chairs tended toward
neutrality. The response rate tended to be lower than most other statements in the
survey. The responses have been shown in Table 18.

Table 18
Responses to Survey Statement 8~"The concepts of a quality system need to be
incorporated into the teaching process."
Position
(# replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Agreed
(4)

Neutrl
(3)

Disagrd
(2)

Stmgly
disagrd
(1)

M

SB

SE

Dean(19)

8(42%)

7(37%)

3(16%)

1(5%)

0(0%)

4.16

0.90 0.21

Chair(51)

32(63%)

12(23%)

5(10%)

2(4%)

0(0%)

4.45

0.83 0.12

Fac(23)

19(83%)

3(13%)

0(0%)

1(4%)

0(0%)

4.74

0.69 0.14

Total(93)

59(63%)

22(24%)

8(9%)

4(4%)

0(0%)

4.45

To test the difference between the 3 groups o f respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results of the ANOVA test are shown in Table 19. The results
showed that the dean and faculty differed significantly in their responses.
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Table 19
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 8
Source

Stf

Between groups

£S

MS

F-ratio

2

3.53

1.77

2.67*

Within groups

90

59.59

0.66

p = 0.08

Total

92

63.12

*p < .10

The Scheffe test was conducted to discover differences between pairs of
groups. The results in Table 20 show a significant difference between the 3 groups,
with deans being lowest and faculty the highest, if 0.1 0 < p < 0.25. This was
expected due to the closeness of faculty to the teaching process.

Table 20
Survev Statement 8--ComDarison Between Ranks Regarding Resoonses

Comparison

Mean
differ

Scheffe
F-ratio

dean vs. chair

-0.29

0.90

dean vs. faculty

-0.58

2.66

chair vs. faculty

-0 .2 9

0.99

p value

.1 < p < .25
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Survey Question Nine
This statement of the survey referred to the need for the process of student
learning to have been designed and tracked to ensure that quality concepts were
incorporated throughout the higher education learning environment. From the
industrial version of ISO 9000 guidelines, this factor was intended to provide a
verification of the quality process through tracking and documentation. Over 50% of
the respondents strongly agreed with this factor as being important to the management
of their department and 90% agreed overall. Agreement with this statement was
strongest from the faculty and weakest with the deans.

The responses have been

shown in Table 21.

Table 21
Responses to Survey Statement 9--"The process of student learning must be designed
and tracked to insure that quality concepts are incorporated."
Position
(# replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Agreed
(4)

Neutrl
(3)

Disagrd
(2)

Stmgly
disagrd
(1)

M

3D

5E

Dean(17)

7(41%)

6(35%)

4(24%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.18

0.81 0.20

Chair(48)

25(52%)

18(38%)

3(6%)

1(2%)

1(2%)

4.35

0.86 0.13

Fac(25)

15(60%)

9(36%)

1(4%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.56

0.58 0.12

Total(90)

47(52%)

33(37%)

8(9%)

1(1%)

1(1%)

4.36
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To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results have been shown in Table 22. This indicated that there
was no significant difference between the 3 groups surveyed.

Table 22
Analysis of Variance o f Survey Statement 9
Source

£S

MS

F-ratio

2

1.55

0.77

1.25

Within groups

87

53.61

0.62

p = 0.29

Total

89

55.16

df

Between groups

Survey Question Ten
This statement referred to the need for a measuring and testing process to have
been established and adhered to in order to guarantee the incorporation of
quality. Although testing has been an integral part of learning, the concept of
measuring and adhering to a system seemed to confuse a high number of respondents.
The concept of calibration of tests was omitted when formulating language for
education. This measuring, testing and calibration process was considered an
important component when complying to ISO 9000 guidelines in the industrial sector.
The responses have been illustrated in Table 23.
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Table 23
Responses to Survey Statement 10~"A measuring and testing process must be
established and adhered to in order to guarantee the incorporation of quality.''
Position
(# replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Agreed
(4)

Neutrl
(3)

Disagrd
(2)

Stmgly
disagrd
(1)

M

SD

SE

Dean(19)

7(37%)

4(21%)

6(32%)

2(10%)

0(0%)

3.84

1.07 0.25

Chair(48)

19(40%)

23(48%)

3(6%)

3(6%)

0(0%)

4.21

0.82 0.12

Fac(25)

10(40%)

11(44%)

2(8%)

0(0%)

2(8%)

4.08

1.12 0.22

Total(92)

36(40%)

38(41%)

11(12%)

5(5%)

2(2%)

4.04

To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results are shown in Table 24 and were not significant,
indicating there were no significant differences between the 3 groups surveyed.

Table 24
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 10
Source

SS

MS

2

1.84

0.92

0.99

Within groups

89

82.28

0.93

p = 0.37

Total

91

84.12

Between groups

df

F-ratio
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Survey Question Eleven
This statement referred to a system having been established which identified
students who had not met the requirements for graduation. This factor seemed a part
of the post-education process for most respondents and was likely the reason for a
higher agreement rate. No explanation was apparent from the other portions of the
survey for the high disagreement among deans. The responses have been shown in
Table 25.

Table 25
Responses to Survey Statement 1 1 -"A system must be established to identify students
not meeting the requirements for graduation."
Position
{# replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Dean(20)

10(50%)

5(25%)

Chair(48)

29(60%)

Fac(24)
Total(92)

Disagrd
(2)

Stmgly
disagrd
(1)

2(10%)

3(15%)

18(38%)

0(0%)

17(71%)

7(29%)

56(61%)

30(33%)

Agreed
(4)

M

3D

0(0%)

4.10

1.12 0.25

1(2%)

0(0%)

4.56

0.62 0.09

0(0%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.71

0.46 0.10

2(2%)

4(4%)

0(0%)

4.46

Neutrl
(3)

5!

To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results are shown in Table 26. The results were significant,
indicating there were significant differences between the 3 groups surveyed.
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Table 26
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 11

Source

df

SS

MS

Between groups

2

4.43

2.22

4.23*

Within groups

89

46.57

0.52

E = 0.02

Total

91

51.00

F-ratio

*p < .10

The Scheffe test revealed that deans were significantly lower than faculty and
chairs when we accept a relatively large Type I error. This is shown in Table 27.
This was expected due to the distance administrators have from the testing process.

Table 27
Survey Statement 11--Comparison Between Ranks Regarding Responses

Comparison

Mean
differ

Scheffe
F-ratio

E value

dean vs. chair

-0.46

2.89

.1 < E < -25

dean vs. faculty

-0.61

3.86

.1 < E < -25

chair vs. faculty

-0.15

0.33
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Survey Question Twelve
This portion of the survey stated that a system must be established to provide
post-graduation, placement, and educational updating services. The responses are
shown in Table 28. Although 75% of the respondents agreed with this statement,
chairs tended to disagree at a higher rate than the other respondents and their
frequency tended to be noticeable to a degree not seen previously in this study. Most
of the responses from the open portion of the survey which supported this factor
stressed the accomplishment of this by the Continuing Education or Community
Services Department(s) within their institution, rather than through the Industrial
Technology Department.

Table 28
Responses to Survey Statement 12--"A system must be established to provide
post-graduation, placement and educational updating services to students."
Position
(ft replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Agreed
(4)

Neutrl
(3)

Disagrd
(2)

Stmgly
disagrd
(1)

M

SD

m

Dean(19)

8(42%)

8(42%)

3(16%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.26

0.73 0.17

Chair(48)

22(46%)

17(35%)

3(6%)

5(10%)

1(3%)

4.13

1.06 0.15

Fac(24)

14(58%)

6(25%)

3(13%)

1(4%)

0(0%)

4.38

0.88 0.18

Total(91)

44(49%)

31(34%)

9(9%)

6(7%)

1(1%)

4.26
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To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results of this ANOVA test are shown in Table 29. The results
were not significant, indicating there were no significant differences between the 3
groups surveyed.

Table 29
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 12
Source

df

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

1.05

0.52

0.57

Within groups

88

80.56

0.92

p = 0.57

Total

90

81.60

Between groups

Survey Question Thirteen
This statement referred to the importance of assuring that paperwork and
documents were handled and progressed through the system in a consistent manner
each and every time. Although most respondents agreed that a better system was
necessary, many devalued this statement due to a stated dislike for paperwork. The
responses are shown in Table 30.
Since almost 90% of the respondents agreed, it was initially supposed that this
factor would have rated high in implementation in Industrial Technology Departments.
But in fact, 52% of the respondents stated that this system was currently being
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developed or needed to be developed in the management of their Industrial
Technology Department. About 44% of the respondents felt that this system was in
place and when evaluating the open portion of the survey, it was obvious that the
effectiveness of many of these systems was highly questionable.

Table 30
Responses to Survey Statement 13—"It is important to assure that paperwork and
documents are handled and progressed through the system in a consistent manner each
and every time."
Position
{# replied)

Stmgly
agreed

Dean(20)

12(60%)

5(25%)

Chair(48)

22(46%)

Fac(23)
Total(91)

Disagrd
(3)

Stmgly
disagrd
(2)

M
(1)

£D

3(15%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.45

0.76 0.17

19(40%)

6(12%)

1(2%)

0(0%)

4.29

0.77 0.11

13(57%)

9(39%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

1(4%)

4.44

0.90 0.19

47(52%)

33(36%)

9(10%)

1(1%)

1(1%)

4.39

Agreed
(5)

Neutrl
(4)

SI

To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results have been shown in Table 31. The results were not
significant, indicating there were no significant differences between the 3 groups
surveyed.
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Table 31
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 13
Source

df

Between groups

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

0.51

0.26

0.40

Within groups

88

56.52

0.64

p = 0.67

Total

90

57.03

Survey Question Fourteen
This portion stated that it was imperative to have a system for continued
training and education for respondents. The responses are shown in Table 32.

Table 32
Responses to Survey Statement 14~"It is imperative to provide a system for continued
training, and education for administrators and faculty."
Position
(# replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Agreed
(4)

Neutrl
(3)

Dean(19)

10(53%)

5(26%)

4(21%)

0(0%)

Chair(48)

29(61 %)

14(29%)

5(10%)

Fac(25)

20(80%)

4(16%)

Total(92)

59(64%)

23(25%)

Stmgly
disagrd

M

SD

0(0%)

4.32

0.82 0.19

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.50

0.68 0.10

1(4%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.76

0.52 0.11

10(11%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4.53

Disagrd
(2)

SE

(1)
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This factor showed over 90% agreement from the respondents, while over
70% of the respondents felt that this system needed to be developed or was currently
being developed within their departments (Table 67). To test the difference between
the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test was conducted. The results are shown
in Table 33. The results were significant, indicating that faculty were higher than
chairs, who were higher than deans. This was not unexpected because of the
difficulty faculty often have when trying to arrange attendance at training seminars.

Table 33
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 14
df

Source

Between groups

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

2.24

1.12

2.45*

Within groups

89

40.67

0.46

E = 0.09

Total

91

42.90

*2 < .10

The Scheffe test was used and the results are displayed in Table 34. The
Scheffe test was conducted because of the F value in the ANOVA test. It was found
that deans’ responses were significantly lower and faculty were highest if we are
willing to accept a relatively large Type I error. This was not expected due to the
relatively larger amount of paperwork typically performed by administrators.
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Table 34
Survey Statement 14—Comparison Between Ranks Regarding Responses

Comparison

Mean
differ

Scheffe
F-ratio

dean vs. chair

-0.18

0.51

dean vs. faculty

-0.44

2.33

chair vs. faculty

-0 .2 6

1.22

p value

.1 < p < .25

Survey Question Fifteen
This statement of the survey suggested a statistical measurement for predicting
student success should have been a component of the management of the department.
When relating this factor to the industrial portion of the ISO 9000 guidelines, this was
an important measuring device to determine when quality was improving. The
responses have been shown in Table 35. This question had the lowest agreement rate
(44%), the highest neutral rate (42%), and the highest disagreement rate (11%) of
any other factor in the survey.
According to the responses for this statement, it appeared that this was not
considered necessary at the post-secondary level. Other portions of the survey
illustrated that few of the respondents understood this factor nor saw relevance when
managing the affairs of their Industrial Technology Department. No respondent was
able to illustrate that their institution was utilizing this factor in any way. A review
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of the ISO 9000 guidelines strongly suggested the importance of the factor in the
industrial setting. In industry, this factor was used to accurately predict product of
less than acceptable quality so that corrections were made in time to assure a
minimum of scrap or to reduce the possibility of extensive rework.

Table 35
Responses to Survey Statement 15—"A statistical measurement for predicting student
success should be a component of the management of the Industrial Technology
Department ('i.e.. similar to high school where placement rates, future success, etc. is
predicted).11
Position
{if replied)

Stmgly
agreed
(5)

Agreed
(4)

Neutrl
(3)

Disagrd
(2)

Stmgly
disagrd
(1)

M

SD

SE

Dean(17)

4(24%)

4(24%)

6(34%)

2(12%)

1(6%)

3.47

1.18 0.29

Chair(49)

9(18%)

13(27%)

17(35%)

7(14%)

3(6%)

3.37

1.13 0.16

Fac(23)

4(17%)

5(22%)

13(57%)

1(4%)

0(0%)

3.52

0.85 0.18

Total(89)

17(19%)

22(25%)

36(40%)

10(11%)

4(5%)

3.45

To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results of this test are shown in Table 36. The results were not
significant, indicating that there were no significant differences between the 3 groups.
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Table 36
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 15
Source

df

Between groups

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

0.41

0.21

0.18

Within groups

86

99.36

1.16

2 = 0.84

Total

88

99.78

Research Question Two and Three
Research Question 2 asked to what extent ISO 9004-2 guidelines had been
implemented as perceived and reported by the respondents. Research Question 3
asked what the differences were in perceptions of level of implementation of ISO
9004-2 guidelines between the respondents. This portion of the survey examined
critical differences among the responses of the three levels of respondents. It was to
discern whether ISO 9004-2 guidelines would have been an appropriate model for
implementation within an Industrial Technology Department to improve the quality of
management and by inference, the quality of operation.
Survey Question One
This statement of the survey related to the necessity for administrators to have
developed a leadership role and taken responsibility for a quality program within their
department. Deans, chairs, and faculty agreed with this statement.
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Despite the overall agreement with this factor, less than half of the respondents
reported this factor as being established at their institution.

Table 37
Status of Department in Development of Factor 1—"It is necessary that administrators
develop a leadership role and take responsibility for the development of a quality
program within the Industrial Technology Department.11

Rank(freq)

Already
develop
(4)

Being
develop
(3)

Needs to be
develop
(2)

Not
needed
0)

Deans(23)

14(61 %)

5(22%)

3(13%)

Chairs(50)

22(44%)

12(24%)

Faculty(23)

8(35%)
44(46%)

Total(96)

M

SD

SE

1(4%)

3.39

0.89

0.19

15(30%)

1(2%)

3.10

0.91

0.13

4(17%)

10(44%)

1(4%)

2.83

0.98

0.21

21(22%)

28(29%)

3(3%)

3.12

Despite the strong support shown for this factor in Table 1, less than half of
the departments already had a system to accomplish this factor in place, while about
29% of the departments still needed to begin the process of developing this factor,
and another 22% were currently in the development stage. To test the difference
between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test was conducted. The results of
this test are shown in Table 38. The results were not significant, indicating there
were no significant differences between the 3 groups surveyed.
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Table 38
Analysis of Variance o f Survey Statement 1
Source

df

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

3.68

1.84

2.156

Within groups

93

79.28

0.85

E = 0.12

Total

95

82.96

Between groups

Survey Question Two
This statement referred to the component of the ISO 9004-2 guidelines which
specified that a firm commitment to the quality program must have been made by
those involved. O f the total respondent population, about 33% felt that it was already
present on their campus, while about 33% felt it was currently being developed, and
another 33% felt that it needed to be developed. Those that responded that it was
being developed were not specific about the method which was being used. A small
minority responded that it was not needed in their Industrial Technology Department,
but the frequency of this response was not alarming.
It appears from the data in Table 39 that deans believed more firmly in the
accomplishment of this factor than chairs, who in turn believed more firmly in the
this factor than faculty. This was in spite of the fact that 90% of the respondents
agreed with the need for this factor in the management of their departments (see
Table 3).
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Table 39
Status of Department in Development of Factor 2--"All administrators and faculty
need to make a firm commitment to the quality program."

Rank(freq)

Already
develop

Being
develop

Deans(25)

13(52%)

10(40%)

Chairs(50)

15(30%)

Faculty(24)
Total(99)

Needs to be
develop

Not
needed

M

SD

SE

1(4%)

1(4%)

3.40

0.76

0.15

16(32%)

18(36%)

1(2%)

2.90

0.86

0.12

4(17%)

5(21%)

14(58%)

1(4%)

2.50

0.83

0.17

32(32%)

31(32%)

33(34%)

3(2%)

2.93

Faculty believed that this factor was not present in their department and either
needed to be developed or was being developed. Deans felt that it was currently
developed or was being developed, but few deans felt that it was needed.
The mean score of this factor demonstrated that most respondents felt this was
in place or was in the process of being developed in the management of their
Industrial Technology department. Faculty demonstrated disagreement, but their
frequency of responses was low.
To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results of the ANOVA test are shown in Table 40. The results
were significant, indicating there was significant difference between the 3 groups
surveyed.
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Table 40
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 2

df

ss

MS

2

10.01

5.00

7.22*

Within groups

96

66.50

0.69

p =

Total

98

76.51

Source

Between groups

F-ratio

0.01

*p < .10

The Scheffe results are displayed in Table 41. Deans responses were
significantly higher than responses of chairs and faculty, but this was expected due to
the leadership duties of administrators.

Table 41
Survey Statement 2--ComDarison Between Ranks Reeardine Resoonses

Comparison

Mean
differ

Scheffe
F-ratio

p value

dean vs. chair

0.50

3.01

p < .05

dean vs. faculty

0.90

7.16

p < .05

chair vs. faculty

0.40

1.87
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Survey Question Three
This factor of the ISO 9004-2 guidelines related to the need for an Industrial
Technology Department to have monitored itself and corrected its own problems.
From the initial understanding of ISO 9000 guidelines, this was important so that
industrial organizations did not need to wait for outside accreditors to define quality
deficiencies. O f the respondents, over 36% felt this was already occurring, while
another 30% felt it was being developed, but most replied that it was being developed
too slowly or was not effective in the department when put in use. Another 32%
responded that it needed to be developed. Again, a small minority (one dean and one
chair) felt it was not needed, but the frequency of this response was not alarming.
The results are shown in Table 42.

Table 42
Status of Department in Development of Factor 3—"Internal scrutiny and feedback
functions should be established within the Industrial Technology Department."

Rank(freq)

Already
develop

Being
develop

Deans(24)

9(38%)

10(42%)

4(16%)

Chairs(49)

20(41%)

16(32%)

Faculty(24)

6(28%)
35(36%)

Total(97)

Needs to be Not
needed
develop

M

SD

SE

1(4%)

3.13

0.85

0.17

12(25%)

1(2%)

3.12

0.86

0.12

3(13%)

15(69%)

0(0%)

2.63

0.88

0.18

29(30%)

31(32%)

2(2%)

2.96
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Although 90% of the respondents agreed with the importance of this factor,
the upper ranking respondents (deans and chairs) felt more strongly that this factor
was currently in place in their Industrial Technology Departments. The faculty, who
were represented well by the frequency of their responses, felt much more strongly
that it needed to be developed, but was not currently in place nor being developed.
Only a small percentage felt that it was not needed.
A relatively high percentage of respondents answered this factor (see Table 5
and Table 42). To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the
ANOVA test was conducted. The results of this test are shown in Table 43. Since
the results were significantly different in the ANOVA test based on the F value, the
Scheffe post-hoc test was used to determine significant differences between pairs of
groups.

Table 43
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 3
Source

df

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

4.49

2.24

3.03*

Within groups

94

69.52

0.74

p = 0.05

Total

96

74.00

Between groups

*p < .10
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The results of the Scheffe test are shown in Table 44. It appears that faculty
are significantly lower at p < .10 level. This was expected due to the administrative
duties of deans and chairs.

Table 44
Survey Statement 3—Comparison Between Ranks Regarding Responses

Comparison

Mean
differ

Scheffe
F-ratio

dean vs. chair

0.00

0.01

dean vs. faculty

0.50

2.03

chair vs. faculty

0.50

2.70

p value

p < .10

Survey Question Four
This identified the need for administrators and faculty to have been cognizant
of the costs of the quality system. Approximately 20% of the respondents already
had this developed on their campus, while 28% felt that it was currently being
developed and 46% felt that it needed to be developed.
Although 85% of the respondents agreed with the importance of this factor
(Table 7), only 21 % stated that it was already developed in their Industrial
Technology Department (Table 45). Almost half (47%) of the respondents felt that it
needed to be developed for their department. The results are shown in Table 45.
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Table 45
Status of Department in Development of Factor 4—"Administrators and faculty should
be familiar with the costs of the quality system (i.e.. as related to budget restraints')."

Not
needed

M

SD

SE

5(25%)

1(5%)

2.85

0.81

0.18

12(25%)

20(43%)

4(9%)

2.64

0.94

0.14

4(17%)

4(17%)

17(76%)

0(0%)

2.48

0.77

0.15

19(21%)

26(28%)

42(46%)

5(5%)

2.66

Rank(freq)

Already
develop

Being
develop

Deans(20)

4(20%)

10(50%)

Chairs(47)

11(23%)

Faculty(25)
Total (92)

Needs to be
develop

These results (see Table 45) indicated that should a department have decided to
utilize ISO 9004-2 guidelines as a quality model for the management of their
Industrial Technology Department, much work would have needed to be accomplished
to place this factor in operation in their department. Since few departments currently
had such a system in place, there were few models for departments to follow if they
desired to put this factor in place. This appeared important considering the number of
department who were developing such a system or wished to develop such a system.
To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results of the ANOVA test are shown in Table 46. The results
were not significant, indicating there were no significant differences between the 3
groups surveyed.
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Table 46
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 4
Source

Between groups

df

£S

MS

F-ratio

2

1.52

0.76

1.00

Within groups

89

67.64

0.76

p = 0.37

Total

91

69.16

Survey Question Five
This question related to the need for an overall marketing strategy within the
Industrial Technology Department. Of the respondents to this question, almost half
stated that this was already developed on their campus, while about 30% felt it was
currently being developed, and about 20% felt that it needed to be developed.
This factor was not supported by the literature relative to the management of
an academic department, but was supported strongly by ISO 9000 guidelines. From
other portions of the survey it was obvious that although many Industrial Technology
Departments had marketing efforts, these were primarily at the university or college
level and few were the responsibility of the Industrial Technology Department. This
was in spite of a 71% of the respondents that felt such activities needed to occur
within the department (as shown in Table 10). About 52% of the respondents felt that
this factor was being developed or needed to be developed in their department. The
results of the survey for this factor have been shown in Table 47.
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Table 47
Status of Department in Development of Factor 5—"It is important that marketing
strategies (i.e.. student recruitment, public relations) be established within the
Industrial
Technology Department."

Rank(freq)

Already
develop

Being
develop

Deans(23)

11(47%)

9(40%)

2(8% )

Chairs(50)

26(52%)

14(28%)

Faculty(26)

9(35%)
46(47%)

Total (99)

Needs to be
develop

Not
needed

M

SD

SE

1(5%)

3.30

0.82

0.17

9(18%)

1(2%)

3.30

0.84

0.12

6(23%)

10(38%)

1(4%)

2.89

0.95

0.19

29(30%)

21(22%)

3(1%)

3.16

Many respondents stated in other portions of the survey that their department
contacted past graduates or visited industry and that this was adequate for a marketing
strategy. Should a department have pursued ISO 9000 accreditation, a thorough
review of the guidelines should have been accomplished to determine an overall
marketing strategy that would have been comprehensive in nature and assigned
specific responsibilities for duties to individuals.
To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results of the ANOVA test are shown in Table 48. The results
were not significant, indicating there were no significant differences between the 3
groups surveyed.
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Table 48
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 5
Source

df

Between groups

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

3.33

1.67

2.22

Within groups

96

72.02

0.75

p = 0.11

Total

98

75.35

Survey Question Six
This question related to the need identified by ISO 9004-2 guidelines to have
had quality considered when designing a product, which was interpreted by the
researcher to mean the designing of a major or a curriculum. O f the 98 respondents,
32% felt that this was already in place on their campus, while 36% felt that it was
being developed, and 29% felt that it needed to be developed.
Since ISO accreditation allowed a department to interpret the application of
any factor, the application of this factor would have involved interpretation by the
personnel of a department, followed by the application of the standard to meet the
needs of the department. A majority (90%) of respondents agreed with the
importance of this factor (Table 12), yet few departments (an average of 32%)
currently had this factor in place (Table 49). However, an average of 65% of the
respondents either felt this was being accomplished or needed to be accomplished.
Refer to Table 49 for the results of this factor of the survey.
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Table 49
Status of Department in Development of Factor 6—"It is imperative that the aspects of
a quality program be considered when specifying and/or designing a maior or
curriculum."

Rank(freq)

Already
develop

Being
develop

Deans(23)

11(48%)

7(30%)

2(9%)

Chairs(49)

17(35%)

17(35%)

Faculty(26)

3(12%)
31(32%)

Total (98)

Needs to be
develop

Not
needed

M

SD

SE

3(13%)

3.13

1.06

0.22

14(28%)

1(2%)

3.02

0.85

0.12

11(42%)

12(46%)

0(0%)

2.65

0.69

0.14

35(36%)

28(29%)

4(3%)

2.93

The ANOVA test was conducted and the results are shown in Table 50. The
results were not significant, indicating there were no significant differences .

Table 50
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 6
Source

df

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

3.27

1.64

2.18

Within groups

95

71.47

0.75

p = 0.12

Total

97

74.75

Between groups
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Survey Question Seven
ISO 9004-2 guidelines stated that new employees should have been hired only
after a determination had been made that they could have worked within the quality
parameters identified by the company or organization. Refer to Table 51 for the
results o f this factor of the survey. About 84% of the respondents agreed with the
importance o f this factor in the management of their department. O f the 92
respondents to this question, only 37% felt that this was already in place, while 24%
felt that it was currently being developed, and 33% felt that it needed to be
developed. Interestingly, several respondents felt that this screening process was not
needed for new administrative or faculty personnel.

Table 51
Status of Department in Development of Factor 7- "When hiring a new administrator
or faculty person, it is important to consider whether that person can operate within
the bounds of the established quality system."

Rank(freq)

Already
develop

Being
develop

Deans(22)

12(55%)

4(18%)

4(18%)

Chairs(47)

17(36%)

14(30%)

Faculty(23)

5(22%)
34(37%)

Total(92)

Needs to be
develop

Not
needed

M

m

51

2(9%)

3.18

1.05

0.22

13(28%)

3(6%)

2.96

0.96

0.14

4(17%)

13(57%)

1(4%)

2.57

0.90

0.19

22(24%)

30(33%)

6(6%)

2.90
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In the industrial setting, this factor was typically accomplished through a
testing and verification process before or shortly after an employee was hired, and
was often mandatory for all employees regardless of position. No instance of this
testing was documented for higher education and verification typically seemed to
consist of validation of the appropriate degrees and/or training, or based on the
outcome of verbal or written recommendations for the person being hired.
To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results of this ANOVA test are shown in Table 52. The results
were significant, indicating there were significant differences between the 3 groups.

Table 52
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 7
Source

df

Between groups

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

4.47

2.23

2.40*

Within groups

89

82.84

0.93

2 = 0.10

Total

91

87.30

*p < .10

The Scheffe post-hoc test was used to discover differences between pairs o f
groups. The results are displayed in Table 53. The Scheffe test was conducted
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because of the F value (2.40 with 2; 89 degrees of freedom) in the ANOVA test. It
was found that deans responses were higher than the responses of faculty if we are
willing to accept a relatively large Type I error. These values were not significant at
the 0.10 level, but were found to be significant when 0.10 < g < 0.25. This was
expected due to the role in hiring of administrators.

Table 53
Survey Statement 7-Comparison Between Ranks Regarding Responses

Comparison

Mean
differ

Scheffe
F-ratio

dean vs. chair

0.22

0.41

dean vs. faculty

0.62

2.30

chair vs. faculty

0.39

1.28

£ value

.1 < p < .25

Survey Question Eight
ISO 9004-2 guidelines identified the need for quality to be incorporated into
the manufacturing process, which the researcher interpreted as the teaching process
for purposes of the survey. In the manufacturing environment, the concepts of quality
control have become more clearly understood. The researcher chose not to interpret
what as meant byquality in teaching, as this contradicted the premise of the ISO 9000
guidelines that an organization interpreted a factor based on their individual needs.
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Although 86% of the respondents agreed with the importance of this factor in
the management of their department (see Table 18), about 95% of the respondents
demonstrated the importance of this factor by having it in place, having it in
development, or stating that it needed to be developed. One dean, 3 chairs, and one
faculty responded that this was not needed in the Industrial Technology Department
(refer to Table 54).

Table 54
Status of Department in Development of Factor 8—"The concepts of a quality system
need to be incorporated into the teaching process.”

Rank(freq)

Already
develop

Being
develop

Deans(24)

9(38%)

7(29%)

7(29%)

1(4%)

Chairs(46)

10(22%)

18(39%)

15(33%)

Faculty(24)

9(38%)

5(21%)

28(30%)

30(32%)

Total(94)

Needs to be
develop

Not
needed

SD

£E

3.00

0.93

0.19

3(6%)

2.76

0.87

0.13

9(38%)

1(3%)

2.92

0.97

0.20

31(33%)

5(5%)

2.89

M

To test the difference between the 3 groups o f respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results of this ANOVA test have been shown in Table 55. The
results were not significant, indicating there were no significant differences between
the 3 groups surveyed.
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To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results of this ANOVA test are shown in Table 55. The results
were not significant, indicating there were no significant differences between the 3
groups surveyed.

Table 55
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 8

Source

df

Between groups

2

Within groups
Total

£S

MS

F-ratio

1.00

0.50

0.60

91

76.20

0.84

E = 0.55

93

77.20

Survey Question Nine
ISO 9004-2 guidelines identified a need to track the entire process to have
ensured that quality concepts were incorporated throughout all aspects of the
management and operation of an entity. About 89% of the respondents agreed with
the importance of this factor in the management of their department (see Table 21).
Less than 25% of the 93 respondents already had this in place, while 41% felt that it
was currently being developed, and 31 % stated that it needed to be developed. The
results of this factor of the survey are shown in Table 56.
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Table 56
Status of Department in Development of Factor 9-"The process of student learning
must be designed and tracked to ensure that quality concepts are incorporated.”

Rank(freq)

Already
develop

Being
develop

Deans(22)

4(18%)

14(63%)

3(14%)

Chairs(46)

11(24%)

18(39%)

Faculty(25)

7(28%)
22(24%)

Total(93)

Needs to be
develop

Not
needed

M

SD

SE

1(5%)

2.96

0.72

0.15

14(30%)

3(7%)

2.80

0.89

0.13

6(24%)

12(48%)

0(0%)

2.80

0.87

0.17

38(41%)

29(32%)

4(3%)

2.85

To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results of this test are shown in Table 57. The results were not
significant, indicating there were no significant differences between the 3 groups.

Table 57
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 9
Source

Between groups

df

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

0.39

0.19

0.27

Within groups

90

64.19

0.71

2 = 0.76

Total

92

64.58
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Survey Question Ten
ISO 9004-2 guidelines identified a need for a consistent measuring and testing
process to assure uniformity (see Table 58). Of the 94 persons who responded to this
question, approximately 25% felt that this was already in place within their Industrial
Technology Departments, while 32% felt that it was currently being developed, and
37% felt that it needed to be developed.
From the results of the survey, it appeared this concept was not implemented
in the departments of the respondents. Despite the high percentage of agreement
(75%) with this factor in Table 23, only about 23% of the respondents felt that this
factor was in place and another 70% felt that it was being developed or needed to be
developed (see Table 58).

Table 58
Status of Department in Development of Factor 10--"A measuring and testing process
must be established and adhered to in order to guarantee the incorporation of quality."

Rank(freq)

Already
develop

Being
develop

Deans(22)

4(18%)

8(36%)

7(32%)

Chairs(47)

12(26%)

17(36%)

Faculty(25)

6(24%)
22(23%)

Total(94)

Needs to be
develop

Not
needed

M

SD

SE

3(14%)

2.59

0.96

0.20

17(36%)

1(2%)

2.85

0.83

0.12

5(20%)

11(44%)

3(12%)

2.56

1.00

0.20

30(32%)

35(38%)

7(7%)

2.67
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To test the difference between the 3 groups of respondents, the ANOVA test
was conducted. The results are shown in Table 59. The results were not significant,
indicating there were no significant differences between the 3 groups surveyed.

Table 59
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 10
df

Source

Between groups

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

1.81

0.91

1.09

Within groups

91

75.44

0.83

p = 0.34

Total

93

77.25

Survey Question Eleven
ISO identified the need to have earmarked product which did not meet the
quality standards required for delivery. This was interpreted by the researcher as
having identified students who had not met the requirements for graduation. Of the
95 respondents, over half (57%) felt that this was already in place on their campus.
Twenty-two percent felt that this factor was currently being developed and 15% felt
that it needed to be developed. This was in spite the high agreement (86%) with this
factor illustrated in Table 31. Refer to Table 60 for the results of this portion of the
survey.
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Table 60
Status of Department in Development of Factor 11—"A system must be established to
identify students not meeting the requirements for graduation."

Rank(freq)

Already
develop

Being
develop

Deans(22)

10(45%)

Chairs(48)

Needs to be Not
develop
needed

M

SD

SE

5(23%)

3(14%)

4(18%)

2.96

1.17

0.25

34(71%)

9(19%)

4(8%)

1(2%)

3.58

0.74

0.11

Faculty(25)

10(40%)

7(28%)

7(28%)

1(4%)

3.04

0.94

0.19

Total (95)

54(57%)

21(22%)

14(15%)

6(6%)

3.19

The ANOVA test was conducted and the results are shown in Table 61. The
results were significant, indicating significant differences between the 3 groups.

Table 61
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 11
Source

df

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

8.17

4.08

4.97*

Within groups

92

75.58

0.82

p = 0.01

Total

94

83.75

Between groups

o

V

*a
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The Scheffe post-hoc test was used to discover differences between pairs of
groups. The results are displayed in Table 62. The Scheffe test was conducted
because of the F value (4.97 with 2; 92 degrees of freedom) in the ANOVA test. It
was found that the chairs’ responses differed significantly from deans, and chairs’
responses differed significantly from faculty, but deans and faculty did not have a
significant difference.

Table 62
Survey Statement 11—Comparison between Ranks Regarding Responses
Scheffe
F-ratio

2 value

-0 .6 3

3.63

.1 < 2 < .25

dean vs. faculty

-0.09

0.05

chair vs. faculty

0.54

2.95

Comparison

dean vs. chair

Mean
differ

.1 < 2 < -25

Survey Question Twelve
When interpreted, this question stated that a system must have been established
to provide post-graduation, placement, and educational updating services to students.
Of the 93 respondents, about 40% felt that this was already in place. Another 22%
felt that it was being developed and 27% felt that it needed to be developed (see Table
63 for the results).
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In the industrial section of the ISO 9000 guidelines, this factor related to the
need for an industrial organization to have provided after-sales servicing and repair to
the customer that was of high quality. When the researcher developed this factor for
purposes of the survey, this was interpreted as the need for a type of servicing after
graduation. From the validation that was conducted before the mailing of the survey,
this was interpreted to mean such instances as placement and educational updating
following graduation.

Table 63
Status of Department in Development of Factor 12—"A system must be established to
provide post-graduation, placement and education updating services to students."

Rank(freq)

Already
develop

Being
develop

Deans(22)

9(41%)

5(23%)

2(9%)

Chairs(46)

20(43%)

9(20%)

Faculty(25)

6(24%)
35(38%)

Total(93)

Needs to be
develop

Not
needed

SD

SI

6(27%) 2.77

1.27

0.27

12(26%)

5(11%) 2.96

1.07

0.16

6(24%)

11(44%)

2(8%)

2.64

0.95

0.19

20(22%)

25(27%)

13(13%)

2.79

M

To test the difference between respondents, the ANOVA test was conducted.
The results are shown in Table 64. The results were not significant, indicating there
were no significant differences between the 3 groups surveyed.
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Table 64
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 12
Source

df

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

1.71

0.86

0.72

Within groups

90

107.54

1.20

p = 0.49

Total

92

109.25

Between groups

Survey Question Thirteen
ISO identified the need for a system that ensured paperwork was consistently
filled out in a thorough manner and subsequently followed the same path through the
administrative maze to assure timely, quality results. From the initial industrial
version of the ISO 9000 guidelines, this was intended to assure timely and accurate
information so that reliable decisions were made, assuring a minimum of downtime
and scrap (poor quality) at every point in the manufacturing environment. This was
not a factor of the ISO 9000 guidelines that an industrial organization was allowed to
make as "Not applicable."
About 88% of the respondents agreed with the importance of this factor in the
management of their Industrial Technology Department (see Table 30). O f the 94
respondents to this question, 44% felt that this was already in place on their campus,
while 27% felt that it was being developed, and 24% felt that it needed to be
developed (see Table 65).
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Table 65
Status of Department in Development of Factor 13—"It is important to assure that

manner each and every time."

Rank(freq)

Already
develop

Being
develop

Deans(23)

12(52%)

7(30%)

3(13%)

Chairs(46)

20(44%)

14(30%)

Faculty(25)

9(36%)
41(44%)

Total(94)

Needs to be
develop

Not
needed

M

SD

SE

1(5%)

3.30

0.88

0.18

10(22%)

2(4%)

3.13

0.91

0.13

4(16%)

10(40%)

2(8%)

2.80

1.04

0.21

25(27%)

23(25%)

5(4%)

3.08

The ANOVA test was conducted and results are shown in Table 66. The
results were not significant, indicating there were no significant differences .

Table 66
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 13
Source

Between groups

df

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

3.23

1.62

1.84

Within groups

91

80.09

0.88

E = 0.17

Total

93

83.32
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Survey Question Fourteen
ISO identified a need for personnel to have continually received updated
training and education. O f the 96 respondents to this factor, about 29% felt that a
program of continued training and education was already in place. That resulted in
almost 75% of the respondents who felt that this system was being developed or
needed to be developed (see Table 67).

Table 67
Status of Department in Development of Factor 14-—"It is imperative to provide a
system for continued training and education for administrators and faculty.”
Already
develop

Being
develop

Deans(23)

8(35%)

11(48%)

Chairs(47)

13(27%)

Faculty(26)
Total(96)

Rank(freq)

Needs to be
develop

Not
needed

M

£D

SE

4(17%)

0(0%)

3.17

0.72

0.15

15(33%)

17(36%)

2(4%)

2.83

0.89

0.13

6(23%)

6(23%)

14(54%)

0(0%)

2.65

0.84

0.16

27(29%)

32(34%)

35(36%)

2(1%)

2.88

To test the difference between respondents, the ANOVA test was conducted
(see Table 68).

The results were not significant, indicating there were no significant

difference for the 3 groups surveyed.
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Table 68
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 14
Source

£if

Between groups

SS

MS

F-ratio

2

3.02

1.51

2.144

Within groups

93

65.48

0.70

p = 0.123

Total

95

68.50

Survey Question Fifteen
ISO identified the need for a statistical process that would have predicted the
number of rejects, which the researcher translated as meaning student success. O f the
88 people who responded to this question, only 14% felt that this was already in
place, while another 13% felt that it was being developed. Forty-two percent felt that
it needed to be developed, while 32% felt that it was not needed (see Table 69). This
represented the largest proportion of any respondents o f the survey who stated that a
factor was not needed.
This factor appeared to gather the least support of any factor in the survey, in
both those that agreed with its importance (Table 35) as well as those who felt that it
was not present or was not needed in their department (Table 69). A majority of
respondents (56%) remained neutral or disagreed with the importance of this
factor (Table 35), and consecutively 31% felt that this was not needed in the
management of their department (Table 69).
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According to the responses to this statement, the opinion appeared strong that
this factor was not needed in the management of an Industrial Technology
Department. This was reinforced from other portions of the survey. ISO 9000
guidelines strongly emphasized the importance of this factor in the industrial setting.

Table 69
Status of Department in Development of Factor 15--”A statistical measurement for
predicting student success should be a component of the management of the Industrial
Technology Department (i.e.. similar to high school where placement rates, future
success, etc is predicted!."

Rank(freq)

Already
develop

Being
develop

Needs to be
develop

Not
needed

M

SD

SE

Deans(18)

4(22%)

5(27%)

6(33%)

3(18%)

2.56

1.04

0.25

Chairs(49)

5(10%)

5(10%)

21(43%)

18(37%)

1.94

0.94

0.14

Faculty(21)

3(14%)

1(5%)

10(48%)

7(33%)

2.00

1.00

0.22

11(13%)

37(42%)

28(31%)

2.17

Total(88)

12(14%)

The ANOVA test was conducted and the results of this test are shown in Table
70. The results indicate chairs were significantly higher than both deans and faculty,
but this was expected because of the role that chairs have in assuring that students
have met the requirements for graduation.
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Table 70
Analysis of Variance of Survey Statement 15
Source

df

£S

MS

F-ratio

2

5.18

2.59

2.71*

Within groups

85

81.26

0.96

E = 0.07

Total

87

86.44

Between groups

*E < .10

The Scheffe test was conducted. Deans were significantly higher than chairs
and faculty if we are willing to accept a relatively large Type I error. This was
expected because of the role of administrators in the Industrial Technology department
and the benefits that an improved prediction system would have for them.

Table 71
Survey Statement 15-Comparison Between Ranks Regarding Responses

Comparison

Mean
differ

Scheffe
F-ratio

E value

dean vs. chair

0.62

2.62

.1 < E < .25

dean vs. faculty

0.56

1.57

.1 < E < .25

chair vs. faculty

-0.06

0.03
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Research Question Four
How can the factors identified by ISO 9004-2 guidelines be used to indicate
quality management within Industrial Technology related programs at 4-year
post-secondary institutions? This data was to be gathered from the open portion of
the survey. Respondents were asked to give examples of how these factors were
currently being met or could have been used to improve the quality of management of
their Industrial Technology Departments.
Survey Question 1
This statement o f the survey related to the necessity for administrators to have
developed a leadership role and taken responsibility for the development and
installation of a quality program within the Industrial Technology Department.
Several deans responded that (a) their department used the Malcolm Baldrige criteria
from industry to have administrators develop a leadership role at their institution, (b)
their Industrial Technology Department had been "working" quality for years, but did
not indicate how it was being done or how successful it was, and (c) their department
used ABET (Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology) criteria to make
faculty responsible for quality issues. Another dean responded that the Vice President
for Academic Affairs as well as Deans and Department Heads at their institution were
involved in an articulation agreement that made it necessary for administrators to
develop a leadership role, but no indication was given regarding the success of this
leadership role.
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A chair responded that this was being accomplished on their campus by
following W. Edwards Deming’s principles as closely as possible in the context of the
university environment. Other chairs felt that this was being accomplished at their
institutions by (a) using student feedback and assessment testing, (b) having
secretaries develop a quality program and record its development and progress, (c)
having their department’s newly developed strategic plan designed to include
benchmarks and identify persons responsible for specific quality issues, and (d) having
administrators lead the quality pursuit, but all faculty participate in the program.
One chair reported that their campus had been working on such a model for
over a year and a half, but did not indicate when the model was expected to be
implemented. Another felt that the primary responsibility for this needed to be with
faculty and department chairs, with the other administrators understanding and
supporting the effort but not directly involved. A chair stressed that since needs have
constantly changed in their department, the leadership demonstrated by administrators
should have also changed.
It was noted by chairs that this was being accomplished at their universities by
having a faculty mentorship program, another had in-class observation of teaching,
chair observation of teaching, student evaluations of teaching and senior faculty
evaluations of class materials. One chair felt that if administrators did their tasks
effectively and efficiently quality automatically existed within the Industrial
Technology Department.
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A faculty noted that Total Quality Management concepts had been initiated at
their institution and were filtering down to the Industrial Technology Department.
Another faculty felt this was not needed at their institution because none of the
administrators on campus identified with the Industrial Technology Department, while
another considered their ongoing continuous quality improvement effort successful
because of the support of their dean and several noted that a leadership role was
established by the department chair but not by any other administrator. Clearly the
responses varied widely.
In summary, on the open portion of the survey it was commonly stated that the
leadership role had been taken by administrators and faculty in quality issues.
However, not all respondents replied positively to this leadership role or its effect.
Several instances of isolationism between administrators and faculty were mentioned,
as well as communication problems and lack of understanding and respect for other
groups.
Survey Question 2
This factor stated that all administrators and faculty needed to have made a
firm commitment to the quality program. A dean reported that quality was always a
priority at their institution, while another responded that commitments and
improvements to the quality process were continually being developed. One dean was
not sure whether the quality commitment should start from the president or should
start at another level of administration. A dean felt that when the administrators
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developed an articulation agreement, they were in essence making a firm commitment
to quality at their institution, while another felt that the new Faculty Development
Center would establish and demonstrate a commitment to quality by administrators
and faculty. One dean responded that their university was developing a system of
university-wide, school-wide, and department-wide quality teams which when put into
effect would demonstrate the quality commitment for the entire institution.
A chair stated that this was being accomplished on their campus by having
everyone from administrators to faculty striving to continuously improve in order to
meet pre-established benchmarks which demonstrated quality improvement. Another
chair felt that this needed to be developed at their institution because only "lip
service" was given to quality, as demonstrated by the dollars that were being spent to
make things look aesthetically good when there was no commitment to quality in the
areas of teaching and student service. In responding to this factor, a chair stated that
personal agendas often "got in the way" of departmental goals to improve quality in
their department.
One chair noted that the commitment to quality had changed with the resources
that were made available at their university, while it was noted by a different chair
that by offering coursework in Total Quality Management their department was
meeting this criteria for ISO 9000 guidelines. One chair stated that this was done by
having all faculty complete a formative and summative review of professional
objectives each year.
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A faculty noted that on their campus the commitment to quality was present
from faculty but not from administrators, while another faculty noted that the quality
commitment seemed to be working although only isolated faculty members were
concentrating on quality improvement. A faculty noted that in their Industrial
Technology Department the commitment was recent, just since the appointment of a
new program coordinator.
In summation, in this open portion of the survey there seemed to be a lot of
dissatisfaction among respondents about the commitment that others had made to a
quality program. Few instances were noted where administrators and faculty
appeared to have open communication about quality and the improvement of quality in
their Industrial Technology Department. It appeared that the leadership to develop a
quality program was often lacking, or the respondent did not know where the
leadership should come from.
Survey Question 3
This statement of the survey referred to internal scrutiny and feedback
functions having been developed within the Industrial Technology Department. One
dean mentioned that although their campus had a peer review system and supervisory
review system, both were malfunctioning and not effective in improving the quality of
their department. Two deans felt that this was being accomplished in their Industrial
Technology Departments through a system of course and program evaluations,
graduate surveys, advisory groups, and focus groups.
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A chair stated that this was accomplished in their department by having the
students do faculty evaluations every semester for the purpose of improving
instruction quality, while several chairs reported that this was being done at their
institution by a yearly evaluation of all faculty and administrators by peers and
students. One chair felt that this was being accomplished in their department by
having a 5-year program review performed by faculty and submitted to
administrators.
A chair stated that a system was in place for internal scrutiny, but
accountability was not present in their department. Another strongly agreed with this
factor, but felt it would be difficult at their university because of their department’s
limited ability to assess outcomes. A chair felt internal scrutiny was accomplished up
to his level, but not much was done at any level above the chair and another felt that
accomplishing this factor of the ISO 9000 guidelines would have unnecessarily
burdened faculty with paperwork for no purpose.
A faculty member indicated that this was already being accomplished in their
Industrial Technology Department by a student assessment of instruction survey and
by having students complete a perception of academic advisement survey. Another
indicated that there was no internal scrutiny in their department and it was not wanted
by faculty. A faculty indicated that this was important and was being accomplished
by seeking student evaluations of teaching during courses, at the end of courses, at
graduation and following graduation. Another felt that this was being done within
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their department by having all personnel do annual evaluations, state certifications,
annual resume updating, and goal setting.
In summation, many solutions presented by respondents to this factor appeared
established and of value to the ISO 9000 process as defined in the literature. It
appeared that several Industrial Technology Departments had established a system that
included many facets, many of which would have more met the guidelines of ISO
9004-2.
Survey Question 4
This statement of the survey referred to the need for administrators and faculty
to have been familiar with the costs of quality. A number of deans stated that at their
institutions (a) quality was simply good economics, (b) the Industrial Technology
chair had full control of budgets and allocation of funds with no input from faculty
whatsoever, and (c) this was being accomplished on their campus by having faculty
fully involved in budget development.
A chair felt that since "quality is free," it was only the things that the
Industrial Technology Department did poorly that cost in terms of time and
productivity. Another chair felt that since he directed a small department with a small
budget, this was not needed because of good communications between administrators
and faculty. It was stressed by a chair that although this factor was important to
quality improvement, adequate means to determine the cost of quality were not
available to academic programs. One chair from a major university felt that this had
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been implemented at the college and department level, but not at the university level.
Another chair noted that it was very difficult to educate faculty about budgets in their
department.
One faculty felt that this was not feasible because of the diversity o f disciplines
within the Industrial Technology Department. Another noted that at their institution
the administrators were familiar with costs, but faculty were not given the opportunity
to become familiar with these costs. In summation, the concept o f having all
administrators and faculty cognizant of the costs of quality did not appear as if it were
being accomplished effectively,
Survey Question 5
This statement referred to the importance of a marketing strategy within the
Industrial Technology Department. One dean said their marketing strategy was in
place, but very weak, while two others said that although their campuses had had a
marketing strategy for several years, they had recently decided to review and upgrade
their strategy and redirect their efforts with new directions and emphases.
A dean doubted whether it was important to have a marketing strategy within
the Industrial Technology Department and another felt that the marketing their campus
was doing to local community college students would satisfy this requirement. One
dean noted that a marketing effort required strong leadership from the chair and this
was not forthcoming. Another noted that this was being accomplished through a
formal and established strategy that included marketing, recruiting and retention.
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A chair felt that this was being done through displays and brochures, but both
needed updating. Other chairs stated that (a) since most of their majors were transfer
students they didn’t need other sources, (b) this was already accomplished with an
active Public Relations committee and by the chair visiting industry, (c) this was
being accomplished by having everyone aware that students were the customers, and
(d) their recruitment effort satisfied this since it included a monthly review and
follow-up duties. One chair felt their efforts were not consistent because sometimes
marketing was a high priority and other times was moved to a "back burner."
A chair noted that this was an ongoing activity where faculty were given
release time while another pointed out that satisfied graduates had established an
effective marketing effort on the behalf of the Industrial Technology Department, but
their marketing efforts needed to focus more on internal efforts within the university.
One chair said his department purchased the names of prospective students ranked by
SAT score and area of interest, while another felt that this was important if handled
by the Admissions Office and the Public Relations department, but that faculty were
to be protected from doing any duties other than teaching.
One faculty felt that sending out posters with reply cards to local industries
and schools and following the returned replies with a standard letter, program
materials, and brochures was adequate. Another stated that although his department
had marketing in place, it was "push" oriented and would have been more effective if
it were "pull" oriented. One faculty felt that this was not needed because their
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department relied on transfer students. There appeared to be a wide diversity of
involvement in marketing efforts among respondents, and several respondents
appeared dissatisfied, but were not sure of how to change the present marketing
program.
Survey Question 6
This referred to considering the quality program when specifying and/or
designing a major or curriculum. A dean felt that this was being accomplished by an
ongoing continuous improvement process and another dean felt this was not necessary
because N A IT and ABET standards fulfilled this need.
A chair noted that this was being done in his department by major changes that
were underway in curriculum development to reflect the needs of those who employed
their students. Another pointed out that although this was a high priority within the
department, at the university, and in the board of regents, new curricula were seldom
approved and old curricula were defended at intervals that were too frequent.
One chair stated that their Industrial Technology Department had made this an
objective and was refining it. A faculty noted that this needed to be developed but
their department was operating on autopilot, which he defined as "shuffle in, shuffle
through, shuffle out."
In summation, few seemed satisfied with the quality of their method for
developing and specifying new majors and/or curriculum. A system that was
comprehensive in accomplishing this factor did not appear evident from any
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responses. The respondents who replied that their department relied on accreditation
criteria or state criteria appeared to have the most comprehensive system for the
accomplishment of this factor.
Survey Question 7
This statement referred to the importance of considering whether a new person
hired in the capacity of administrator or faculty could operate within the bounds of the
quality system. One dean questioned whether it was important to have administrators
and faculty operate within the bounds of the quality system.
Chairs stated that (a) this was being done by inquiring into the applicant’s
abilities, (b) was part of their interview process, (c) was being accomplished by
requiring written documentation, and (d) it was becoming more important to screen
job applicants on their ability to operate within the quality system. One chair felt that
this could not be done because too much was based on resumes and "vibes" to have
been able to predict this fairly and accurately before hiring. Another pointed out that
this was required of all positions, not only administrators and faculty.
One chair stated that the recent hirings in their department were in line with
this concept. It was also noted that this was critical and tough interviews which
examined technical abilities were essential. Another noted that this was not needed in
their department because diversity was just as important as conformity and without
this diversity educational efforts were hampered. In summation, few respondents
demonstrated a system (especially a documentable system) for this screening. No
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respondent had an established testing system in place, although several mentioned a
teaching "test" for new faculty.
Survey Question 8
This statement of the survey referred to the need for the concepts of the
quality system to be incorporated into the teaching process. A chair felt that this was
already being accomplished at their institution by having student surveys at midterm
and student evaluations at the end of the semester. Another felt this needed to be
developed in their department because Total Quality Management was taught in some
courses. A chair responded that maybe ISO 9000 was an acceptable model for higher
education, but "Deming-style Total Quality Management" was not.
Chairs noted that at their institutions (a) their accountability and evaluation
system helped, but more needed to be developed to compliment what was in place, (b)
this was driven by accreditation, and (c) when students saw high quality teaching and
were offered the opportunity to evaluate of this teaching, then students were
convinced that high quality teaching was important at that institution. One chair
stated that this was being piloted in three degree programs and the graduate studies
department although no results were available for review to determine the success of
the experiment.
A faculty stated this was being accomplished in their department by doing
teacher inservices, and another pointed out that aspects of Total Quality Management
were filtering down to the Industrial Technology Department from the college level.
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A faculty member stressed that some faculty in their department were using new
syllabi and a testing procedure that was designed to gain feedback weekly from
students about the learning environment and the lesson for the week.
In summation, several instances of monitoring the quality of the teaching
processes) surfaced when reading the open portion of the survey. Much of the
instances centered on a quality evaluation by students, although alternative ideas were
evident.
Survey Question 9
This statement referred to the need for student learning to be designed and
tracked to ensure that quality concepts were incorporated. One dean felt that this was
being accomplished at his campus through a milestone testing of student knowledge at
regular intervals during the students educational career. A chair stated this was being
done in their department by having faculty give regular feedback to students regarding
their progress.
One chair reported that this was being developed by having faculty in their
department who were willing to adapt to the student’s needs. Another noted that this
could only be done after deciding which teaching methodologies were optimum and
then improving on these methodologies. Several chairs stated that this could not be
measured during the learning process, but rather should be accomplished two to four
years after graduation from the program. One chair felt that this was the
responsibility of the student.
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A faculty pointed out that this assessment was required by the regents of their
state and that by accomplishing this, their department was accomplishing quality
management. One faculty indicated that student learning was not tracked at their
campus in any manner, while another indicated that as good teachers they had been
doing this in their department for a long time. One faculty stated that their
department was using mastery learning techniques to accomplish and document this.
In summation, although several respondents gave examples concerning how
their department was accomplishing this, the methodology tended to be dated. No
respondents gave examples of distance-based testing, computer testing, or self-paced
learning techniques. When reviewing the industrial techniques for accomplishment of
this factor, several examples of new methodology were mentioned, while in education
the respondents tended to utilize methods of tracking that have long been established
and utilized.
Survey Question 10
This statement referred to the need for a measuring and testing process to have
been established and adhered to in order to guarantee the incorporation of quality.
Chairs stated that this needed to be accomplished in their departments by developing
an exit exam or using either an SME (Society of Manufacturing Engineers) exam or a
N A IT (National Association of Industrial Technology) certification exam. One chair
reported that this was being accomplished on their campus by using an evaluation
developed by faculty and approved by administration through the Vice President for
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Academic Affairs. Another chair reported that a standardized grading procedure was
being developed in their department to solve this need and unsatisfactory performance
by the student had been defined. One chair felt that the outcomes assessment process
currently under development in their department met this requirement.
A faculty indicated that they did an annual assessment within their department
to track their progress concerning this factor. Another pointed out that there was no
consistency of testing or evaluation between faculty members teaching the same
course and so this consistency needed to be established. One faculty pointed out that
since their Industrial Technology program was not ABET accredited, criteria was
based on what the originators of the program had thought was important over 20
years ago. Another faculty stated that course grades were an adequate measure of
this factor.
In summation, the measuring and testing process appeared to be as antiquated
as the tracking process of Factor 9. However, most of the respondents appeared
satisfied with their established methods and few mentioned a desire to change.
Survey Question 11
This statement referred to the need for a department to identify students not
meeting the requirements for graduation. Two deans felt that this was not a quality
issue at all. A dean and a chair asserted that this was being developed through a
degree audit process. Another dean stated that this was being done by the Registrar’s
Office.
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Chairs responded that this was being accomplished at their institutions by (a)
having a fulltime departmental advisor track the student’s progress, (b) having a
system developed so students not performing satisfactorily were not allowed to
continue, (c) a new computer system that linked advisors with the registrars and
records office, and (d) an accurate grading system. A chair reported that minimum
standards of performance were currently being developed for their Industrial
Technology program and that this would meet the requirement.
Another chair pointed out that their department had added an internship as a
criterion for graduation, as well as a more accurate measurement of writing skills
throughout the educational process. A faculty member felt that a graduation review
was adequate to accomplish this objective and no continuous form of evaluation was
necessary.
In summation, many of the respondents reported that a system was in place
rather than only a single component. Several specifically related to documented
systems that could have been verified for consistency and accuracy of the process.

It

appeared that many of the respondents had systems in place that could have met ISO
9004-2 guidelines.
Survey Question 12
This statement referred to the need for a system to provide post-graduation,
placement, and educational updating services to students. A dean felt that since their
campus had a high placement of the limited number of graduates from their program,
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this was all that was necessary to fill this requirement. Another dean felt that this
factor was being accomplished through the university placement center as well as by
"word of mouth."
Chairs stated that this was being accomplished at their institutions by (a)
having two career days each year, (b) having a data bank of job opportunities in the
department office, (c) having added a follow-up check for the third year after
graduation, and (d) transferring students into the master’s program.
A chair reported that their department was currently developing such a system
to periodically check graduates to leam of their progression at several different
periods following graduation. Several chairs felt that the Industrial Technology
Department did not need to do all things since this was already being done by the
Placement Office and Office of Alumni Affairs.
One chair pointed out that tracking graduates was too difficult. Another felt
that this was being accomplished with the faculty advisor and that placing their
graduates in good jobs was sufficient to meet this criteria. Another chair stated that
this factor was the reason for employment agencies, who were doing an adequate job
to meet the needs of the students. One faculty member strongly agreed with this
statement because he/she felt that this was simply a matter of serving the customer.
Another faculty felt that this factor was very important and needed to be done.
In summation, many of the respondents commented on placement plans
currently in effect in their department or at their institution. But few departments had
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established systems for post-graduation placement, continuation of education, or
follow-up. It appeared that there were few new systems established recently that were
unique in meeting the needs of students in this area.
Survey Question 13
This statement referred to the importance of assuring that paperwork and
documents were handled and progressed through the system in a consistent manner
each and every time. One dean felt that since the paperwork system on their campus
took "forever" to accomplish, this factor desperately needed to be developed.
Another felt that this was being developed through the establishment of a university
handbook for administrators and faculty.
A chair stated that the system in their department was exceptional because it
had been identified by the university as one of the "quality" departments on campus
based not only on quality of the data but the quality of their documents. A chair felt
that this was not needed because there were only 3.25 fulltime-equivalent faculty in
the department, and the department was too small to worry about this factor. Another
stated that this had already been developed on their campus because of the need for
each student’s experiences to be recorded at critical times during every grading
period.
One chair felt that this factor had been handled well within the Industrial
Technology Department, but other areas of the university had problems. Another
stated that paperwork "fell through the cracks" no matter how attentive faculty were
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and one chair felt that having a clear policy allowed their department to meet this
objective.
A faculty stated that the routing slip process was working adequately to
accomplish this factor and stressed the importance of having degree plans come to
his/her office before being routed through channels. Another faculty member felt that
too much trivial paperwork was required by administrators, the state bureaucracy
had clogged the system, and an electronic forms system was required to perform the
task. A faculty felt that in their department it was adequate to have the system
worked by the department chair.
In summation, although several respondents mentioned systems that appeared
to work well, those respondents that were not satisfied with their system tended to
blame someone else at their campus. Several respondents had components of a
system, but lacked the completeness of a thorough and consistent system that was
comprehensive.
Survey Question 14
This statement referred to a system for continued training and education of
administrators and faculty. A dean mentioned that their institution had a system in
place, but it was not consistent. A chair felt that this was being accomplished by
paying all faculty for one to three weeks of work every summer for work on
curriculum, multimedia, portfolios and/or technical skills. Another felt that the $1000
provided to faculty each year for workshops and conferences had been productive.
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A chair noted that it was being developed in their department because of the
need to have each faculty member be an expert in his/her area of expertise.
Conversely, another chair stated that there were not enough funds available for
continuous updating of knowledge. One chair pointed out that this factor had been
accomplished in their department by considering travel money as an investment and
focusing on external sources to obtain travel money.
A faculty said that the travel budget for 12 fulltime faculty members in their
department was only $6000/year and that most travel money was reserved for the
dean, thus making accomplishment of this factor impossible. Several faculty stressed
that there was no system in place and it was being accomplished on a "hit or miss"
basis at best. Another stressed that the only development money available at their
institution was for instructional development and it was hard to get into this program.
In summation, few respondents seemed satisfied with their current system of
continued training and education for administrators and faculty. Many pointed out the
inadequacies of their current system, although several excellent systems or
components did surface.
Survey Question 15
This statement referred to the need to utilize statistical measurements for
predicting student success. One dean felt that this was accomplished in his
department by having an institutional program for all entering students. Another
stated that the results would not have been worth the effort. A dean felt that it might
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be important if the instrument was right. One chair felt that this was being
accomplished in their department by surveying all graduates one year after graduation
and then using the data to predict the success of current students.
A chair felt that this was not needed because it could not have been done with
enough reliability to be of any real value. Another noted that this would have been
helpful for the department and each student by assuring them of their possible success
or failure based on certain factors. One chair pointed out that since students mature
at different rates, the grade point average was sufficient to gauge success for every
student.
A chair noted that although their department used ACT scores, high school
records, and testing for placement, an improved system would have been beneficial
for students. One respondent felt that the test given to students to test basic skills
(SAT) accomplished this factor by dictating remedial courses where needed. One
chair felt that descriptive rather than inferential statistics needed to be developed for
their department.
A faculty stated that college placement tests were accomplishing this objective
on their campus and this tended to cause students to bias their expectations. Another
pointed out that data was being collected as part of the college’s Total Quality
Management system, but that only about two years worth of data had been collected,
and this was not sufficient for accurate predictions. One faculty stressed that this
needed to be developed as a testing method for seniors preparing to graduate. A
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faculty member stated that their department had reduced the use of these measures
after reviewing their validity. Although several respondents doubted the reliability
and effectiveness of a predicting system, several noted that indeed they did have some
form of this in place.
General Comments on the Appropriateness of ISO 9000
to Higher Education
General comments on the appropriateness of utilizing ISO 9000 guidelines in
education included a comment by a dean that ISO 9000 guidelines were only a small
portion of an overall total quality control program and that this program was required
for quality improvement at the university and departmental level. Another dean
commented that he/she not only agreed with the ISO 9000 guidelines outlined in the
survey instrument, but had been doing these activities for over 20 years at an upper
level institution.
A dean from a university in the west stated that he believed that ISO 9000
guidelines were not appropriate due to the fact that they focused on the process. He
felt that Malcolm Baldrige criteria would have been more relevant for higher
educational institutions and they were already utilizing continuous improvement
teams.
One dean mentioned that ISO 9000 guidelines paralleled what they have been
doing in the area of quality management for years. A chair noted that in his opinion
ISO 9000 could have contributed to the improvement of Industrial Technology
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Departments. One respondent felt that since different people had different needs and
styles and that conformity destroyed creativity, ISO 9000 guidelines should not be
used. A chair noted that although people have been managed in ways that increased
their effectiveness, each person responded to management in ways that were often
unpredictable.
A chair from Missouri sent a copy of the Missouri Quality Award criteria and
application forms developed specifically for education institutions in that state. This
criteria had been developed based on the Malcolm Baldrige Award criteria used in the
industrial setting. There was an extensive focus on the customer and managerial
responsibility and it provided a measure for the school to use in measuring quality
maturity.
Although this chair felt that the MQA (Missouri Quality Award) presented a
better model for education than ISO 9000, he noted that any quality model was a step
forward for education. This was the only state-wide quality model for education that
was returned by any participant, although a model developed by East Tennessee State
University was mentioned.
A chair noted that faculty who were semi-competent in quality concepts were
few and the one faculty who understood ISO 9000 "protects his turf as though he
alone can deal in such classified minutiae." This chair recommended that faculty
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should have been certified in those fields that they were assigned to teach and that
work experience would have been one method available to satisfactorily complete this
certification.
A chair noted that ISO 9000 had no relevance to higher education. This chair
felt that although quality was important, trying to force education into an industrial
mold was not appropriate.

One chair felt that in his/her opinion quality standards

were not intended for application to human interaction and were not appropriate for
academia. This chair was stated that since humans have come to college from
varying backgrounds with varying skills and potential, quality implied narrowing the
tolerance on graduates.
One faculty noted that at their institution neither the dean nor the chair
understood technology or quality. Another faculty felt that no quality program existed
in their department, but to remain competitive a program needed to be developed.
One faculty pointed out that a study to determine the appropriateness of a quality
model to an academic department was overdue and was needed in higher education.
A faculty stressed that a quality system could be accomplished only if administrators
and faculty agreed to cooperate.
A faculty felt strongly that quality and quality assurance concepts were not
important to his college, and that since the department chair was not from a
technology related area it was unlikely that any form of quality would ever be
considered in the Industrial Technology area. Another faculty stated that the survey
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was an attempt to justify more administrators, administration expense, and an
administrative empire. A faculty felt that other faculty in the general studies and
liberal arts areas either didn’t believe or didn’t know that education was a business
and because of this quality management would not be applied to education.
One faculty stated that the quality management approach was needed, but that
ISO 9000 guidelines appeared superficial and political. A faculty stated that many of
the factors required for ISO 900 were already in place, but needed to be documented.
In summation, several examples of components or in some cases, entire quality
systems were mentioned, critiqued and discussed by respondents. In the opinion of
the researcher, if these components were combined together into a comprehensive
system and then documented for consistency and accuracy, the ISO 9004-2 guidelines
would probably have been met. This would have allowed an Industrial Technology
Department the opportunity to have met the guidelines and improved the quality of
management of their department.
The interest in quality appeared to demonstrate an interest in the development
of a quality system. The weak differences that were noted between the 3 groups
appeared to demonstrate that administrators and faculty were currently involved in the
pursuit of quality and often demonstrated a willingness and the ability to critique their
quality system and consider improvements.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
After reviewing the results of the survey, it appeared a majority of the
respondents agreed with the applicability of ISO 9004-2 guidelines to the needs of
managing an Industrial Technology Department at a 4-year regional university (see
Appendix H and Tables 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 18, 21, 23, 25, 28, 30, 32, and 35).
A relatively smaller proportion of the respondents already had many of the factors
identified by ISO 9004-2 guidelines in place (see Appendix I and Tables 37, 39, 42,
45, 47, 49, 51, 54, 56, 58, 60, 63, 65, 67, and 69).
When considering the 15 factors identified in the survey, well over half of the
respondents either felt that these factors were currently being developed or needed to
be developed (see Appendix H and Tables 1, 3, 5 , 7, 10, 12, 15, 18, 21, 23, 25, 28,
30, 32, and 35). A number of factors were deemed as not important or differed in
importance between the respondents.
Conclusions
It appears to this researcher that ISO 9004-2 guidelines could have been a
management tool for the incorporation of quality in the management of Industrial
Technology Departments at 4-year state regional universities. Although many
universities had several of the factors in place, there was general agreement about the
needs between deans, chairs, and faculty. No consistent differences between the 3
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groups were found. Significant differences between the 3 groups regarding the
importance of ISO 9004-2 guidelines were found for survey statements 4, 6, 7, 8, 11,
and 14. Significant differences between the 3 groups regarding the status of a
department in the development of a factor were found for survey statements 2, 3, 7,
11, and 15.
It appeared that some states such as Wisconsin, Missouri, Pennsylvania,
Michigan, Indiana, and New York had concentrated on quality in their educational
endeavors and appeared more advanced than other states surveyed. This was
reinforced from the literature review in Chapter 2, where the quality efforts of
management of these state’s educational institutions were specifically mentioned.
Research Question One
Respondents indicated to what degree the ISO 9004-2 guidelines were needed
in their department by rating each factor on a 5-point scale including the following
categories (a) strongly agree (5), (b) agree (4), (c) neutral (3), (d) disagree (2), and
(e) strongly disagree (1). The mean score for agreement with the criteria for ISO
9004-2 guidelines was 4.32, indicating that ISO 9004-2 guidelines were generally
considered by the respondents to have been appropriate as a management tool.
Significant differences between the 3 groups regarding the importance of ISO
9004-2 guidelines were found for survey statements 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 14.
Differences tended to be weak and not severe in nature. An essential element of ISO
9000 guidelines was the strategic direction, communication, basic agreement, and
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understanding of the guidelines by deans, chairs, and faculty. In this respect,
Research Question 1 supported this premise by seeking information that benchmarked
the opinions of the respondents, highlighting where differences occurred, and the
weakness of these differences.
Research Question Two and Three
Respondents indicated to what degree the ISO 9004-2 guidelines were present
in their Industrial Technology Department by rating their respective department on a
four point scale including the following categories (a) already developed (4), (b) being
developed (3), (c) needs to be developed (2), and (d) not needed (1). The research
also involved noting the differences apparent between the 3 groups of respondents
(deans, chairs, and faculty). Significant differences between the 3 groups regarding
the status of a department in the development of a factor were found for survey
statements 2, 3, 7, 11, and 15. Differences tended to be weak and not severe in
nature.
The study was intended to determine to what extent systems similar to ISO
9004-2 guidelines had been implemented in Industrial Technology Departments at
4-year higher education institutions. It was also intended to examine how respondents
differed in their opinions regarding the degree of this implementation.
It appeared that respondents felt that their Industrial Technology Departments
were either developing a system similar to ISO 9004-2 guidelines or needed to
develop such a system (see Appendix H and Tables 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 18, 21,
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23, 25, 28, 30, 32, and 35). This complemented the results of Research Question 1,
where respondents tended to agree with the factors of the ISO 9004-2 guidelines (see
Appendix H and Tables 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 18, 21, 23, 25, 28, 30, 32, and 35).
Research Question Four
The evidence reinforced agreement with ISO 9004-2 guidelines in the
management of Industrial Technology Departments and the respondents tended to
emphasize that the factors either were being developed or needed to be developed
within their departments. Few differences were noted between the 3 groups, and
these differences tended to be weak.
Few Industrial Technology Departments actually had a comprehensive plan
that included a majority of the factors and would have served for ISO 9000
accreditation purposes. The departments that were accomplishing a factor of the
guidelines demonstrated a diversity of methods, which according to the literature on
ISO 9000 was expected and encouraged, since every institution has different needs or
different methods of solving those needs. Many of the methods seemed to be at odds
with each other but would have tied together for consistency and quality in the
management of an Industrial Technology Department. Several states appeared
advanced in the implementation of quality in higher education, many with models in
place.
Several respondents highlighted frustrations with methods that were not
working as well as expected or were not being emphasized nor directed in such a
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manner that they were successful. It was obvious in the open portion of the survey
that chairs had extensive feedback they wished to share regarding the existing systems
and success of these systems.
The responses to Research Question 4 appeared to illustrate that Industrial
Technology Departments were performing many of their management duties according
to what industry termed "good quality practices." Several examples where a quality
of management process had been initiated, was in operation, or was being developed
demonstrated that Industrial Technology Departments had factors in place that could
have been pulled together into a comprehensive system.
Summary of Conclusions
Based on the results of this research, it appeared ISO 9004-2 guidelines would
have served as an acceptable model to have improved the quality of management of
Industrial Technology Departments at 4-year, post-secondary institutions. Based on
the results, the respondents demonstrated reasonably good agreement on the
importance of the factors in the survey, and an eyeball glance showed that every
factor had a positive response. The few significant differences that were noted
between the 3 groups were weak and it appeared this would not have seriously
affected the implementation of a quality of management system based on ISO 9004-2
guidelines.
Since the research did not involve the comparison of ISO 9004-2 guidelines
with other quality models, the ISO 9004-2 guidelines are not considered the only
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quality model nor necessarily the best quality model for Industrial Technology
Departments at 4-year, post-secondary institutions, but are considered by the
researcher as an acceptable quality model. Based on the feedback received during the
research, many Industrial Technology Departments have already been accomplishing
many of the factors of the ISO 9004-2 guidelines and would simply have needed a
comprehensive plan for full implementation.
Recommendations
As a result of this research, the following recommendations are made:
1. Other academic areas within the post-secondary educational setting in
addition to the area of Industrial Technology need to be explored.
2. Other management quality models mentioned in this study should be
examined across an academic discipline in studies similar to the format used for this
study.
3. To test the application of ISO 9004-2 guidelines to an academic discipline
such as Industrial Technology, the criteria needs to be utilized in the management of a
department, with the methodology and results carefully recorded and scrutinized.
4. It is recommended that Industrial Technology Departments that have begun
the implementation of a quality management model within their department continue
the pursuit o f management quality by changing to the ISO model and benchmarking
the effectiveness of ISO 9004-2 guidelines to the effectiveness of the previous quality
model.
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5. Several measurements for determining of the effectiveness of ISO 9004-2
guidelines were mentioned in this study. To apply a single criterion to the
management of a department would be beneficial in determining the usefulness of ISO
9004-2 guidelines.
6. The application of a quality model such as that developed by the State of
Missouri could serve as a customized and appropriate quality model for an Industrial
Technology Department.
7. A study that examines the responses by different groups in the
organizational dynamic tension between an administrative authority structure versus a
faculty authority structure, factoring in the incentive and reward systems for both and
the institutional context (research university, comprehensive university) would be
useful if performed by a qualified researcher in the field. A sophisticated discussion
of organizational and individual behavioral theory that transcended a question by
question analysis would be useful.
8. A focused group of a dean, chair, and faculty that could form a
working group to implement ISO 9004-2 guidelines would serve as a working model
for Industrial Technology.
9. A pre-screening of the sample to encourage responses from deans, chairs,
and faculty involved in a quality management process would serve to increase the
response rate.
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further the research regarding the actual implemenation of the guidelines by allowing
for more precise statistical measures.
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APPENDIX A
Research Budget
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APPENDIX B
Human Subjects Review Approval

January 18, 1994
Mr. Floyd L. Olson
120 Fox-Shannon Place
S t. C l a i r s v l l le , OH 43950
Dear Mr. Olson:

•—

—

— —

— — 1

Your p ro je c t, 'Perceived Importance o f ISO 9000 Factors as In d ic a to rs of
Q u a lity In In d u s tria l Technology Programs a t Four-year S tate Regional
U n iv e r s itie s ', which you submitted fo r human subjects review on January 4,
1994 has been determined to be exempt from fu rth e r review under the
g uidelines stated in the UNI Human Subjects Handbook. You may commence
p a rtic ip a tio n of human research subjects in your p ro je c t.
Your p ro je c t need not be submitted fo r continuing review unless you a lt e r
I t 1n a way th a t Increases the ris k to the p a rtic ip a n ts .
I f you make any
such changes In your p ro je c t, you should n o tify the Graduate College
O ffic e .
I f you decide to seek federal funds fo r th is p ro je c t, I t would be wise not
to claim exemption from human subjects review on your a p p lic a tio n . Should
the agency to which you submit the ap p licatio n decide th at
your p ro je c t is
not exempt
from review , you might not be able to submit the p ro je c t fo r
review by the UNI In s titu tio n a l Review Board w ith in the fed eral agency's
time lim it (30 days a fte r a p p lic a tio n ). As a precaution against
ap p lic a n ts ' being caught in such a time hind, the Board w ill review any
p ro je cts for which fedora I funds are sought.
I f you do seek federal funds
fo r th is p ro je c t, please submit the p ro je ct fo r human subjects review no
l a t e r than the time you submit your funding a p p lic a tio n .
I f you have any fu rth e r questions about the Human Subjects
please contact me. Best wishes fo r your p ro je c t.

Review System,

S in c erely,

N o rris M. Durham, Ph.D.
C h air, In s titu tio n a l Review Board
cc:

Dr. David A. Walker, Associate Dean

GrxUuaU Collage

IS tc r w v

CcUar Kallt. lu w i S0S14-0702

(3191273.27a
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APPENDIX C
Introductory Letter and Survey

April 18, 1994

Dear
An obvious question might be ’What is an Engineering Dean at a two-year college doing
inquiring about industrial quality criteria such as ISO 9000 practices at four year institutions?*
Let me assure you that this is exactly where, in my opinion, such an inquiry must begin for two
year colleges to have any hope o f developing meaningful ISO 9000 administrative and academic
approaches. Let me also thank you for reading this letter this far and ask that you take the next
approximately IS minutes to help both o f our institutions with reference to quality standards.
By way o f introduction, I am, in addition to my position as Dean at Belmont Technical College,
a doctoral candidate in Industrial Technology at the University o f Northern Iowa. I am
researching the appropriateness o f applying an industrial quality standard, ISO 9000, to the
quality o f management within an Industrial Technology or related department. The quality o f
your department is not being questioned, but rather whether ISO 9000 criteria is appropriate for
auditing, measuring and improving the quality of your department.
ISO 9000 is a quality management standard developed by the International Organization o f
Standardization. It asks questions regarding specific areas o f your management system. The
questions in the attached survey are based on ISO 9000 and have been interpreted for educational
institutions.
Please assist me by completing the enclosed survey, which will only take about IS minutes o f
your time. All information which you provide on this survey will be kept confidential. If you
wish to receive a copy o f the survey results, please indicate this on the last page o f the survey.
If you have any comments or questions, call (614) 695-9500 or (614) 695-8347.
I would appreciate your response within the next week to facilitate a timely compilation o f the
results. I have enclosed a self-addressed, stamped envelope for your convenience. Thank you
for your time and effort in this matter.
Sincerely,

Floyd Olson
Dean o f Engineering, Math and Technology
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Survey Based on ISO 9000 Criteria Relating These Criteria
to Industrial Technology Related Departments
at Four-Year Post-Secondary Institutions
Directions: Please circle the response you most agree with on the Likert scale for each question
and place an X in the appropriate column at the end of the question. If a factor is present within
your department, please briefly describe how your department is accomplishing this or why it
would not be used.
Krongly
Wrongly
agree
agree neutral dingree disagree

5

4

3

2

1

5 4 3 2 1

I. It is necessary that administrators develop a leadership role
and take responsibility fo r the development o f a quality program
w ithin the Industrial Technology department.
Is this present w ithin your Industrial Technology department?

5 4 3 2 1

2. A ll administrators and faculty need to make a firm commitment

„
B
J jj | *

to the quality program.
Is this present w ithin your Industrial Technology department?

5 4 3 2 1

3. Internal scrutiny and feedback functions should be established
w ithin the Industrial Technology department.
Is this present w ithin your Industrial Technology department?

5 4 3 2 1

4. Administrators and faculty should be fa m ilia r with the costs o f
the quality system fie, as related to budget restraints).
Is this present w ithin your Industrial Technology department?
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5 4 3 2 1

5. It is important that marketing strategies (ie. student
recruitment, public relations) be established w ithin the Industrial
Technology department.
Is this present within your Industrial Technology department?

5 4 3 2 1

6. It is imperative that the aspects o f a quality program be
considered when specifying and/or designing a m ajor o r
curriculum.
Is this present within your Industrial Technology department?

5 4 3 2 1

7. When hiring a new administrator o r faculty person, it is
important to consider whether that person can operate w ithin the
bounds o f the established quality system.
Is this present within your Industrial Technology department?

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

_____
f II I1

____
I 11 I I

8. The concepts o f a quality system need to be incorporated into
the leaching process.
Is this present within your Industrial Technology department?

_______
| J | ||

9. The process o f student learning must be designed and tracked
to ensure that quality concepts are incorporated.
Is this present within your Industrial Technology department?

f | | [)
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5 4 3 2 1

10. A measuring and testing process must be established and
fadhered
i
t
nto in
in nwvtar
tn guamatee
otmmntmm the
th 0 incorporation
ir u - n m n m tin n n
r H i/ilitv
order to
o ff quality.
Is this present within your Industrial Technology department?

5 4 3 2 1

11. A system must be established to identify students not meeting
the requirements fo r graduation.
Is this present within your Industrial Technology department ?

5 4 3 2 1

12. A system must be established to provide post-graduation,
placement and educational updating services to students.
Is this present within your Industrial Technology department?

5 4 3 2 1

13. It is important to assure that paperwork and documents are
handled and progress through the system in a consistent manner
each and every time.
Is this present within your Industrial Technology department ?

5 4 3 2 1

14. It is imperative to provide a system fo r continued training
and education fo r administrators and faculty.
Is this present within your Industrial Technology department?

J M "S *
■

C

o

rrm

i-i-m
I1III

rr -m

I IJ! 1
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5 4 3 2 1

15. A statistical measurement fo r predicting student success
should he a component o f the management o f the Industrial
Technology department (ie. sim ilar to high school where
placement rates, fia ure success, etc is predicted.
Is this present within your Industrial Technology department?

3 9-8

■as n

COMMENTS ON THE APPROPRIATENESS O F ISO 9000 CRITERIA TO A U D IT AND/OR IMPROVE THE
QUALITY OF YOUR DEPARTMENT:
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A P PE N D IX D

ISO 9000

INTERNATIONAL
STANDARD

ISO
9004-2
First e d itio n
1991-0B*01

'Th e Am erica'' National Standards Institute (ANSI) i t the primary source and offioel sale*
agent ter 'S O standard* m me United State* ANSI we* granted an exclusive license to
distribute ano sei‘ ISO standards technical repons draft* and other pnced publications
wiin.o tne U S A Unoer this license agreement ISO has granted to ANSI the nght to
reproduce IS O standards and drafts within the territories ot the United States’

Quality management and quality system
elements —
Part 2:
G uidelines for services

G estion de la q u a lity e t e lem ents d e s y s tim e QuahfC Partie 2 U g n e s d ire c tric e s p o u r les services

HP

R e fe re n c e n u m b e r
IS O 9 004*2 1991(E)
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ISO 9004-2:1991(E)
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Foreword
ISO (the In ternational O rga n iza tio n (or S tandardization) is a w orld w id e
federation o l n ational sta n d ard s bodies (ISO m em ber bodies) The work
o l p rep a ring In le rn a lio n a l Standards is n o rm a lly earned out through ISO
te ch n ica l co m m ittees Each m em ber body interested in a subject loi
w hich a technical com m itte e has been e stablished has the righ t to be
represented o n that co m m itte e In le rn a lio n a l organizations, g o ve rn 
m ental and n on-governm ental, in lia iso n w ith ISO. a lso lake part in the
w o rk ISO co lla b o ra te s close ly w ith th e In le rn a lio n a l Electrotechnical
C om m ission (IEC) on alt m a tte rs o l e le c tro te c h n ic a l standardization
Draft In te rn a tion a l Standards adopted by th e technical com m ittees are
circu la te d to the m e m b e r bodies lo r v o tin g Publication as an In te r
n a tio n a l Standard re q u ire s app ro va l hy at lea st 75% o l the m em ber
bodies casting a vo le
In le rn a lio n a l Standard ISO 9004-2 w as p re p a re d by Technical Com m ittee
ISO/TC 176. Q u ality m anagem ent a nd Quality assurance
ISO 9004 consists o f the fo llo w in g parts, u n d e r the general title Q uality
m anagem ent a nd Quality system elem ents
— P a rt 2: G uidelines fo r services
— P art 3: G uidelines fo r service m ate ria l
— P art 4 G uidelines to r m anaging q u a lity im provem ent
— P a rt 5 G uidelines to r Quality plans
— P a rt 6: G uidelines to r co nfig u ra tion m anagem ent
Part 1 w ill be a re visio n o f ISO 9004:1967 P arts 3 to 6 a re in preparation
A nnexes A. B and C o f th is p art o f ISO 9004 are for Inform ation only

ill
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Introduction
Quality and c u s to m e r satisfaction are Im portant subje cts re c e iv in g In*
creasing a ttention w orld w id e This p a ri o f ISO 9004 provides a response
to this a w a re n ess and seeks to enco u ra ge o rg a n is a tio n s and com panies
to m anage the q u a lity aspects of th e ir service a c tiv itie s in a m ore ef*
tective m a nn e r
This p art o f ISO 9004 builds on the q u a lity m a na g e m en t p rinciples g iven
in the ISO 9000 to ISO 9004 s e rie s It re cog n izes that a fa ilu re to m eet
quality o b je c tiv e s can have co nsequences that m a y a dversely affect Ihe
cu sto m e r, the o rg a n iza tio n and society It fu rth e r re cog n ises that it is a
m anagem ent re s p o n s ib ility to e n su re th a t tu c h fa ilu re s are prevented
Ttie cre atio n and m aintenance o f q u a lity in an o rg a n iz a tio n is dependent
upon a syste m a tic approach to qua lity m ana g e m en t aim ed at ensuring
that cu sto m e r needs are understood and m et The achievem ent of
quality n e ce ssita te s a co m m itm ent to q ua lity p rin c ip le s at all levels in
the o rg a n iza tio n and a contin u a l re vie w and im pro ve m en t o f the e s ta b 
lished system o f q ua lity m anagem ent based on feedback o f the cu s
tom er's p e rce p tio n of th e service provided
The successful a p p lica tio n of q u a lity m a na g e m en t to a s e rvice p rovides
sign ifica nt o p p o rtu n itie s for
— im proved se rvice perfo rm a n ce and cu sto m e r satisfa ctio n.
— im pro ve d p ro d u c tiv ity , e fficiency and cost re du ctio n , and
— im proved m a rket share
To achieve th e se benefits, a q u a lity system for s e rvice s should a lso re 
spond to the hum an aspects in vo lve d in the p rovision o f a service by
— m anaging th e so cia l processes in vo lve d in a se rvice ,
— re ga rd ing hum an in te ra ctio n s as a c ru c ia l part o f se rvice q uality.
— re cog n izin g the im po rta n ce o f a c u s to m e rs perce p tio n o f Ihe o rg a n 
iz a tio n 's im a q c c u ltu re and perfo rm a n ce .
— developing the skills and c a p a b ility o f p erso n n el, and
— m o tivatin g p erso n n e l to im p ro ve q u a lity and to meet c u sto m e r ex
pectations.

iv
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Quality management and quality system elements —
Part 2:
Guidelines for services

1

Scope

This part o f ISO 9004 gives g uid a nce Tor e sta b lish in g
and im p le m e n tin g a q u a lity system w ith in an organ*
izntio n it is based on the g e n e ric p rin c ip le s o f
intern a l
q u a lity
m ana g e m en t
described
in
ISO 9004 19B7 and p rovid e s a co m pre h e nsive o v e r
vie w o l a q u a lity system sp e cifica lly for services
This part of ISO 9004 ra n be a pp lied in th e context
o f d e ve lo pin g a q u a lity system for a new ly offered
o r m o difie d s e rvice tl can also he applied d ire c tly
when im p le m e n tin g a q ua lity system for an existin g
se rvice The q u a lity system e m braces all the p ro 
cesses n eeded to p rovid e an e ffective service, from
m a rketin g to d e live ry, and in clu d es the a nalysis of
se rvice p ro vid e d to custom ers.
The concents p rin cip le s and q ua lity system e l
em ents d e s rn h e d are a p p licab le to all form s o f serv i r r w he th e r solely of a se rvice c h a ra rle r o r in
co m bin a tion w ilh Ihe m anufacture nnd su pp ly of a
product This can be show n as a contin u u m ranging
Irom a s itu a tio n w h e re the se rvice is d ire ctly rela te d
to a prod u ct to a situ atio n w here there is lillle p ro d 
uct invo lve d Figure 1 illu s tra te s this concept fo r
three types o f se rvice

P rc o u c t ( o n tr n r thigh)

V t h ic lt « o l# t tv r v lc *

P ro d u c t f s n l m l Qrw)

D v tta tr a n l M r v lc t

Itg o tM n rk *

Figure 1 — Product content In a service continuum

NOTE t
Equipment or tacitilies may also he directly in
volved m prnvultnq a service. Inr example, vendinq ma
chines nr automatic banking machines

The c o n c e p ts and p rin c ip le s in this p a ri o f ISO 9004
a re a p p ro p ria te to la rg e and sm all orga n izatio n s
A lth o u g h th e sm all service o rg a n izatio n w ilt not
h ave , n or need, th e co m ple x stru ctu re necessary m
Ihe la rg e r e n te rp ris e , the sam e p rin c ip le s apply 1 in 
d iffe re n c e is s im p ly o n e o f scale
P rim a rily , th e c u s to m e r w ill be the u ltim a te recipient
ol th e s e rv ic e e xte rn al to the orga n izatio n Fre
q u e n tly Ih o u qh Ihe c u s lo m e r can he intern a l w ithin
the o rg a n iz a tio n th is is e sp e cia lly so in larger or
g a n iz a tio n s w he re Ih e custom er can be al a su b 
se qu e n t sta g e in the p ro vision in g process W hile Hus
p art of ISO 9004 is w rtltc n p rin cip a lly w ilh respect to
e x te rn a l cu s to m e rs , it can also apply lo internal
c u s to m e rs fo r o v e ra ll achievem ent o l th e required
q u a lity
The se le c tio n of o p e ra tio n a l e lem ents and the extent
to w h ic h th e y are app lied depends o n such factors
as th e m a rk e t being served Ihe o p tio n s of Ihe tn
g an iza ho n . th e n atu re of the servit e. the s e rv im
p ro ce sse s and the cu sto m e r needs
A n n ex A is fo r in fo rm a tio n only, and give s exam ples
01 s e rv ic e s to w hich this p a ri o l ISO 9004 may he
a p p lie d The e xa m p le s include s e rvice a ctivitie s in
h e rc n tly p e rfo rm e d in product m anufacturing industrie s

2

Normative references

The fo llo w in g sta n d ard s contain p rovision s whu h
th ro u g h re fe ren ce tn this text, constitute provisions
of th is part o f ISO 9004 A l the lim e of publicatio n
Ihe e d itio n s ind ica te d w ere va lid A ll standards are
su bje ct to re v is io n , a nd p a rlie s to agre e m e nts based
on th is part o f ISO 9004 are e ncouraged lo investi
g a te the p o s s ib ility o f a pplying the m ost recent edi
lio n s o f the sta n d ard s indicated belo w M e m be rs «>i
IEC and ISO m a in ta in re giste rs o f c u ric n tly va lid In
le rn a tio n n t S ta n d ard s

1
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ISO 8402 1986. Q u a lity — Vocabulary

10 D e liv e ry o r u se n f la n g ih ie product m a y fnrm pa ri of
Ihe s e rv ic e d e liv e ry

ISO 9000:1987. Q u a lity m anagem ent and q u a lity as
surance standards — G uide line s fo r se le ctio n and
use.

I f A s e rvice m ay be linked w ilh the manufacture and
supply o f tangible produci

ISO 9004 1987. Q u a lity m anagem ent and q u a lity sys
tem elem ents — G uide line s

3

Definitions

For the purposes of Hits In te rn a tion a l S ta n d ard Ihe
defin itio ns given in ISO 8402. to g e th er w ith the fo l
low ing d efin itio ns, apply

3.6 service delivery: Those s u p p lie r
nece ssa ry to p rovide th e service

activitie s

3.7 quality: The lo ta lity ol features and c h a ra c te r
istics o f a product or se rvice that hear on Ms a bility
to s a tisfy slated or im p lie d needs | ISO 8402 |
3.8 q u a lity p olicy: The o v e ra ll qua lity intentions and
d ire c tio n o f an o rg a n iza tio n as regards q ua lity, as
fo rm a lly expressed by lo p m anagem ent (IS O 8402]

NOTES
2 The term ' service organization" is alto used to denote
‘supplier", a t appropriate
3 To provide clearer guidance, some existing definitions
(without notes) are repealed wilh the source given in
brackets
3.1 organization: A com pany, c o rp o ra tio n , firm , en
te rp rise o r associa tio n, o r part thereof, w h e th e r in 
co rpo ra te d o r not. pub lic o r p riva te , that has its own
function(a) and a d m in istra tio n .
3.2 supplier: An o rg a n iza tio n th a t provides a p ro d 
uct o r a se rvice to a cu sto m e r
NOTE 4
The supplier is sometines referred to as a
"business first party"
3.3 sub-contractor: A s u p p lie r to the se rv ic e o r
g a n iza tion in a contra ctu al situation.
3.4 customer: The re cip ie n t o f a p roduci o r a s e r
vice

3.9 quality management: That aspect of the o v e ra ll
m anagem ent function that d ete rm in e s and im 
ple m e n ts the q u a lity p olicy [IS O 6402]
3.10 quality system: The o rga n izatio n a l structure,
re s p o n s ib ilitie s , procedures, processes and re 
sources for im p le m e n tin g q u a lity m anagem ent
[IS O 8402]

4

Characteristics of services

4.1
S e rv ice an d s e rv ic e d e liv e ry
c h a ra c te ris tic s
The re q u ire m e n ts o l n se rvice need lo be clearly
d efined in lern ts of ch a ra c te ris tic s llra l are o b se rv
able a nd subject lo custo m e r e valuation
The proce sse s lh a l d e liv e r a service also need lo
be d e fin e d in term s o f ch a ra c te ris tic s lha l m ay not
alw a ys be o bservable by the custom er, bul tlire i.lly
anecl service perform ance

NOTES

5 A customer may be. for example, the ultimate con
sumer. user, beneficiary or puchaser
6 A custom er is som etim es re fe rre d to as a "business
second p a rty ”

7 A custom er m ay be a unit w ith in the service o rg a n iz 
ation

Both types of c h a ra c te ris tic need lo be capable ol
e v a lu a lio n by Ihe se rvice o rg a n iz a tio n against de
fined standards o f a c c ep tah ility
A s e rv ic e o r se rvice d e liv e ry c h a ra c te ris tic m ay be
q u a n tita tiv e (m easu ra b le ) o r q u a lita tiv e (co m pa r
able). depending on how it is e valu a te d and w hether
the e v a lu a lio n is done by the service o rga n izatio n
o r the custo m e r

3.5 service: The re su lts g en e ra te d , by a c tiv itie s at
the in terfa ce betw een the s u p p lie r and the custo m e r
and by su p p lie r in te rn a l a ctivitie s, to m eet custo m e r
needs

NOTE 12
Many qualitative characienslica subjectively
evaluated by customers are candidates for quantitative
measurement by the service organization

MOTES

E xam ples o f ch a ra c te ris tic s that m igh t be specified
in re q u ire m e n t docum ents Include:

8 The s upp lie r o r th e c u stom er m ay be re presented at
th e in te rfa c e by pers o n n e l o r equipm ent.
9 Custom er a c tiv itie s at the Interface w ith th e supplier
m ay be essen tial to th e s e rv ic e delivery.

— fa c ilitie s , capacity, n um b e r o f personnel and
q u a n tity o f m ate ria ls.
— w a itin g tim e , d e liv e ry lim e and process lim e s.

2
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— hygiene, safely, re lia b ility and se curity.

— grade o f se rvice to be provided

— responsiveness, a cc e s s ib ility . courtesy, com fort,
a esthetics o f environm ent, com petence, d ep e n d 
a bility. accuracy, co m pleteness, slate o f Ihe art.
c re d ib ility and efTective co m m un ica tion

— service o rg a n iz a tio n 's im age and reputation io>
q uality.

4 .2 C o n tro l o l s erv ic e a n d s erv ic e d e liv e ry
c h a ra c te ris tic s
in m ost cases Ihe co ntro l o f se rvice and service d e 
live ry rh a ra r le ris tirs can o n ly be achieved by
c o n tro llin g Ihe process lh a l d e live rs Ihe service
Process perform ance m e asu re m e nt and control are
th e re fo re e ssential to achieve and m aintain th e re 
q uire d se rvice quality W hile re m ed ia l action is
so m etim e s possib le durin g se rvice d elive ry, it is
u su a lly not possible to re ly on fin a l inspection lo in 
fluence se rvice q ua lity at the cu sto m e r interface
w he re cu sto m e r assessm ent o f any non co n fo rm ity
is often im m ediate

— o bje ctive s lo r s e rv ic e q ua lity.
— approach to be a dopted in pursuit o f quality oh
je d lv e s .
— role o l co m pa n y personnel responsible for nn
p le m c n lin g the q u a lity policy
M a nagem ent should e n su re lh a l Ihe qua lity polity
is prom u lg ated , understood, im ple m en ted and
m ain ta in ed

The se rvice d elive ry process m a y range from being
hig h ly m echanized (as in a d ire c tly d ia lle d telephone
c a ll) lo o ne that is highly perso n a lize d (as in s e r
vices such as legal, m e dica l o r consultancy). The
m ore d efin a b le Ihe process, w h e th e r by m echaniz
ation o r by detailed procedures, the g re a te r th e op
p o rtu nity to apply stru ctu re d a nd discip lin e d q u a lity
system prin ciple s

5

Quality syatem principles

5.1

K ey asp ects o f a q u a lity system

Figure 2 illu stra te s that the cu sto m e r Is the focal
p oint o f th e th re e key aspects o l a q ua lity system . It
a lso illu s tra te s that cu sto m e r s a lisfsctio n can only
be assured when th e re is h arm o n y of interaction
b elw een Ihe m anagem ent re sp o n sib ility, the per
sonnel and m a te ria l resources and Ihe q ua lity systern structure

Figure 2 — Key aspect: cf c quality system

5.2.3
5.2
6.2.1

General

M anagem ent is respo n sible lo r e sta b lish in g a p olicy
fo r se rvice qua lity and c u sto m e r satisfaction Suc
cessful im ple m en tatio n o f th is policy is dependent
upon m anagem ent co m m ilm e n l to the developm ent
and e lle c liv e ope ra tio n o l 3 q u a lity system
5.2.2

Quality objectives

M a n a g e m e n t res p o n s ib ility

Q uality policy

The re sp o n sib ility fo r and c o m m ilm e n l to a quality
p olicy lo r the se rvice o rg a n iza tio n belongs lo Ihe
highest leve l o f m anagem ent M anagem ent should
d evelop and docum ent a q u a lity policy re la tin g to
Ih e fo llo w in g

The re alizatio n o l a q ua lity policy re qu ire s Ihe
id e n tific a tio n o l p rim a ry goals lo r esta b lish in g q u a l
ity o bje ctive s P rim ary g oa ls should include
— cu sto m e r satisfaction
consistent
fessional standards and ethics.

w ith

pro

— continuous im p ro v e m e n t of Ihe service.
— givin g c o n s id e ratio n lo Ihe requ ire m e n ts o l s o 
ciety and the enviro n m en t:
— e fficiency in p ro v id in g Ih e service
M anagem ent should tra n s la te Ih e p rim a ry goals into
a se l of q u a lity o b je ctive s and activitie s. Examples
o l these are

3
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-

clea r d efin itio n of c u s to m e r needs w ith a p p ro p ri
ate q u a lity m easures.
-

preve n tive action ana co n tro ls to avoid cu sto m e r
dissatisfaction.

-

o p tim izin g q u a lity-re la te d costs fo r the required
perfo rm a n ce and g ra d e o f service.

-

cre atio n o f a c o lle ctive com m itm ent to q ua lity
w ithin the service o rg a n iza tio n ;

-

continuous review of se rvice re q u ire m e n ts and
achievem ents to id e n tify o pp ortunities fo r service
q ua lify im provem ent.

-

prevention of adverse effects by the se rvic e o r
ganization on society a nd the environm ent

5.2.4

Quality responsibility and authority

To achieve the q ua lity o bjectives, m anagem ent
should establish a q u a lity system stru ctu re fo r the
efte rtive control e va lu a tio n and im p ro ve m e n t of
s o rv ire qua lity thro u gh o ut a ll stages o f the provision
of a service
General and specific re sp o n sib ility and a uth ority
should be e xplicitly d e fin e d for a ll p erso n n el w hose
activitie s influence s e rvice quality This shou ld in
clude ensurinq eflpctive cu sto m e r/su p p lie r re la tio n 
ships at a ll m ler/acos w ith in and e x te rn a l lo. Ihe
service organization The re spo n sibility and auth
ority defined should be consistent w ith the m eans
and m ethods necessary' fo r achtevmn se rvice q ua l
ity
Senior m anagem ent s h o u ld be re spo n sible fo r en
suring that the re q u ire m e n ts for a q ua lity syste m are
developed They should re ta in re sp o n sib ility o r des
ignate a m anagem ent re pre se n ta tive re sp o n sib le for
ensuring that the q u a lity system is e sta b lish e d , au
dited. co n tin u a lly m e a su re d and re vie w ed fo r im 
provem ent
While personnel w ith sp e cific designated re spo n si
b ilitie s can be in stru m e n ta l in the a tta in m e n t o f
quality, it should be stre sse d that it is not these
personnel w ho cre ate q u a lity They are o n ly p a ri o f
the q u a lity system The scope o f the q u a lity system
encom passes alt of th e fu n ctio ns, and re q u ire s the
involvem ent, co m m itm en t and e ffective In te rw o rkin g
of all personnel in the service o rg a n iz a tio n to
achieve continuous im p ro ve m e n t

5.2.5

ing Ih e quality o b je ctive s
P a rticula r em phasis
should be placed on the need o r opp o rtu n ity for im 
provem ent The review s sh ou ld be c a rrie d out by
a pp ro p ria te m em be rs o f m a na g e m en t or by c o m 
petent. independent p erso n n el re p o rtin g d ire c tly to
senior m anagem ent
M anagem ent re vie w s sh ou ld consist of w e llstru ctu re d and co m pre h e nsive e valu a tion s e n c o m 
passing a ll rele va n t s o u rc e s of in fo rm a tio n ,
including
— fin d in g s of s e rvice p e rfo rm a n c e analysis, i.e in 
fo rm a tio n on the o v e ra ll effective n ess and pi
flc ie n c y of Ihe s e rvice d e liv e ry process in
a chie ving s e rvice re q u ire m e n ts and cu sto m e r
s a tisfa ctio n (see 6 4 ) .
— fin d in g s o f in te rn a l a ud its on the im p le m e n ta tio n
a nd effectiveness o f all e le m e n ts of the q ua lity
s yste m in m eeting stated o b je c tiv e s for s e rv ic e
q u a lity (sen 6 4 4)
— ch an g e s brought about by now technologies
q u a lity concepts, m arket s tra te g ie s and social or
e n viro n m e n ta l conditions
O bservations, conclu sion s and recom m endations
reached as a re s u lt o f a re v ie w and e valu a tion
shou ld be subm itte d in d o c u m e n ta ry form to m a n 
agem ent for n ece ssa ry a ction in establishing a pm gram m e for se rvice q u a lity im pro ve m en ts

5.3

P e rs o n n e l a n d m a te r ia l res o u rc e s

5.3.1

General

M anagem ent should p ro vid e s u fficien t and a p p ro 
pria te re sources to im p le m e n t the q u a lify system
and a chieve the q ua lity o b ie c tiv e s

5.3.2
5.3.2.1

Personnel
Motivation

A m o st im po rta n t re sou rce in any o rg a n iz a tio n is
that o f the in d iv id u a l m e m b e rs of perso n n el in 
vo lve d This is e s p e c ia lly im p o rta n t in a s e rv ic e o r 
ga n iza tio n w h e re th e b e h a v io u r and p e rfo rm a n ce of
in d iv id u a ls d ire c tly im pa cts on th e quality of s e rv ic e
As a spur to Ihe m o tiv a tio n , developm ent, c o m 
m u n ic a tio n and p erform ance o f personnel, m a n a g e 
m ent should

Management review

M anagem ent should p ro vid e fo r form al p e rio d ic and
Independent re vie w s o f th e qua lity syste m in o rd e r
to dete rm in e Ms c o n tin u in g su ita b ility and e ffective
ness in Im p lem e n tin g th e q u a lity p olicy and a chie v

— s e le c t p ersonnel on the b a s is o f c a p a b ility to
sa tis fy defined job s p e c ific a tio n s .
— p ro v id e a w o rk e n v iro n m e n t that fosters e x c e l
le n c e and a secure w o rk re la tio n s h ip .

4
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— re a liz e the p o te n tia l o f e very m em ber o f the o r*
g a m za lio n by consistent, cre ative w ork m eth o ds
and o p p o rtu n itie s fo r g re a te r involvem ent.
— e n su re that th e tasks to he perform ed and th e
o b je c tiv e s to be achieved are understood, in*
e lu d ing how th e y affect q uality:
— see th a t all p erso n n el feel that they h sve an in*
vo ive m e n t and influ e n ce on the quality o f se rvice
p ro vid e d to custom ers,
— e nco u ra ge co n trib u tio n s w hich enhance q ua lity
by g ivin g due re cog n ition and re w a rd fo r
a chie ve m en t
— p e rio d ic a lly assess the factors w hich m o tivate
p e rso n n e l lo p rovid e q u a lity of service.
— im p le m e n t c a re e r p la n n in g and developm ent o f
p erso n n el.
— e s ta b lis h pla n n ed a ction s fo r updating th e s k ills
o l p ersonnel

5.3.2.2

Training and development

Education b rin g s aw areness o f the need for change
and p ro vid e s th e m eans w h e re b y change and de*
velo p m e nt can be a ccom plished
Im portant e le m e n ts in the d evelopm ent of p erso n n el
include
tra in in g executives in q ua lity m anagem ent, in*
eluding q u a lity-re la te d costs and evalu a tion o f
the e ffe ctive n ess o f the q u a lity system.
— tra in in g o f p erso n n el (this should not be re*
s tric te d to those s o le ly concerned w ith q ua lity
re s p o n s ib ilitie s );
— e d u ca tio n of p ersonnel on Ihe service o rg a n is 
a tio n 's q u a lity policy, o b je ctive s and concepts o f
c u sto m e r satisfaction
— a quahty-a w are n e ss prog ra m m e whic*< m ay in 
clude in stru ctio n and tra in in g courses fo r new
e ntra nts, and p e rio d ic re fre sh e r p rogram m es fo r
lo n g e r-s e rv in g personnel,
— p roce d u res fo r sp ecifyin g and verifying that p e r
sonn e l have re ce ive d su ita b le training:
— tra in in g in process control, data colle ctio n and
a nalysts, prob le m id e n tifica tio n and analysis,
c o rre c tiv e action and im provem ent, team workinq and co m m un ica tion m ethods
— Ihe need to assess c a re fu lly the p ersonnel re 
q u ire m e n ts fo r fo rm a l q u a lifica tio n s and g iv e ap 

p ro p ria te assistance and encouragem ent w h e re
n e re s s a ry .

— th e perfo rm a n ce evalu a tion of perso n n el to a s 
sess th e ir deve lo pm e n t needs and p otential
5.3.2.3

Communication

S e rvice perso n n el, e s p e c ia lly those d ire c tly involved
w ilh th e c u sto m e r, sh ou ld have adequate know ledge
and Ih e n ece ssa ry s k ills in com m unication T h e y
shou ld be ca pable o f form ing n natural w ork te a m
able to in te ra ct a p p ro p ria te ly w ith e xte rn al o rg a n is 
a tions and re p re se n ta tive s to provide a tim e ly a nd
sm ooth ru nn in g service
Team a c tiv itie s , such as qua lity im provem ent fn
rum s, can be effective fo r im pro ving c o m m un ica tion
betw een p erso n n el and can provide an o p p o rtu n ity
for s u p p o rtiv e p a rtic ip a tio n and co op e ra tion in s o lv 
ing p ro b le m s
c o m m u n ic a tio n w ith in the s e rvice o rg a n iz 
a tion shou ld be a feature al alt levels ol m a n a g e 
m ent The existen ce o f an appro p ria te in fo rm a tio n
system is an e sse n tia l tool for com m unication a nd
for s e rv ic e o p e ra tio n s The m ethods of c o m m u n i
cation m a y include
R e g u la r

— m a n a g e m e n t brie fin g s.
— information exchange meetings.
— d o c u m e n te d inform a tio n .
— in fo rm a tio n te ch n olo gy fa c ililin s
5.3.3

M a te ria l r e s o u rc e s

The m a te ria l re sou rce s re q u ire d tor service o p e tations m a y inclu d e
— service provisioning equipment and stores
— o p e ra tio n a l needs such as accom odation p r o 
v is io n s . tra n s p o rt and inform ation system s
— q u a lily -a s s e s s m c n t
fa c ililin s .
and co m p u te r softw are.

instrum e n ta tio n

— o p e ra tio n a l and te ch n ica l docum entation

5.4

Q u a lity s ys te m s tru c tu re

5.4.1

G e n e ra l

The s e rv ic e o rg a n iz a tio n should develop, e sta b lish
docum ent im ple m en t and m ain ta in a q u a lity system
as a m eans by w hich stated p olicie s and o b je c tiv e s
for s e rvice q u a lity m ay be accom plished The o p e r 
a tion a l ele m e n ts o f a q u a lity system are d e s c rib e d
in clau se ft

5
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The q uality o f service as seen hy Ihe c u sto m e r is
d ir e r lly influenced hy these processes as w ell as hv
a rlio n s a n tin g horn Ihose s e r v ir f' q ua lity feedback
m easures w hich ro n lr r h u lr to service qua lity n»>
p rove m e n ls nam ely

The q u a lify system e le m e n ts should he stru c tu re d to
e sta b lish adequate ro n trn ! and a ssurance o v e r all
o p e ra tio n a l p ro ro sse s a fle rh n q s e iv irn q u a lity
The q u a lily system should em phasize p re ve n tive
a rlio n s that avoid the o ccurre n ce o l prob le m s w hile
not s a c rific in g the a bility lo respond to and co rre c t
fa ilu re s should they o ccu r

•• su p p lie r's assessm ent of the s e rv ire provided
— c u sto m e r's assessm ent o f fhe service received
-

5.4.?

S e rvice q ua lity loop

q u a lily audits of Ihe im ple m en tatio n and effec
tiveness of all elem ents o l the q u a lity system

Q u a lity feedback should also be established b e 
tw een interacting elem ents m the quahlv loop

Q u a lity system proce d u res should be e sta b lis h e d to
sp e cify th e perform ance r e q u ire m e n t for a il se rvice
p ro ce sse s including the three m ain p ro visio n in g
p ro c e s s e s (m arketing, d e sig n and se rvice d e liv e ry )
w hich can be show n lo be o pe ra tin g in a s e rv ic e
q u a lity loop, as illu stra te d in fig u re s .

SERVICE ORGANIZATION
Strvlcc
•twtlhratlen

Quslttv m i n i

Cuetww^kepUer
SipfXMr. cv*t<mrf
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5.4.3

— o n a p p ro p ria te s u b -c o n tra c to rs ' perform ance

Quality documentation and records

— on the s k ills and tra in in g of p ersonnel
— o n c o m p e titive com pa riso ns
5.4.3.1

Documentation system
The q u a lity re cord s should he

All se rvice ele m e n ts, re q u ire m e n ts end p rovisions
incorporated in th e q u a lity system sh ou ld be defined
and d ocum ented as p a rt o f the s e rv ic e o rg a n iz 
a tion 's o ve ra ll d o cu m e n ta tio n A p p ro p ria te q ua lity
system docu m e n ta tion in clu d e s th e follow ing.

— v e rifie d as valid.
— re a d ily retrieva b le.
— re ta in e d for a designated p e rio d .

a) Q u a lity m anual T h is should p rovid e a de
s crip tio n o f the q u a lity system as a perm anent
reference
II should contain
— th e qua lity policy:

— p rote cte d fro m dam age, loss
ra tio n w h ile in storaqe

and deipi>c'

M anagem ent sh ou ld e sta b lish the p olicy for a r r r s s
to q u a lity records

— th e q ua lity o b je ctive s;

S.4.3.2

— th e stru ctu re o f th e o rg a n iz a tio n , including
re sp o n sib ilitie s.

All docu m e n ta tion should be leg ib le , dated (inchm
ing re visio n dates), clea r re a d ily identifiable atu)
carry a uth o riz a tio n status

a d escription o l Ih e q u a lily syste m including
al) elem ents and p ro visio n s that form p a ri ol
it

Documentation control

M ethods should be e stablished lo co ntro l the issu*
d is trib u tio n and revision o f d ocu m e n ts The m ethods
should ensure that docum ents are

— th e q ua lity p ra c tic e s o f the o rg a n iza tio n .
-

approved by a u th orize d p erso n n el.

— the structure and distribution of the quality
system documentation

-

re leased and m ade a v a ila b le in th e areas w here
the in fo rm a tio n is needed.

h) Q u a lity plan This sh ou ld describ e the specific
q u a lity practices, re so u rce s and the sequence of
a ctivitie s rele va n t lo a p a rtic u la r service

-

understood and acceptable to users

-

review ed for any necessary revision.

-

rem oved w hen obsolete

c) Procedures These a rc w ritte n sta te m e n ts w hich
specify th e p urpose and scope o f a ctivitie s in the
se rvice o rg a n iza tio n to m eet cu sto m e r needs
They define how th e a ctivitie s are to be con
ducted. co n tro lle d a n d re cord e d .
P rocedures shou ld b e agreed, be a cc e s s ib le to
p erso n n el and u n d e rsto o d b y atl those who
interface w ith Ih e ir o p e ra tio n
d) Q u a lity re cord s T h e se provid e in fo rm a tio n
— on th e deg re e o f a chie ve m en t o f the qua lity
obje ctive s.
— on the level o f c u s to m e r s a tisfa ctio n and dis
satisfa ctio n w ith th e se rvice ;
— about the re su lts o f Ihe q u a lity system fo r re
view and im p ro ve m e n t of th e service.
— lo r analysts to id e n tify q u a lity trends.
— for co rrective a ctio n and its effectiveness;

5.4.4

Internal quality audits

Internal q u a lity audits shou ld be perfo rm e d period
ically lo v e rify the im ple m en tatio n and effectiveness
of the q u a lily system and a dh e re nce lo the service
spacifica lio n (see 6 2 3). the se rvice delivery spec i
fira tio n (see 6 2 4) and the q u a lity control specih
cation (see 6 2 5)
Internal q u a lity a udits should be p lanned, perform ed
and re corded in accordance w ith d ocum ented pro
cedures by com petent p erso n n e l w ho are im ic
pendent of the specific a c tiv itie s o r areas being
audited
Audit fin din g s should be d ocu m e n te d and subm itted
to senior m anagem ent M a na g e m en t responsible lot
th e a ctivity being a udited sh ou ld ensure Ihnt
necessary and a p p ro p ria te c o rre c tiv e a ctions antaken In respect o f the aud it fin din g s

7
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Im p lem e n ta tio n and effe ctive n ess of c o rre c tiv e ac
tio n s re su ltin g from p revio u s audits sh o u ld be as
sessed.

The c u s to m e rs ' p e rc e p tio n o f service q u a lity Is ac
q uire d often through co m m u n ic a tio n w ith the service
o rg a n iz a tio n 's p e rs o n n e l and facilities

NOTE 13
ISO 10011-1 Is recommended lo r turther in
formation and guidance on quality audits

NOTE 14 Communication wilh the customers will be
adversely affected by inadequate resources

5.5

In te rfa c e w ith c u s to m e rs

6

5.5.1

General

6.1

M anagem ent should e sta b lish effective In te ra ctio n
betw e e n custom ers and th e service o rg a n iz a tio n 's
perso n n el This is cru cia l to the q u a lily o f service
perce ive d by the custo m e r
M anagem ent can Influence this p e rce p tio n by c re 
e lin g an a ppropriate im ag e based on the re a lity o f
actions taken lo meet cu sto m e r needs T h is im age,
presented by personnel at a ll levels, has a p rim a ry
e ffect on the service o rg a n iz a tio n 's re la tio n s h ip w ith
the custom er.
P ersonnel w ith direct cu sto m e r contact a re an im 
portant source o f inform a tio n for the o n g o in g q u a lily
im pro ve m en t process M anagem ent sh o u ld re gu 
la rly re vie w the m ethods used for p ro m o tin g c o n 
tacts w ith custom ers

Q u a lity s y s te m o p e r a t io n a l e le m e n t s

6.1.1

M a rk e tin g p ro c e s s
Quality In m arket research and analysis

A re s p o n s ib ility o f m a rk e tin g is to d ete rm in e and
prom o te Ihe need and d em a n d for a se rvice Useful
approaches include s u rveys and intervie w s for llie
c o lle c tio n of m arkel in fo rm a tio n
M a nagem ent should e s ta b lis h procedures for plan
ning and Im p lem e n tin g m a rk e t activitie s Elements
associated w ith q u a lity in m a rketin g should include
— th e e sta b lish m en t o f c u sto m e r needs and expec
ta tio n s re le va n t lo th e service offered (e g con
s u m er tastes, q rad e o f se rvice and re lia b ility
e xpected a v a ila b ility , unstated expectations or
biases held by custo m e rs!.
— c o m ple m e ntary s e rv ic e s .

5.5.2

Communication with customers

C om m unication w ith cu sto m e rs involves lis te n in g lo
them and keeping them inform ed D ifficu ltie s in
com m un ica tion o r Inte ra ctio ns w ilh cu sto m e rs, in 
clud in g internal cu sto m e rs, should be g ive n prom pt
a tte n tio n These d ifficu ltie s provide im p o rta n t in fo r
m ation on areas (or im pro ve m en ts in th e service
d e live ry process Effective com m un ica tion w ith cu s
to m e rs involves
— d e scrib in g the se rvice . Its scope, its a v a ila b ility
and tim e lin e ss o f d e live ry:
— sta tin g how m uch th e se rvice w ill cost:
— e xpla inin g the in te rre la tio n sh ip s betw e e n s e r
vice d e live ry and cost.
— expla inin g lo cu sto m e rs Ihe effect o f a n y p ro b 
lem s. and how they w ill be re solve d , sh ou ld they
a rise :
— e n su rin g th a t cu sto m e rs are aw are o f the con
trib u tio n they can m ake to service q u a lity :
p ro vid in g adequate and re ad ily accessib le fa c ili
ties for effective com m un ica tion .
— d ete rm in ing the re la tio n s h ip between th e service
ottered and th e re al nee d s o f the cu sto m e r

— c o m p e tito r a ctivitie s and perform ances.
— re v ie w o f le g is la tio n (e.g hea lth , sa fe ty and en
v iro n m e n ta l) and re le v a n t national and inlern ahonal standards a nd codes.
— analysis and re vie w o f custom er requ ire m e n ts
service data and co n tra c t inform a tio n that has
been co lle cte d (re le v a n t sum m aries o l the ana 
lysed dal a should be com m unicated to the d e 
sign and service d e liv e ry personnel):
— co n s u lta tio n w ilh a ll affected se rvice o rga n iz
a tion functions lo c o n firm th e ir c o m m ilm e n l and
a b ility to m eet s e rv ic e q u a lity re qu ire m e n ts.
— o ng o ing research to exam ine ch an g ing m arkel
needs, new te c h n o lo g y and the im pa ct of com 
p etition.
— th e a pp licatio n o f q u a lity control
6.1.2

Supplier obligations

S u p plier o blig atio n s lo c u sto m e rs m ay be expressed
in an explicit o r im p lic it m a n n e r between the service
o rg a n iz a lio n and its c u s to m e rs Explicit s u p p lie r o b 
lig a tio ns such as w a rra n tie s should he adequately
docum ented Prior lo p u b lic a tio n . Ihe docum ented
o b lig a tio n s should be re v ie w e d lo r consistency with
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— related q u a lity d ocum entation;
— su p p lie r ca p a b ility.
— re levant re g u la to ry and le g a l re qu ire m e n ts.
These o b lig a tio n s should be referenced In the s e r
vice brie t (see 6 t 3) E flective lia iso n w ith cu sto m e rs
is espe cia lly im p o rta n t w hen s u p p lie r o b lig a tio n s
are form a lly d efined
(.1 .3

Sendee brief

Once a decision has been m ade to o ffe r a se rvice .
Ihe results o f th e m a rke t re sea rch , a na lysis and Ihe
agreed s u p p lie r o b lig a tio n s should be in c o rp o ra te d
into a service b rie f This b rie f defines the c u s to m e rs '
needs and th e re la te d se rvice o rg a n iz a tio n 's c a p a 
b ilitie s as a set o l re q u ire m e n ts and instru c tio n s that
form Ihe basis for Ih e design o f a service
(.1.4

Service management

P rio r lo the d eve lo pm e n t o f a service, m a na g e m en t
should e stablish p roce d u re s for planning, o rg a n iz in g
and im ple m en tin g the launch o f the se rvice and.
w he re a pplicable, its e ven tua l w ithd ra w a l
M anagem enl re s p o n s ib ilitie s should in rlu d e ensurinq lh a l all n p ro s s a ry resources fa cilitie s and te ch 
n ica l supports are a vaila ble against Ihe planned
lim e sca lp s lo r each process co ntrib u tin g lo Ihe s e r
vice launch
Included in th is p la n n in g should be a re s p o n s ib ility
tor ensuring th a t s e rv ic e re q u ire m e n ts and se rvice
d e liv e ry re q u ire m e n ts each contain e x p lic it p ro 
visio n for safely aspects, p ote ntia l lia h ililie s and app ro p n a tp m eans to m in im ize risks to perso n n el,
cu sto m e rs and the e n viro n m en t

6.1.5

Quality In advertising

Any adve rtise m e nt o f a se rvice should re fle c t the
se rvice specification and take account o f th e cus
to m e rs ’ p erception o f th e q u a lity o f se rvice provid e d
The m arketing fun ctio n should re cognize th e lia b ility
risks and financial im p lic a tio n s of offe rin g e x ag g e r
ated o i u nsubstantiated claim s tor a se rvice

6 .2

D esig n p ro c e s s

6.2.1

Genaral

The s e rv ic e specification defines the service to be
provid e d, w he re a s the se rvice d elive ry specification
defin e s th e m eans and m ethods used lo delive r Ihe
se rvice . The q u a lily c o n tro l specification defines the
p roc e d u re s lo r evalu a ting and co n tro llin g the se r
v ic e and s e rv ic e d e liv e ry characteristics
D esign o f th e service specification. Ihe service d e 
liv e ry sp e c ific a tio n and qua lity control specification
are interd e p en d e nt and intera ct throughout Ihe d e 
sign p roce ss Flow ch a rts are a useful m ethod lo
d ep ict a ll a c tiv itie s , re la tio n sh ip s snd in terd e p en 
dences.
The p rin c ip le s o f q u a lity c o n tro l should be applied
lo th e d e s ig n process Its e lf

(.2 .2

D e s ig n responsibilities

M anagem ent should assign respo n sibilitie s tor se r
v ic e d esig n and ensure th a t a ll those w ho contribute
to th e d e s ig n are aw are or th e ir respo n sibilitie s (or
a chie ving se rvice quality. The prevention o f service
defects at th is stage is less costly than correction
d u rin g s e rv ic e delivery.
D esign re s p o n s ib ilitie s should include
-- p la n n in q . p reparation, va lidation, m n in le n n n rr
and c o n tro l o l Ihe se rvice specification (see
6 2 3). Ihe service d e liv e ry specification (see
6 2 4) and th e qua lity c o n tro l specification (see
6 .2 5 ).
— s p ecifyin g products and services to be procured
fo r Ihe s e rv ic e d e live ry process (see 6 2 4 3).
—
■ im p le m e n tin g design re vie w s for each phase ol
Ihe s e rv ire design (see 6 2 6).
-- v a lid a tin g that the se rvice delivery process, as
im ple m en ted , meets Ih e service brie f re q u ire 
m ents (see 6.2 7);
— updating th e service sp ecification, the service
d e liv e ry specification and the q u a lily control
s p e c ific a tio n in response to feedback or other
e xte rn a l s tim u li, when necessary (see 6 2.8)
D uring d esig n o f Ihe service specification Ihe s e r
vice d e liv e ry specification and the q u a lily conlrol
s p e c ific a tio n , it is im portant to
— plan fo r v a ria tio n s ‘n the service dem and:

The process o l d e sig n in g a se rvice invo lve s c o n 
v e rtin g Ihe se rvice b rie f (see G 1 3) in to s p e c ifi
c a tio n s for both Ihe service and its d e liv e ry and
c o n tro l, w hile re fle ctin g the o rg a n iza tio n s options
(i e aim s, policie s and costs)

— c a rry o ut an analysis to anticip a te the effects of
possib le syste m a tic and random fa ilu re s and
a ls o s e rv ic e failure a spects beyond th e s u p 
p lie r s c o n lro l
— deve lo p contin g e ncy p lans fo r the service
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6.2.3

O etailed flo w ch a rts o f the se rvice d e liv e ry process
can assist in (his su b-d ivisio n

S e rv le t s p e c ific a tio n

The se rvice s p e c ific a tio n sh ou ld co nta in a co m ple te
and p re cise s ta te m e n t o f th e s e rvice to be provid e d.
Including

NOTE 15 The content, appropriate order and complete
ness of work phases may vary according to the type o'
service involved

— a c le a r d e scrip tio n o f the s e rvice ch a ra cte ris tic s
subje ct to c u s to m e r e va lu a tio n (see 3 4):
— a standard o f a c c e p ta b ility
c h a ra cte ristic

6.2.4
6.2.4.1

for

each

se rvice

Service delivery specification
General

The service d e liv e ry s p e cifica tio n should contain
service d e live ry p ro ce d u re s d e scrib in g Ihe m ethods
to h i1 used in M ir se rvice d e liv e ry p r o r o s v inclu d in g
-•

a clea r d e s c rip tio n o f Ihe se rvice d e liv e ry
c h a ra cte ristics th a t d ire c tly affect se rvice p e r
form ance (s e c 4 1);

— a standard o f a c c e p ta b ility fo r each se rvice d e 
liv e ry ch a ra cte ristic.
— resource re q u ire m e n ts d e ta ilin g the type and
q ua n tity ol e q u ip m e n t and fa c ilitie s necessary to
fu lfil Ihe s e rv ic e sp ecifica tio n.

6.2.4.3

Quality In procurement

P urchased p rod u cts and services m ay be c n lic a l lo
th e q u a lity , co st, e ffic ie n c y and safely o f th e services
s u pp lied b y a s e rv ic e o rg a n iz a tio n P ro cure m e n t of
p roducts and s e rvice s should be given the s a m r
le v e l o f p la n n in g , c o n tro l and ve rific a tio n as the
o th e r In te rn a l a c tiv itie s The service o rganization
should e s ta b lis h a w orkin g re la tio n s h ip with sub
c o ntra cto rs, in c lu d in g fo n rtb n rk In th is way n pro
g ram m e o l co n tin u in g q u a lity im provem ents can he
su pp o rte d and q u a lity disp u te s avoided or settled
q uickly
P ro cure m e n t
m inim u m :

re q u ire m e n ts

should

inclu d e

as

a

— p u rc h a s e o rd e rs , w h e th e r set out as d escriptions
o r s p e cifica tio ns
— s e le c tio n o f q u a lifie d sub-contractors.

— n um b e r and sk ills o f p e rso n n e l requ ire d;

— a g re e m e n t on q u a lity re qu ire m e n ts and q ua lily
a ssura n ce re q u ire m e n ts.

— re lia nce o n s u b -c o n tra c to rs fo r purchased p ro d 
ucts and se rvice s.

— a g re e m e n t on q u a lity assurance and ve rification
m ethods;

The se rvice d e liv e ry sp e cifica tio n should take a c 
count o f the a im s , p o licie s and c a p a b ilitie s o f th e
service o rg a n iza tio n , as w e ll as a ny health, safety,
enviro n m en ta l o r o th e r le g a l re q u ire m e n ts

— p ro v is io n fo r se ttle m e n t o f quality disputes.
— in c o m in g p rod u ci and service contro ls.
— in c o m in g p ro d u c i and service q u a lity records

6.2.4.2

Sendee delivery procedures

Design o f the s e rv ic e d e liv e ry process m ay usefu lly
be achieved b y s u b -d ivld tn g th e process Into s e p a r
ate w o rk phases s u p p o rte d b y p ro ce d u res d e s c rib 
ing the a c tiv itie s In volved at each phase. P a rtic u la r
a tte n tio n should be g ive n to th e interfa ces betw een
se pa ra te w ork phases Exam ples o f w ork phases
involved in s e rv ic e s are
— providing in fo rm c tio n about service s offered to
custom ers.
— ta king the o rd e r;
— e sta b lish in g p ro visio n s fo r the s e rvice and d e liv 
e rin g the s e rv ic e ;
— b illin g and c o lle c tin g ch arg e s fo r the service

In s e le c tin g a su b-co n tra cto r, the s e rv ic e o rg a n iz 
a tion sh ou ld c o n s id e r
— o n-site assessm e n t and evalu a tion o f the sub
c o n tra c to r's c a p a b ility a n d /o r q u a lity system el
e m ents needed fo r q u a lity assurance.
— e v a lu a tio n o f su b -c o n tra c to r s sam ples.
— past h is to ry w ith th e selected s u b -c o n ira c lo r and
s im ila r su b-co n tra cto rs.
— test re s u lts o f s im ila r sub-co n tra cto rs.
— e x p e rie n c e o f o th e r users
NOTE 16
It i* recommended that ISO 0001. ISO 9002 or
ISO 9003. as appropriate, be used when purchasing prod
ucts or service*
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6.2.4.4 S u p p lie r -p r o v id e d e q u ip m e n t t o c u s to m e rs
f o r s e r v ic e e n d s e r v ic e d e liv e ry

The se rvice o rga n izatio n should ensure thal w hen
e q u ip m e n t is provided for use by a custom er, this
e q u ip m e n t is suitable for Ms purpose, and lha l w rit
ten in stru ctio n s are g ive n . as required, for its use
6.2.4.5

S e rv ic e Id e n tific a tio n a n d tra c e a b lllty

W hore a p p ro p ria te l i i r service o iq a n iz n ltn n should
ide n tify a n il record th e source o l any ptnriur.1 or
s e rvice lh a l form s p a ri of Ih e service p rovided, in 
clud in g perso n a l re s p o n s ib ility for ve rifica tio n and
for o lh e r se rvice action s thro u gh o ut Ihe se rvice d e 
liv e ry proce ss to ensu re tra c e a b ility in cases of
n o n co n fo rm ity cu sto m e r co m pla in t and lia b ility
6 2.4.6 H a n d lin g , s to ra g e , p a c k a g in g , d e liv e r y and
p r o te c tio n o f c u s to m e rs * p o s s e s s io n s

The s iu v iro n ig n n iz n lin n should e stablish effective
co ntro ls lm the h andling, storage, packaging, d e liv 
e ry and p rote ction o f cu sto m e rs p ossessions w hich
the s e rvice o rg a n iza tio n is re spo n sible for. o r com es
in to contact w ith, d u rin g the d e live ry o f the service

6 .2.5

c) A m ethod fo r e v a lu a tin g the characteristic, would
be sa m p le ch e c k s o f the lim e ta ke n lo p ie p n re
and se rve a m e al
d) The effective deploym ent o t staff and m a te in iK
w ould ensu re th a t Hie service rh n in c le rts lu ol
tim e lin e s s w as m aintained w ith in ils specified
lim its

6.2.6

D e s ig n r e v ie w

At the co n c lu s io n o f each phase o f Ih e design of a
se rvice , a fo rm a l docum ented re vie w o l Ihe design
re sults should be c a rrie d out a q a tn sl the s o iv ii -p
brie f
The design w o rk at the end o f each phase should
be re view ed so th a t it is consistent w ith, and can
satisfy Ihe re q u ire m e n ts o l
— item s in th e s e rv ic e s p ecifica tio n p e rta in in g lo
custo m e r nee d s and satisfaction.
— item s in th e s e rv ic e d elive ry s p e c ific a tio n p e r
ta inin g to Ihe s e rv ic e re q u ire m e n ts

Q u a lity c o n tr o l s p e c ific a tio n

Q u a lity co n tro l should h r desig n ed as nn integral
paO ol the s o rv irr p rocesses m arknhng. design and
service d elive ry The specifica tio n developed for
q u a lily c o n h o l should enable Ihe effective co ntro l of
e ach s e rvice process to ensu re that the service
c o n s is te n tly satisfies the se rvice specifica tio n and
the cu sto m e r
The desiQn o f qua lity co ntro l involves

— item s in the q u a lity control s p ecifica tio n perlam
ing to Hie c o n tro l of service p rocesses
P articipants al e ach design re vie w should include
re pre se n ta tives o f a ll the functions affecting service
q ua lity a pp ro p ria te to the phase bein g re vie w ed
The design re v ie w sh ou ld ide n tify and anticip a te
p rob le m areas and inade qu a cie s and in itia te actions
to ensure that

irlo n tifvin q Ihn key a ctivitie s in e n r li pior.ess
w hich have a significant influence on Ihe s p e rilied scivic e

Ihe co m ple te s o rv ire spec ifirn tio n and s e iv u e
d elive ry s p e r ifir n lio n meet c u s to m e r require
merits

a na lysing llio ke y a ctivitie s to select those
ch a ra cte ristics w ho se m e asu re m e nt and co n lro l
w ill e n su re se rvice quality.

- the q u a lity c o n tio l s p ecifica tio n is adequate to
provide a c c u ra te inform a tio n a bo u t the q u a lity of
service d e liv e re d

— defin in g m ethods for e valu a ting
ch ara cteristics
•

h| A c h a ra c te ris tic
of Ihe a c tiv ity
rpquum i)
m e asu re m e nt w o u ld be ih e b m r taken lo prc
pare the in g re d ie n ts fo r a meal

Ihe selected

e sta b lish in g Ihe m eans to influence o r control
Hip r harar Ipm s I ii s w lh m specified lim its

The a pplication ol Quality co n lro l prin ciple s to the
se iv ic e d e live ry process is illu stra te d in the re s 
taurant se rvice exam ple show n below
a) A key activity to be id e n tifie d in a restaurant
se rvice w ould be the p re p a ra tio n o f a m eal and
its effect on the tim e lin e ss o f Ihe m eat being
served to a cu sto m e r

6.2.7 V a lid a tio n o f th e s e rv ic e , s e r v ic e d e liv e r y and
q u a lity c o n tr o l s p e c ific a tio n s

N ow and m o difie d s e rv ire s and th e ir service d e liv 
ery processes sh o u ld undergo v a lid a tio n to ensure
tha| they are fu lly developed and that Ihe service
m eets Ihe needs o f custom ers und e r a nticip a te d and
adverse c o n d itio n s V alidation sh ou ld be defined
planned and c o m p le te d p rio r lo s e rv ic e im p le m e n 
ta tio n The re s u lts should be d ocum ented
P rior lo Ihn in itia l d e liv e ry of a s e rvice , the fo llo w in g
should he re v ie w e d to ennfirm

11
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— ih e service is consistent w ith cu sto m e r require*
m enls
-- the se rvice d e live ry process is com plete:
— re sources are a vailable to m eet th e se rvic e o b li
gations. p a rtic u la rly m a te ria ls and personnel;
— that a p p licab le codes o f p ractice , standards,
draw ings and specifica tio ns a re sa tisfiod.
• inform ation to custom ers in Ihe use o f Ih e s e r
vice is available
P eriodic re v a lu a tio n should be perfo rm e d to ensure
that the se rvice continues to rnfcet Ihe needs o f the
cu sto m e r and conform s lo the se rvice specifica tio n,
and to ide n tify p otential im pro ve m en ts In th e p ro 
vision and co ntro l o f the service

6.3
6.3.1

General

M anagem ent sh ou ld a ssign sp ecific re s po n sibilitie s
to a ll personnel im p le m e n tin g th e s e rvice delivery
process, including su p p lie r a ssessm e n t and cus
to m e r assessm ent
The provision o f a s e rvice lo cu s to m e rs e nta ils
— adherence to the p re scrib e d s e rvice d elivery
specification
— m o nito rin g lha l Ihe service sp ecifica tio n is met
— adju stin g Ihe p roce ss w hen d evia tio ns occur
6.3.2

R evalidation should be a planned and docum ented
a ctivity and should include co nsid e ratio n s o f actual
Held e xperience, im pact of m odifica tio ns in the s e r
vice and processes, im pact of p ersonnel changes,
adequacy of procedures instructio n s, guid e s and
proposed m odifications

S ervice d e liv e ry pro c e s s

S u p plier's assessment o f s e rv ic e quality

Q u a lity ro n lro t should form an in lo q tn l p a il of th r
o pe ra tio n o f Ihe s o iv ic o d e liv e ry process This in
eludes
— m easurem ent and v e iilira tio n o f th r key process
a c tiv itie s lo avoid und e sirab le tre n d s and cus
to m e r dissa tisfa ctio n .
— s e lf inspection by s e rvice d e liv e ry p ersonnel as
an in te g ra l pari o f the process m easurem ents.

6.2.8

D esign change co ntro l

The s e rv ire specification se rvice d e live ry s p e c ifi
cation and q ua lity control sp ecifica tio n a rc the basic
reference docum ents for ihe service and should not
bn changed w itho u t due cause and co nsid e ratio n
The obje ctive o f design change co n tro l is lo docu 
ment and m anage changes in re q u ire m e n ts and
procedures, after the initia l sp ecifica tio ns have been
a ulhori?ed and im plem ented This c o n lro l should
ensure that
•

the n e rrl tor change ts ide ntified, v e rifie d and
subm itted for analysis and rerJesiQn o f the p o r
tion of the se rvice aflecleri

— cnanges to the specifications are p rop e rly
planned, docum ented, approved, im ple m en ted
and recorded.
— re pre se n ta tives o f all functions affected by a
change p articip a te in its d ete rm in a tio n and a p 
prove the change,
— the im pacts o f changes are evaluated to ensure
they p roduce the expected re sult and do not d e 
g rade the Quality of service.
— custo m e rs are inform ed w hen design changes
w ill affect se rvice ch ara cteristics and p e rfo rm 
ance

— a final s u p p lie r assessm ent at the interfa ce with
the custom er to provide a s u p p lie r p n s p r c liv o
o f Ihe qua lity of se rvice delive re d
6.3.3

Customer's assessment of service qualily

C ustom er assessm ent is the u ltim a te m easure ol
the qua lity o f a se rvice C ustom e r re actio n may ho
im m ediate, o r it m ay be delayed and retrospective
Often subjective e v a lu a lio n w ill be the sole factor in
a cu sto m e r s a ssessm e n t o f Ihe se rvice provided
C ustom ers seldom vo lu n te e r th e ir assessm ent ol
service qua lity lo Ihe s e rv iro o rq a n ijn h o n D issalis
fied custom ers often cease to use or purchase s e r
vices w ithout givin g notice that w ou ld perm it
co rre c tiv e a ction to be taken R elian ce on custom er
co m pla in ts as a m e asu re of c u s to m e r satisfaction
can lend to m isle a din g co nclu sion s
NOTE 17 Customer satisfaction should be consistent
wilh the professional standards and ethics ol the service
organisation
S ervice o rg a n is a tio n s shou ld in s titu te an ongoing
assessm ent and m e asu re m e nt o f custom er satis
faction These assessm ents shou ld seek p ositive as
w e ll as negative re actio n s and th e ir lik e ly effect on
fu tu re business
The evalu a tion o f cu s to m e r s a tisfa ctio n should focus
on the extent to w hich th e s e rv ic e brief, specifi
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cations and th e se rvice d e liv e ry process m eet the
cu sto m e r needs A s e rvice o rg a n isatio n often thinks
that it is su pp lying a good se rvice hut the custom er
may not agree, in d ica tin g inadequate s p e cifica tio n *,
p roce sse s or m e asures
A co m pa riso n shou ld be made o f the cu sto m e r's
assessm ent w ith the s u p p lie r's ow n perce p tio n and
assessm ent o l Ihe s e rvice p rovid e d to e valuate the
c o m p a tib ility o f the tw o q u a lily m easures and any
need for a p p ro p ria te a ction fo r se rvice q u a lity im 
p rove m e n t
6.3.4

6.3.5.1

Corrective action for nonconforming services
R e sp o n sib ilitie s

Ide n tificatio n and re p o rtin g o f nonconform ing s e r
vices is th e duty and re s p o n s ib ility o l each in d ivid u a l
in th e se rvice o rg a n iz a tio n E very effort shou ld be
m ade to id e n tify p ote n tia l se rvice n on conform ities
b efo re custom ers are aflecle d R esp o n sib ilitie s and
a u th o rity fo r c o rre ctive action should be defined in
the q ua lity system
6.3.5 2 Id e n tifica tio n o f n o n co n fo rm ity and
co rre ctive action
W hen a n on co n fo rm ity is detected, action should be
taken lo record, analyse and co rrect it Frequently
th e re w ill be tw o stages o f co rrective action: first,
an im m ed iate p ositive a ction to satisfy the needs o f
th e custom er, second, an e valu a lio n o f the root
cause of the n on co n fo rm ity to determ ine any
n ecessary lo n g e r-te rm co rre ctive action to prevent
re ru rre n re of Ihe problem
L onger-term c o rre ctive a ction should be appro p ria te
to the m agnitude and effect o f Ihe problem W hen
im plem ented. Ihe co rre ctive actions should be
m o nito re d to ensure th e y a re effective
6.3.6

NOTE IB
See ISO 10012-1 lor guidance on quality a*,
suranc* requirements for measuring equipment

6.4
S e rv ic e p e rfo rm a n c e a n a ly s is a n d
Im p ro v e m en t

Service status

The status of the w o rk done at each phase o f the
s e rv ic e d e live ry p roce ss should be re corded to
id e n tify th e a chie ve m en t o f the se rvice specifica tio n
and cu sto m e r sa tisfa ctio n.
6.3.5

o r assessing s e rvice s should be contro lle d to p io
vide co nfidence in decisio ns o r actions based n r
m easurem ent data M e asu re m e nt e rro r should h»
com pared w ith re q u ire m e n ts and appro p ria te a ru m ,
taken w hen p re c is io n a n d /o r b ia s requ ire m e n ts an
not achieved.

Measurement system control

P rocedures should be e sta b lish ed to m o nito r and
m a in ta in the system used for se rvice m easurem ent
The ro n iro ts include p erso n n el skills, m easurem ent
p ro re d u re s and any a n a lytica l m odels or softw are
used fnr m easu rin g and te slin q A ll m easuring and
te stin g including cu sto m e r satisfaction su rveys and
q ue stio n na ire s, need to be tested for va lid ity and
re lia b ility The use. c a lib ra tio n and m aintenance o f
alt m easu rin g and test e qu ip m en t used in provid in g

6.4.1

General

A continual e va lu a tio n o f the o p e ra tio n o f the se rvice
processes should be p ractise d to ide n tify and ac
live ly pursu e o p p o rtu n itie s fo r service q ua lity im 
provem ent
To
im p le m e n t
such
e valuations
m anagem ent should e stablish and m aintain an in
form ation system for the colle ctio n and d is s ru u
nation
of
data
from
all
relevant
sources
M anagem ent should assign re sp o n sib ilitie s foi tin*
inform ation system and for s e rv ic e q ua lity im prove
men!

6.4.2

Data collection and analysis

Data w ill be a v a ila b le from m easures o f Ihe servu r
o peration by m *a n s o f
— supplier assessm ent (in c lu d in g q ua lily c o n lro l;
— custom er assessm ent (inclu din g custom er re
action, cu sto m e r co m pla in ts, requested feedback
inform ation).
— quality audits
Analysis o f these data w ill m easure achievem ent ol
service re qu ire m e n ts and in d ic a te opportunities loi
im proving service q u a lity and th e p lte itw e n e s s aim
e ffin e ncy o f the se rvice provided
To he effective and efficient, data co llection am i
analysis need to be p urposeful, disciplined and
planned ope ra tio ns, not left to chance o r operated
haphazardly
The Identification o f syste m a tic errors, th e ir cause
and preve n tio n sh ou ld be a fu ndam ental aim o f data
analysis The root cause ol e rro r is not alw ays ohv*
ous hut should be p ursued This includes the polen
tia l for hum an error, w hich is seldom p rom pted in r.
random m anner, m ore o ften th e re is an u n d e rlym i,
cause Too o ften e rro rs a ttrib u te d lo p e is o u n e l n,
custom ers nr (unity a ris e from flaw s in ttie sim vk i
o peration re la te d to com ple x o p e ra tio n s o r to mad
equate proce d u res, e nviro n m en t, w o rk in g con
dilions, tra in in g , in stru ctio n s o r re sources
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6.4.3

S ta tistica l m ethods

M odern s la lis lic a l m eth o ds can a ssist in m o st as
pects o l data c o lle c tio n and a p p lica tio n , w h e th e r II
be to g ain a b e lle r u nd e rsta n din g o t cu s to m e r
needs, in p roce ss co n tro l, c a p a b ility study, fo re 
casting. o r m e a su re m e n t o f q u a lity to a ssist in m ak
in g decisio ns
6.4.4

Service quality Im provement

There should be a p ro g ra m m e fo r c o n tin u o u s ly im 
p rovin g th e s e rv ic e q u a lity a n d th e e ffe ctive n ess and
efficien cy o l the co m p le te s e rvice o p e ra tio n , in c lu d 
ing an e flo rt to id e n tify
— Ihe c h a ra c te ris tic w hich it im pro ve d w ou ld most
benefit the c u s to m e r a n d th e s e rv ic e o rg a n iz 
ation.
— any ch an g ing m a rk e t needs th a t a re lik e ly to a f
fect th e g rade o f se rvice to be p rovid e d:
— any d e via tio n s fro m th e sp e cifie d se rvice q u a lity
due to in e ffe ctive o r in su fficie n t q u a lity system
co ntrols
— o p p o rtu n itie s fo r re d u cin g cost w h ile m a in ta in in g
and im p ro vin g th e s e rv ic e q u a lity provid e d. (This

re q u ire s syste m a tic m ethods fo r e s tim a tin g the
q u a n tita tiv e co sts a n d benefits )
The a c tiv itie s o l se rvice q u a lity im p ro v e m e n t should
a ddress Ihe need for both s h o rt-te rm and longerte rm im pro ve m en t and inclu d e
-

id e n tifyin g rele va n t d a ta fo r c o lle c tio n :

— d ata analysis and g iv in g p rio rity to those a c tiv i
tie s having th e g reatest a d ve rse Im p a ct on se r
v ic e q uality:
-

fe edback o t re sults o f the ana lysis lo operational
m anagem ent w ith re com m e n d atio n for im m ed i
a te se rvice im provem ent.

— re p o rtin g p e rio d ic a lly lo s e n io r m anagem ent tor
a m anagem ent re v ie w of lon g -te rm qua lity im 
p rove m e n t re com m e n d atio n s (see 5.2.5)
M e m b e rs from d ifferent p a d s o l th e se rv ic e o rg a n 
iz a tio n w orking tog e th er m ay be a ble to offe r fruitful
ideas that could be d ire c te d to w a rd s im proving
q u a lity and re du cin g co st M anagem ent should e n 
co ura g e personnel al all levels lo c o n lrih u le lo p ro 
gram m e s for q u a lity im pro ve m en t, w ith recognition
for th e ir effort and p a d ic ip a tio n

14
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Examples to which this part of ISO 9004 may be applied
Hospitality services

Financial

C aterin g hotels, to u rism , ente rta in m e nt ra dio , te le 
visio n . leisu re

B anking, in s u ra n re . pensions,
accounting

Communications

Professional

A irp o rts and airline s, road, ra il and sea tra n sp ort,
te leco m m u n ica tio ns, postal, data.

B u ild in g d e s ig n (architects), s u rveyin g , legal, taw
enfo rcem e n t, s e curity, e n g in ee ring , protect m a n 
agem ent, q u a lity m anagem ent, co nsu lta n cy, training
and edu ca tio n

Health services
M e dica l s tn ff/d o rio rs. h ospitals, a m h tila n re s . m e di
cal la b o ra to rie s. dentists opticians

p rop e rly services

Administration
Personnel, co m pu tin g , office services

Maintenance
Technical
E lectrica l, m echanical, vehicles, heating system s,
a ir co n d itio n in g , build in g s, com puters

Consultancy, photography, test laboratories

Utilities

Purchasing

C leansing, waste m anagem ent, w ater supply,
g rou n d ', m aintenance e le ctricity, gas and enerqy
supp ly tire p n lire , pub lic services

C on tra ctin g in v e n to ry m anaqem enl and d istrib u tio n

Trading

R esearch, deve lo pm e n t, studies, decision aids

W holesale, re ta il, stockist, d istrib u to r, m arketing,
packaging

NOTE 19
Manufacturing companies also provide
internal services in their marketing, delivery systems and
after-sales activities.

S cien tific

15
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Cross-reference of quality system elements and clauses

C laus* (or
sub-clause) In
ISO 9004-2:1091

Corresponding
clausa (or
tub-clausa) In
ISO 9004:1997

no*

4

C h a ra cte ristics o l service

72

41

Service and se rvice d e liv e ry , c h a ra cteristics

7.2

42

C ontrol o f se rvice and se rv ic e d e live ry, c h a ra c le ris lic s

114

5

Q u ality syste m prin ciple s

5

51

K e y aspects o f a q u a lity system

5.1.1

5.2

M anagem ent re s p o n s ib ility

4

522

Q uality p olicy

4.2

52 3

Q u ality o b je ctive s

4 2. 6 19

524

Q uality re s p o n s ib ility and authority

522

52 5

M anagem ent re vie w

55

5.3

Personnel and m a te ria l resources

524

5.3.2

Personnel

16

5.3.2.1

M o tivatio n

18.3

53.2.2

Training and developm ent

18.1. 18.2

5 3 2.3

C om m unication

73

5.3 3

M a te ria l resources

5 .2 4

54

Q u ality system structure

4 4. 5.2 1

54 2

Service q u a lity loop

51

54 3

Q uality d ocu m e n ta tion and records

5 2 .5 .5 3. 17

54.3.1

D ocum entation system

5 3.2

54.3.2

D ocum entation co ntro l

172

54 4

Internal q u a lity audits

54

55

Interface w ith custom ers

73

552

C om m unication w ith custom ers

73

6

Q uality system o p e ra tio n a l elem ents

5

61

M a rketing process

7

6 11

Q u ality in m a rket re sea rch and analysis

7 1. 19

6.1.2

Sup plier o b lig a tio n s

8.2 4

6.1.3

Service b rie f

7.2

8 1.4

Service m anagem ent

87

615

Q uality in a dvertising

0422

62

Design process

8

62 2

Design re sp o n sib ilitie s

82
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C le’j t * (or
sub-clauM ) In
ISO 9004*2:1W1

r

Corresponding
clause (or
s u t x t a u ie ) in
IS O 9004:1987

mm

623

Service sp ecification

62 4

S e rvice d e live ry specification

to

6 2 4.2

S e rvice d elive ry procedures

10 1

6.24.3

Q u a lity in p rocu re m e nt

9. 12 1

6244

S u p p lie r-p ro vid e d e quipm ent to c u s to m e rs fo r se rv ic e end s e r
vice d e live ry

tn

6.24.5

S e rvice ide n tifica tion and Ira c e a b ifity

11 2. 19

6 24 6

H an d lin g sto ra g e, packaging, d e liv e ry and p rote ction o f cu s
to m e rs possessions

tfi

81. ft 2. B 3

62 5

Q u a lity control sp e c ific a tio n

12 2

626

D esign review

8 5. 8 5 2

627

V a lid a tio n o f Ihe se rvice , s e rv ic e d e liv e ry and q u a lity co n tro l
specifica tio ns

8 4. 8,5 3. 8 7. 8 9

6.2 8

D esign change co n tro l

8.6

6.3

S e rvice delivery p roce ss

10 12 3

632

S u p p lie r s assessm ent o f s e rv ic e q u a lity

12

633

C ustom e r's assessm ent o t se rvice q u a lity

73

6 34

Service status

117

635

C o rre ctive action fo r nonco n fo rm in g s e rvice s

11 8. 14. 15

635 1

R espo n sib ilitie s

152

6352

Ide n tificatio n o f n o n c o n fo rm ity and c o rre c tiv e action

14. 15

636

M e asu re m e nt system co n tro l

11 3. 13

64

S e rvice perfo rm a n ce ana lysis and im p ro v e m e n t

16 3

642

Data co llection and analysis

155

6 43

S ta tistica l methods

20

6 44

S ervice Quality im pro ve m en t

6
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APPENDIX E
Twenty Factors of ISO 9000
The primary scope of ISO 9001, the most comprehensive of the standards, was
the prevention of nonconformities across all stages of an industry from design to
servicing. The ISO 9001 standard was designed for situations where a company
needed to demonstrate the capability to design, develop, produce, install, and service
a product or service.
An examination of the twenty factors assisted in understanding the impact of
the system. The following paragraphs outlined the criteria (International Organization
for Standardization, 1987; Lamprecht, 1992; Rothery, 1991):
1. Management was to have documented a written quality policy, which
defined the responsibility, authority, and interrelation of all personnel whose work
affected quality. Management was to have defined which fiinction(s) (a) initiated
action to prevent the occurrence of nonconformity, (b) kept records of quality
problems, (c) ensured that solutions/corrective actions were implemented, and (d)
monitored the processing, delivery, or installation of nonconforming product(s) until
corrective actions were taken. Management determined timely audits to insure the
suitability and effectiveness of the quality system and assured that records were
maintained of this activity.
2. This clause required the organization to have implemented a system which
warranted that the product and/or service conformed to specified requirements. The
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system was to be composed of procedures, instructions and a plan which consisted of
a quality manual.
3. This paragraph assured that contractual requirements had been defined and
documented. It specified that differences between customer and product requirements
had been resolved, that the organization had the capability to meet contractual
requirements, and that records were kept of the above transactions.
4. This paragraph certified that the organization had procedures to control
and verify the design of the product so that customer requirements had been met. It
addressed the assignment of competent personnel to the control of all design
components.
5. This paragraph was often in noncompliance during an accreditation
inspection. It addressed control procedures, the review and approval of documents,
as well as the removal of obsolete documents.
6. This paragraph assessed sub-contractors and the compliance of purchased
products and/or services. Acceptable sub-contractors and the effectiveness of their
quality system were identified.
7. This paragraph addressed the quality of purchased parts and/or services
into the final product. The supplier was to have controlled procedures, including
record keeping and verification of processes, and storage and maintenance procedures.
8. This factor addressed product identification and traceability during
production, delivery, and installation. It was a "where appropriate" paragraph that
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depended on the type of industry being evaluated. The medical, food, and
pharmaceutical industries paid more attention to this paragraph than most other
industries.
9. The organization was to have production and installation processes which
ensured that these were under controlled conditions. When it was determined what
affected quality, these activities were under controlled conditions. This was another
of those ’’where applicable paragraphs."
10. Incoming product was inspected or verified to requirements as specified in
the organization’s quality plan. In this paragraph the organization was expected to (a)
inspect, test, and identify product, (b) ensure that the product conformed to
requirements, and (c) guarantee that a product had not been released until inspection
and tests were completed. This paragraph was intended to focus specifically on the
finished product.
11. This factor was to assure calibration, measurement accuracy and precision
for inspection, measuring, and test equipment. It was expected that records were kept
of these activities.
12. The inspection and test status of the product was to be identified.
Whenever nonconforming product was released, records were kept to identify the
inspection authority responsible for the release.
13. This paragraph identified who was responsible for nonconforming product
and the requisite rework, re-grade, rejection, and/or acceptance. It identified who
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had the responsibility and authority to report, adjust and record concessions to the
customer.
14. The organization was to have had procedures for investigating
nonconformity and implementing corrective actions which prevented reoccurrence.
The organization was expected to have analyzed all records to detect and eliminate
potential causes of nonconforming product. It was expected to initiate preventive
actions commensurate with the risk, and to verify that the actions were implemented.
15. This paragraph specified requirements and delivery procedures which
maintained the integrity of the product after final inspection and test.

This required

the organization to develop procedures to prevent damage or deterioration of the
product.
16. This paragraph was cited in twelve of the twenty paragraphs. Its focus
was on the quality of recordkeeping, maintenance, retention, storage, and availability
of data.
17. Once the quality system was in place, it was to be audited for
effectiveness and compliance with requirements. This paragraph specified internal
audits.
18. Training, as the object of this paragraph, was often the most costly
activity carried on by an organization. All personnel of the organization who affected
quality were to have their training needs identified. Records of all training were
needed.
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19. This paragraph applied to companies that provided servicing activities,
which made this not applicable for many. This stated that servicing procedures met
specified customer requirements.
20. This section specified that statistical techniques for verifying the
acceptability of process capability and product characteristics had been established.
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APPENDIX F
Response Rate by Population Segment to Survey

Statement

Deans(130)
freq (%)

Chairs(130)
freq(%)

Faculty(130)
freq (% )

Total(390)
freq(%)

1

20(15%)

49(38%)

25(19%)

94(24%)

2

20(15%)

51(39%)

26(20%)

97(25%)

3

20(15%)

49(38%)

24(18%)

93(24%)

4

20(15%)

47(36%)

25(19%)

92(24%)

5

18(14%)

51(39%)

25(19%)

94(24%)

6

17(13%)

51(39%)

25(19%)

93(24%)

7

19(15%)

49(38%)

23(18%)

91(23%)

8

19(15%)

51(39%)

23(18%)

93(24%)

9

17(13%)

48(37%)

25(19%)

90(23%)

10

19(15%)

48(37%)

25(19%)

92(24%)

11

20(15%)

48(37%)

24(18%)

92(24%)

12

19(15%)

48(37%)

24(18%)

91(23%)

13

20(15%)

48(37%)

23(18%)

91(23%)

14

19(15%)

48(37%)

25(19%)

92(24%)

15

17(13%)

49(38%)

23(18%)

89(23%)

(15%)

(38%)

(19%)

(24%)

Average
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APPENDIX G
Response Rate Regarding A Factor’s Presence

Statement

Deans
freq(%)

Chairs
freq(%)

Faculty
freq(%)

Total
freq(%)

1

23(18%)

50(38%)

23(18%)

96(25%)

2

25(19%)

50(38%)

24(18%)

99(25%)

3

24(18%)

49(38%)

24(18%)

97(25%)

4

20(15%)

47(36%)

25(19%)

92(24%)

5

23(18%)

50(38%)

26(20%)

99(25%)

6

23(18%)

49(38%)

26(20%)

98(25%)

7

22(17%)

47(36%)

23(18%)

92(24%)

8

24(18%)

46(35%)

24(18%)

94(24%)

9

22(17%)

46(35%)

25(19%)

93(24%)

10

22(17%)

47(36%)

25(19%)

94(24%)

11

22(17%)

48(37%)

25(19%)

95(24%)

12

22(17%)

46(35%)

25(19%)

93(24%)

13

23(18%)

46(35%)

25(19%)

94(24%)

14

23(18%)

47(36%)

26(20%)

96(25%)

15

18(14%)

49(38%)

21(16%)

88(23%)

(17%)

(37%)

(19%)

(24%)

Average
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APPENDIX H
ISO 9004-2 Factor Ratings from Instrument
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APPENDIX I
ISO 9004-2 Implementation Ratings from Instrument
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